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ABSTRACT 

'The study entitled "A study on the technology adoption and productivity in 

nlnfed farming systems in lower Brahmaputra Valley Zone of Assam" was conducted in 

Barpeta and Kamrup districts 01 Assam with the following objectives: 

I. To identify different types of specific enterprise based farming systems in the study 

are~ across different siLe group of farms. 

2. To asses the level of adoption of selected agricultural technologies and level uf 

productivity in selected farming systems across different size group "f farms. 

3. To identify the variables which signifIcantly contribute towards the level of adoption 

of selected agricultural technologies and level of productivity in selected farming 

systems across different size group of farms. 

4. To determine the direct and indirect effects of selected variable, on level of adoption 

Qf sdccte<.l agricul\'\lI~\ tecnn{\\ogies ~nlllc~d of proo\lrti~it~ ill ~e\ected farming 

systems. 

5. To find out farmers' perceptions of factors hindering adoption of improved 

agrieulturaltechnologies in selected farm!Ug system across different size group of 

farms. 

A multistage purposive-cum-random sampling design was followed for 

selection of respondents. The sample of the study consisted of 208 farmers practicing rainfed 

farmlOg. The data were collected with the help of a pre-tested structured schedule by per:sonal 

interview method. 

The two dependent variables included in the study were level of adoption of 

agricultural technology and level of productivity. All together twenty-one independent 

variables were included in the study. 

The frequencies, percentage, arithmetic mean, standard deviation, cocffiCleJ1l 

of variatIOn, zero order correlation coefficient, mulhple regression analysis and 

interpretation of the data. 

Findings revealed that 47.12 per cent of the respondents were marginal farmers, 

followed by 31.25 per cent small and 21.63 per cent medium farnlen;. While maj()riry 

(60.20%) of the marginal farmers had low farm mechanisation, 49.23 per cent of small and 

majority (68.89%) of medium farmers had medium level of farm mechanisation. Majomy 

of the respondents had medium cropping intensity (68.27%), medium degree of 



commercialization (66.35%), nJedlum utilization of family labour (69.71%) and medium 

level of working capital availability (70.19%). Majority of the respondent, were middle 

aged (50,96%), and illiterate (49.52%) with ~ingle type (75.48%) but large size (68,27%) 

family. Aruund half (49.08%) of them had member~hip in one organization. Majority of the 

respondents had low mnovation prODenc~~ (51.44%), medium economic motivation 

(70, 19%), low scientific orientation (44,71 %), medium risk orientation (67,79%), medium 

level of aspiration (54.80%), medium orientation towards competition (69.71 %) and medium 

management orientation (57.21%). While 37.76 per cent of marginal farmers had less 

favourable attitude, 40.00 per cent of small and 44.44 per cent of medium farmers had 

moderately favourable allltude towards improved fann practices. Majority of the re~pondents 

han medium level of Il.IIowledge on agrlcul\ural technology (74.51%) ann mediulll degIe'" 

of information exposure (78.85%). 

All the sampled farmeN practised crop based farming system. All together 18 

different types of crop based farmlOg systems were identified among three size group of 

farms. OU( of these 14 were common in three si~e group of farms. Highest percentage 

{l9.1l%) pI:ll.etised the ~y~tem cIilp-dairy-goa\-fi,h-duck fDllowed b~ lti,\ll per cent 

respondents with the systcm crop-dairy-fish-duck-pigeon.ln all the farming systems, crop 

enterprise had the highest contribution towards the total gross margin. 

More than 60.00 per cent of the respondents in each of the three farm size 

groups were adopters of high yielding variety seeds in suli and uh,. rice and adopter~ of 

chemical f~rtili2els in sali rice, uflu lice and potato tTOp. Highe,t pelcentage of the 

respondent:. (39,90%) were adopters of chemical pesllcides in muswrd crop. As regards 

level of adoption, majority of the sampled farmers had medium level of adoption of high 

yielding variety ,eeds (68.75%) and chemical fertilizers (69.71 %). While majority (63,27%) 

of the marginal farmers and 46.15 per cen! of small farmers had low level of adoption of 

chemical pesticides, 48.89 per cent of mcdium farmers had medium level of adoptiou of 

chemical pesticides, The overall adoption scores revealed that while 44.90 per cent of the 

marginal farmcrs had low level of adoption, 40.00 per cent each of the small and medIum 

farmers had medium level of adoption of three selected agriculturalteehnologics. The highe;1 

overall mean adoptlOn ~core (42.69%) was obtained for medium farmers. 

As regards level of productivity, findings revealed that while majority of the. 

marginal (73.47%) and small (70.77%) farmers had medium level of total gross margin, 

majority (53.33%) of the medium farmcr> had high level of total gross margin per annnnl. 

The highest average total gross margin was obtained from the system crop-dairy-fish-duck

pigeon. Out of the 21 independent variables, 13, 17 and 16 independent variables had positive 

significant correlation with level of adoption of marginal, small aDd medium farmers 



respectively. In the pooled sample, 17 independent variables had positive ~ignificant 

corrclallon with level of adoption. Of these knowledge level on agriwlturallechnology (r 

'" 0.661). working capital availability (r " 0.645). economic motivation (r " 0.592). attitude 

(r " 0.563), degree of information exposure (r " 0.561). and degree of commercialization (r 

" 0.521) t!ad moderately mong correlatiQn witt! level of adolltiQn. 

Wt!ile 13 indellendent variables had positive SIgnificant correlation with level 

of productivity of marginal farmers. 17 independent variables had positive signilicant 

correlation with level of productivity of both small and medium farmers. In the pooled 

sample1& independent variable, had positive significant correlation with level of 

productivity, Of these, ecoO';)mic m()tivati()" (r '" 0,720), le~el ()f aspirati(),,(r " 0.(92), 

orientation toward~ c()mpelition (r " 0.660), cropping intensity (r " 0.643), working capital 

availability if" 0.598), knowledge level (r" 0.562), and attitude (r" 0.505) had a modcrately 

strong to str()ng correlation with level of productitlity. 

The variables knowledge level had the highest positive significant contribution 

t()w1t{d~ t!l.e !e"el \If m1trtiTl1t1 fa'meTh, followed (1';1 the "-.ui'l.b\e~ workillg C'l.llital a"ailabilit~ . . 
and attllude. As regards small farmers, the variable economic motivauon t!ad the highest 

positive significant contribution towards the level of adoption followed by the variables 

working capital availability and cropping intensity. As regards medIUm farmers, the variable 

knowledge level had the highest posillve significant contribution towards the level of 

adoptlOn foUowed by economic motivation and working capital availability. In the pooled 

sample, the variable knowledge level had the highest positive SIgnificant comribution 

towards the level of adoption followed by the variables working capital availabihty and 

economic motivation. 

The variable knowledge level had thc highest positive and substantial direct 

effect (0.267) on the level of adoption followed by the variables economic motivation (0.210) 

and working capital availability (0,206), 

The variable orientation towarM competition had the highest positive and 

significam direct effect (0.269) on tbe level of productivity followed by the variables level 

of aspiration (0.241) and cropping intensity (O.219). 

'Lack 01 finance', 'non availability 01 high yielding variety seeds in time' and 

'high cost of fertililers and pesticides' were perceived by botb the small and marginal 

farmers as three most important constraints in adoption of improved technology, 'Non 

availability of high yielding variety seeds in time', 'lack of irrigation facilities' and 'lack 

of knowlcdge about plant protection measure~' were perceived by thc medium farmers as 

three most important cons.traints in adoption of itllproved technology. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Abollt 84,00 per cent of the world's cultivated area lies in rainfed 

environments and lhe vast majority of the world's rural poor both reside and try to 

derive their livelihood in .,uch areas J In Jndia, the area under rainfed agriculture i> 

[00.7& million nectare& wnieh constitutc about 70.60 per ~en\ of lhe \4-2.74 million 

hectares net shown area, More than half of the country'& 9& million farm families 

operate their holdings in tb.c tainfed areas. It ha~ alw been stated thal even after full 

exploitation of irrigation potential in the country at least half of the total are~ under 

crop in the country will remain rainfed'. This indicates that rainfed agriculture ~hall 

continue to playa major role in improving Indian agrarian economy. 

To a layman, agriculture that ~I)lely depends Dn rainfall iN its growth is 

rainfed agriculture. Absolute conceptualizatiOn, however, demands that factors inter 

playlllg railLfcd agricuLture he made clear elLough felf the ~impLc fact that agriculture 

varie; from situation to situation. For instance, it has been defined as agriculture 

based on crop production in a farming systcm which devends cnlirely on rainfall on 

a particular holding. It excludes irrigation from streams and underground sources 

but may include supplementary irrigation from small dams or tanks fcd from rainfall 

and associated runelff on a parncular Land holding'. For minfcd agricUlture, the 

quantum of rainfall, its duratIOn, its distribution over time and space, rates of 

precipitation and evapotranspiration, topography and soil type are primary 

dctermining factors for its growth. On the basis of the number of humid months, the 

rainfed farming area in India can be divided mto three groups" viz., <i) Humid and 

I. Russell, J. (1991) in Prasad, C. and P. Oas (1991). Pp.176,190. 

2. Choudhary, B. N. (1991) in Prasad, C. and P. Oa! (1991). Pp.76-97. 

}, JM, So. C. and A.I. Pem: ,\19&9) 

4. Kaowar, J, S. (1982) 
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sub humid tropics (with 4.5 to 7 humid mot)ths) (iil Dry semi arid tropics (with 2 to 

4.5 humid month,) and (Iii) Arid tropics (with less than 2 humid months). The North 

E\I~\crn region Df lndia;" situated in the humid ~ub-troplcal LUne. Rainfed agriculture 

can also be categorised into three broad cat~gorics On the basis of the percentage of 

unirrigated area to net SOWn area, which is an index of dependence On rains'. The 

firs! category include, the areas with more than 70.00 per cent unirngated area 

(high dependence on rains). Nearly 64.00 per cent of the farmers In this category 

are small and marginal farmers but operate, one-fifth (20,00%) of the area under 

this category. The second category consists of the areas with 50.00 to 70.00 per 

cent unirrigated arca (medium dependence on rains). An overwhelming majority of 

more than 85.00 per cenl of the farmers in this eatcgory are sm;tll and marginal 

farmer:. but operates less than half (44_00%) of the arca lmder this category. The 

third catcgory includes the areas with 30.00 to 50.00 per cent unirngated area. Almost 

all (95_00% 1 of farmers in this category are small and marginal farmers b\lt operate 

less than half (45.00%) of the area under this category. Taken together, the three 

categories account for nearly 71.00 per cent of uninigated area of the total net ~own 

aIca m the country_ AbDUl Ihree-fourth of the farmer~ inhabiting this area are ,mall 

and marginal farmers. The average size of holding in the rainfed area is 1.55 hectares 

against combined (irrigated and rainfed) average land holding size of 1.69 hectares_ 

Another criterion for classifying ralllfed agriculture can be precipitation. It is 

estimated that the total precipItation in the country is approximately 400 million 

hectare melres (mhm) annually, of which 70 mhm is lost through evaporation, Of 

the remaining 330 rnhm, around 150 mhm enters the soil and 180 mbm con~titute, 

the runon~_ Tbere i, extreme vllnation in annual rainfall in India ranging between 

10cm (in Rajasthan) and 1000em (in Meghalaya). Arial distribution of rainfall in 

India shows that 30.00 per cent of geographical area receives lcs, than 75cm of 

annual rainfalF_ 

5. Mi.~I\\, D, C. (\991) in Prasad, C.and p, Das \.1,}91), Pp.2\}9-32'l-_ 

6. Singh, R. p, (1990) in Kotler, N. G. (1990), 

7. Misra, D_ C. (1991) op_ cit., Pp.307-311. 



If two criteria of irrigation and rainfall are combined, then Indian 

agriculture can be classified in to three types of agriculture, viz" (i) Irrigated 

agriculture (with less than 30_00 per cent unlriigated area), (ii) Rainfed agriculture 

(with more than 30_00 per cent unirrigated area and annual rainfall above 1112mm) 

and (iIi) Dry land agriculture (with rnNe thall- 70.'JO per CCII-\ <III-irrigated area and 

annual rainfall below 1112rnm). Such a ClaS5ification has Important implications 

for agricultural extension work as the natllre and COnlent of the extension work will 

differ in these three types of agriculture warranting appropriate orientation and deSIgn 

of the extension stratcgy. 

Although India has achieved outstanding agricultural progress in its morc 

favourable, irrigated regions, there has bcen little effect of green revolution 

technologies in rainfed regions which cOlllribute only 42 per cent of the total food 

grain production io the country. It indicates that the rainfed areas in the country are 

characterised by very low and imtable productivity. This IS mainly due to poor 

resource base, practically non-existent infrastructure, inadequate use of improved 

technology in farming and inadequate IOstitutional suppon". The trends in production 

of principal crop" in the country clearly reveal that there has been marked po~itive 

relationship between increase in production and productivity with concomitaJlt 

increase in irrigation, On the contrary, the production and productiVIty of crops 

grown in rllinfed areas have Jagged behind. This suggests that the rainfed agriculturc 

needs detailed examinatIon and ameliorative measures to boost agricultural 

production in the country. 

As far as Ihc state of Assam is conccrned, more than 90 per cent of tbe 

area under agriculture is rainfed.lt IS situated in the humid sub-rropical region wilh 

high rainfall and humidity. The state belongs by and large to a high rainfall belt 

with annual rainfall ranging between 250cm (in the district of Goalpara) and more 

than 323cm (in the district of Cachar)_ Virtually, agriculture in the state is a 

8. Pra~ad, C_ and H_ N. B. Reddy (1991) in Prasad, C. and P_ Das (1991), Pp.I-24_ 
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combination of peasant and tenant farming with bulk of the cultivated land belonging 

to small and marginal farmers. While small and marginal farmers constitute 60.16 

and 22.52 per cent respectively of tbe total farmers in the slate. they own only 

20.82 and 26.27 per cent respectively of the total operational holdings'. Moreover, 

inadequate use of improved technology by vast majority of small and marginal 

farmers have resulted in deterioration of both production and productivity of their 

holdings over years. 

DespllC strenuous effon, made in the recent past to augment the 

agricultural production in the state, still it cannot be claimed that the agricultural 

production and produclivay in Assam leaves any room for complaccncy_ A perusal 

of the current produclion statistics of the state feveah that the average productivity 

of most of the major crops grown in the stat.: is quite low'" JJ_ For instance, the 

pIodIlCli~il)' Qf rice in the stale is Qnl)' 1359 kg per hectare which is Ie" than the all 

India average of 1879 kg per hectare and far more below than the average yield of 

some other rice growing states of India such as Punjab, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, 

Tamil Nadll and Jammu and Kashmir where average rice YIeld ranges between 2500 

kg and 3500 kg per hectare"- Against the all India average of 2705 kg peT hectare, 

[be yield of wheat in Assam is only 1066 kg pef hectare. The average yield of mustard 

in Assam is only 476 kg per hectare which is much lower than the national average 

yield of 907 kg per hectare. Similarly, the average yield of pulses in the state is 

only 547 kg peT hectare against a national average of 6[}(} kg per hectare. This indicate 

that, at the pre,ent level of technology, there is much scopc for increasing the level 

of productivity of the principal crops grown in the state. 

9. Stallstical Hand Book of Assam, (1994). DireClorate of Economics and Stati~tics. 
G\:ovt_ \:of A~s;u\l, G\lw~b.at;, 

10. Basic Agricultural Statistics, 1993·94 to 1997·98. Directorate of Agflculture, Gov!. 
of Assam, Guwahati. 

11. Agricultural Status of Alsam, 1992·93_ Directorate of Agriculture, GovL of Assam, 
Guwahati_ 

:12. Economic Survey, 1994·95. Mini,try of Finance, Govt. of India. New DelhI. 
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The present study was primarily focns,,,d on the farming systems 

prevalent in the fainfed areas. Farming system a, a concept takes into account the 

component of soil, water, crops, livestock, labour and the resources with the farm 

family at the centre managing agricultural aud related activities and lIoll-farm 

avocalions. The [arm family function" within the limitations of ils capability and 

resources, the socio-cultural .,etling and the interaction of these components with 

the physical, biological and economic factor;. A farming &ystem is defined as a 

unique and rca"onably stable arrangement of enterprises that a household manages 

according to well defined practices in rcspon~e to the physical, biologIcal and socio-

economic environments and in accordance with hou,ehold's goals, preferences and 

resources". Specifically, a farming system refers to a crop and livestock comhination 

or enterprise mix in which the products or the by-product, of one enterprise serve 

as the input for production of other enterprise(s)". It takes in to account the 

consumption need of the family, the economic factors like relative contribution of 

the technically fea,ible enterprise;, availability of farm resources, infrastructure 

and institutional factors besides the agro-biological considerations, namely, 

interdependence, if any, among enterprises and prefereuce of tbe individual farmers. 

Tbe conventional transfer of technology approach during the las! four 

decades b~s tried to develop and disseminate improved teebnology in a top-down 

fashion on a commodity basis with optimum recommendations that are relevant to 

the commercial or progressive farmers, who have broadly .~imilar access to the factors 

of production as the researchers. It is with the hope that the technologies will 

gradually tickle down and diffuse to poor small farmers. However, little Or nO 

attention was paid to the lack of resources of the small scale farmers, his risk adverse 

nature, bis farming system or his agro-climatc and socio-economic situation. A, a 

resnlt tbe conventional development approacb brougbt about many unintended 

13. Venugopalan, M. (1994), Pp.218-23L 

14. Maji, C. C. (1991), P.505. 
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(:onsequenccs by further widening the already existing gap in economic conditions 

of the farmen of the irrigated areas and rainfed areas. This is well supported by the 

crop production trends during the la"t four decades. There is, thus, an urgent need 

for an alternative approach to accelerate the productivity of the rainfed areas tbrough 

appropriate technology generation and diffusion. 

The Farming System Approach to research, extensIOn and development 

emerges out of the recognition that discipline or commodity oriented top down 

appmach tQ re~a~h and development lacks farmers' perspecth,c. The farming syMem 

approach to research, extension and development attempts to deal more effectively 

witb problems of complex, marginal, diverse, risk-prone agriculturc and 

disadvantaged farmer; operatiJ1g in harsh environmeJ1ts. The approach entrails a 

holistic perspective lU terms of household;;, farm and off-farm activities and their 

natural 1J.nd socio-economic environments. In contrast to conventional approach, the 

farming system approach emphasizes a participatory process involving rural people 

in farming &y;tem analysis, planning, evaluation and implementation of improvements 

on farm~. Thc primary objective:. of farming system approach is to improve the well 

being of individual farm families by increasing the overall productivity of the farming 

system. It is based on the development of principles Improving productivity. 

increasing profitability, ensuring sustainability and guaranteeing an equitable 

distribUllon of the result:. of production in the midst of diversity". 

Being primarily biological with II high degree of dcpendence on weather 

variables and changing socio-cultural and political environments, farming 15 more 

complex and risky than any other system.'· This is more so in case of rainfed farming 

systems. Most rain fed farming sy.~tems arc complex internally, with diverse micro 

environments, enterprises, nutrient floWS, seasonal changes and linkages. The 

resources of land, water, nutrients. vegetlltions, livestock, fish and plant genetic 

15. FAO (l993"), pp. 1-70. 

16. Chal11ber~, R. (1991) in Prasad, C. and P. Das (l991), Pp.47-51. 
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material of any farm can vary widely_ Rainfed farming systems also often differ 

over short distances and even between neighbours, so that fea,ible recommendation 

domains are small and often misfit standardized top-down transfer of technology. 

Rainfed farming systems arc risk prone and [ainfed farm-families often 

seek to reduce risk by further compLIcating tb.cir farming sy&tem~L1. lrr con»equence, 

reducing risk is a more important objective for rainfed than for irrigated farm 

families. There are, however, many way~ in which rainfed farmers complicate their 

farming >ystems to meet their objectives, including redoe'lng risk. Some of these 

include- addition of new enterprises, use of mixed cropping, diversification through 

on-farm and off-farm activities, multiplying internal and external linkages, creating, 

maintaining and protecting micro-environments which harvest, concentrate and 

exploit water, soil and nutrients, preferring stres~ toleranl, slre:.s avoiding and pest 

and disease resistant varieties of crops and livestock. 

Farming is the main source of livelihood for OVer 80.00 per cent of the 

rural population in Assam. Around 90.00 per cent of these f~rmers operates their 

holdings in rainfed areas with a a"erage h(")lding size of 1..37 he{.1ate~. In general, 

the rain fed farming syslem of a farmer is characterised by a mixed type of farming 

consisting of several activities such ai> field crops. vegetable crops, livestock and 

. fish besides activities in the homestead. There is however, wide variation in the 

type of farming systems followed by farmers depending upon their resource position, 

environmental conditions, comhination of enterprises and other socio-cultural 

; factors. Rice ii> the most important cereal occupying about 25.80 lakh heclare~ which ~ 

I:Onstitutes 80.00 per cent of the lutal annual cropped area in the slate. Other major 

crop activities include wheat, poIses like green gram, black gram, pea, lentil and 

har, oilseed~ like rape and mustard and sesamum, fibre crops like jote and me&ta, 

ber crops like potato and topioca besides summer and winter vegetables. 

rtieuitural cro{l~ such as arecanut, coconul, bao.al1.a, pilleapple, limes and lctnQ!l.~ 

. ibid., P.4S. 
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are grown more or less throughout the state("'. The main animal activities include 

dairy cattle, buffalo, pIg, goat, duck, poultry and pigeon besides fishery activities. A 

few studies conducted on identification of farming systems have revealed that the 

different types of fainfed farming systems prevalent in the state can be classified 

into six groups, viz. nee based, vegetable based, dairy based, pig based, poultry 

based and fishery based"" ""I, The mOi>1 peculiar phenomenon i:. that all such farming 

system are Seen within a village in Assam. 

As a result of introduction various new or improved technologies in 

agriculture, there has been a revolution in agricl.lltural productivity in the past in the 

country. Bul it hal> been confined to better endowed areas - having assured irrigation, 

better infrastructuraI development, land consolidation and easy access to input;, The 

approach to concent,rate On the resource-rich farmers of better endowed areas was 

appropriate III the eonten of the requiremcms for more food to vanqui~h hunger, 

This paid the dividends. But at the same tIme it was recognized that the cost intensive 

technologies that paved the way to green revolution were adopted only by the 

resource-rich farmers in the irrigated areas and the resource-poor farmers in the 

fainfed areas failed to integrate those technologies into their existing farming 

systems. Thus, an Important questIon arises as to why the new technologies have not 

been adopted by the resource-poor farmer; of rainfed areas? 

In a number of studies conducted during the recent past, the common 

reasons assigned for non-adoption of technologies are the conservativeness and 

ignorance of the farmers. In all such <;tudies, one basic ai>sumption has been that the 

technologies are good and appropriate and scale and resource neutral. It was seldom 

studied whether the technologies suited the variable environments prevailing with 

the rainfed farming community." It has been realized only recently that rainfed 

18. Agricultural Statu~ of A~8am, 1992-93 Directorate of Agriculture, Govt. of Assam, 
Guwahati. 

19. Kalita, P. (1995), Pp.36-118. 

f 20. Das, J. K.(l996}, Pp,34-1! 7. 

121. Chambers, R, and B, P. Giliidyal (l985). 
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agriculture is highly complex and therefore evolving technology to suitably fit in 

the specific farming system is often difficult. This is now well understood that the 

technologics are relevant where they are generated and adopted In similar conditions 

and are mostly not adopted where condition, differ_ The phySlO-hiological and socio

economic conditions of resource-rich farmers of irrigated areas arc much closer to 

the conditions of the research slalions, thus result is quick adoption of these 

technologies. On tbe contrary. the condihon~ prevailing in rainfed areas are sharply 

different than the condItions of research stations, therefore, the adoption is pOOL 

Another point of consideration i; that improvement in rainfed farming sy,tem calls 

fnr both land saving as well as I:lbour intensive farming practices. Farming practices 

baving proportionate balance between these two traits arc remote. Under such 

circumstances, farmer.~ use those practices they evolve themselves and hence 

adoption of recommended technology w!ll be poor. 

A review of wide array of studies by FAO (1986) has revealed that the 

cOncept that traditional agriculture is static is misleading. Small farm families are 

receptive to change and small farming sy;aems arc dynamic. The review further 

revealed that no single aUitude, trail, factor or farming condition explain the pattern 

of adoption of new technology by small fanners." 

Having said and dDn~, it is not impossiblc to evolve technology suitable 

for rainfed farming system:.. What is crucial hcre is approach made in cvolving the 

technology. The only approach suitable for large scale adoption ii> participatory 

approach which has been mentioned earlier. 

Summing up the foregoing discussion it can be said that an analysis of 

the farming system is quite important to the subject of developmcnt, because the 

farm is II mlljor decision point in agricultural development. Choosing policies for 

.ricultural development rcqui(e:. the usc of information about the existing fanning 

situation. lIl\Il,malioll on various facet~. therefore. need to be ga'hered. What 

.FAO (1986). 
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different type, of farming systems arc followed by the farmers in different size 

STOUp of f;lfms in fainfed areas? What is the level of adoption of technology and 

level of productivity in different size group of farms in rainfed arCa~ ? Do certain 

agro-economic, socin-personal, psychological and extension-communication factors 

influence the level of technology adoption lind level of productivity in rainted 

farming system, ? What arc the comtraints in adoption of improved technology by 

farmers in different si~.e group of farm, ? The answer to all these questions and 

many others arc all the more important for th<: planned economic growth of small 

and marginal farmers operating in fainfed areas, With this mission in view, the present 

study was planned with the following specific objectives. 

1.1 Objectives of the stndy 

J. To identify different types of specific entcrprise based farming systems in the 

study area across different size group of farms. 

2. To assess the level of adoption of selected agricultural teclmologics and level 

of productivity in selected farming system across different size group of fanm,. 

3. To identify the variables whIch significantly contribute towards the Icvcl of 

adoption of selected agricultural technQlogies and level of productivity in 

selected farming sy~tem across different size group of farms. 

4. To determine the direct and indircct effects of selected variables on level of 

adoption of selected agricullural technologies and productivity in selected 

farming system. 

5. To find out farmers' percepllons of the factors hindering adoption of improved 

agricultural technologies in selected farming system across different size group 

of farms. 

Scope and importance of the stndy 

Extension work in developing SocIety i:. mostly concerned wah the 

sfer of technology to the farmers. Technology and modern inpl.lts, however 
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efficient they may be, can not bring the desired level of success of the extension 

workers, unless the expected behaviour pattern of the farmers, who are the ultimate 

users of the tecbnology and iJ\pUl~, are precisely known and steps are taken to modify 

them In the desired direction. 

The present study was focused on the adoption behaviour and level of 

productivity of different categories of farmers operating in the rainfed area. The 

relatIonship of some selected variables with the farmers' level of adoption <tIId 

productivity were also examined In detaiL The findings of the study shall add to the 

knowledge and insight of the extension worker about the adoption behaviour of 

different categories of farmers under fainfed condition whIch will provIde useful 

guideline for designing effective ex.tension strategies for transfer of technology work. 

It is also expected that the flndings of thc study would be of somc help to 

planners and pollcy maker; in preparation of hlue print for agricultural development 

under the rainfed condition. 

1.3 LimitgtioDS of the study 

The study had the following limitations: 

I. The constraints of time, resource and current socio-political .~ituation 

compelled the investigator to confine the study to two distriet& of the Lower 

Brahmaputra Valley Zone of Assam. Generalizations made from the findings, 

therefore, may be limited to those areas which have agro-climatic and soc;o

economic condition similar to the study area. 

2. although an analysis of farming systems e~lls for an inter-disciplinary approach, 

the present study was conducted by the investigator alone basing on the 

expressed opinIOn of the respondents and hence the objectivity would be limited 

to the extent of the information received from the respondents. 

3. In this study. to estim.lIe the level of productivity of each farm only partial 

measure, of productivity were used which include total production of a farOl, 

, 



gross value of production and total gross margin over variable costs, While 

estimating total gro:.s margin, both livestock and fishery activities were also 

taken into con&iderallon hesides crop aetivitie:.. Hence, an estimation of 

prodllctivity per UllIt of land input eOllld not be incorporated, It is also 

w(}rthrnentioning thal an activity grc';h margin i~ not a measure of prQlitahilil.Y 

ai> it takes no account of fixed cost,_ 

4. The study was conducted without the help of an appropriate farming system 

research model as such model wa~ not available. Hence, SOme gaps in 

methodokgy might be cKisted_ However, takiJ;\g help of the methodology used 

10 this study further improvements 10 the methodology can be made for doing 

research in similar situation_ 

1.4 Organization of the thesis 

The tellt of this thesis has been arranged in five chapter_~. The chapter I 

includes introduction, objec lives of the study, scope and importance and limitations 

of the study. A review of relevant literature is incorporated in chapter n. The re~earch 

methodology adopted in the study is presented in chapter III, The findings and 

discussions are dealt in chapter IV. rinally chapter V conlain, the summary and 

conclusions. Bibliography and appendices are placed at the end of the thesis_ 
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Chapter II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A guod number of research .~ludies have been under taken in India by 

different rc~ealcheS on identiflcation ('If ~pccifie entcrp,ise ba&ed f~lTming s)'&\em~. 

A relatIvely large number of research stlldies have been conducted during tbe last 

five decades in India and abroad on adoption and diffusion of improved agricultural 

technologie~_ A good number of studies have also been undertaken 1O Identify the 

factors hindering adoption of technologies by farmers. However, ~tudic~ on produc

tivity at farm level are relatively few in number. In order to devcl('lp a conceptual 

frame and appropriate design for the study, some of the available literature relevant 

to the pre<;ent study have been reviewed In this chapter under the following heads. 

2.1 Enterprise based farming systems 

2.2 Concept of technology in agriculture 

2.3 Concept of adoption of agricultural technology and indice; uscd for its 

mea1',urement 

2.4 Relationship of adoptiou behaviour of fanners with selected agro-e\:onomic, 

socio-personal, psychological and extension-communication variables 

: 2.5 Explanatory variables of adopiion behaviour of farmers 

2.6 DClermillil.l'lb of farmen;' prod\lclivity 

2.7 Faclors hindering adoption of technology by farmers 

12.1 ENTERPRISE BASED I<'ARMING SYSTEMS 

Balishter et al. (1985) examlllcd the diversification of enterprises at farm 

vel in Agra district of Uttar Pradesh. The results of the study revealed that the 

troduction of new farm technology and use of increased inputs led 10 a marked 

crease in income at the farm level. 
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Singh €I af. (1985) studied lhe diversification of farming with crop 

cultivation and dairying in Punjab and revealed that with the adoption of dairy 

farming along with crop diversification, the farm increased su~tainabilit)'. Dairy 

farming on unit area basis W;l:' found to be more profitable than crop farming. 

Gupta and Tiwari (1985) in their study on the factors affecting crop 

diversification, observed lhal large and wealthier farms were relatively less 

diversified_ Tenancy was found to discourage diversification. 

Mukundan (1985) evaluated tile cost, {etum;; and .ewuree use efficiency 

in ricc"cum-pisciculture in Trichnr district of Kcrala. The results oflhe study revealed 

that the additional income that was obtained by rearing fIsh in paddy field was very 

attnctive and such a diversification was worth trying on a large scale iQf the 

maximization of profit from an unit area of land. 

Pal and Pal (1985) examined the nature. extent, causes and impact of 

both crop divcn;ification and variety diversification in West Bcngal. The results of 

the study revealed that the mode of farmmg, the degree of mechanization and farm 

size had been effective in enhaocing diversification. 

Singh and Sharma (1988) studied the income and employment increasing 

possihilities undcr different farmmg ,ystem on 5mali farms in mid·wcstern region 

of Uttar Pradesh and found that most of the smali farms were adoptIng diver~ified 

farming system, combining livestock activities with crop cnterpri~es. 

Radha et at. (\988) <::onducted a Hud)' '<lll eC'<lllornic analy5is of rice ba:;ed 

farming system in Krishna district of Andbra Pradesh. Tbe eco[mmic analysi; of 

rice-ricl."' and rice-pulse farming s),stems indicated that tbe per hectare expenditure 

i- all tbe inputs ex~ept seed wa~ more on the ricc·rice farming system. 

Sain (l9SS) conducted a comparative study on wbeat·paddy and wheat

ton farming &ystems in the soutb·wcstcrn Punjab. The results of the stud), revealed 

t 75 per cent of Ihe lotal operational holding was put under paddy or wheat paddy 
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farming system again:.! 81 pec cent under cotton or wheal-cotton farming ~ystem. 

Though per hectare operational expenditure did not differ significantly hetween the 

two farming sy:.lems, significant differences were noted in case of break-up of 

expenditure. 

Thakur e/ al. (1989) compared the cropping patterns, cropping system~. 

production and income of farmers under the existing farming systems, improved 

farming systems and optimum farming systems in Himachal Pradesh. The results of 

the study revealed that under optimum farming systems, production and income of 

lne farm iocrea~ed nead" tl\(ee lime!; by inten"ificatiGll of farming. 

Bhowmick et at- (1990) conducted a study on identification and 

optimization of resources in major farming systems in Sonitpur district of Assam. 

The study identified a total of 21 farming 5ystem~ for different size of group of 

hIms out of wbicb oj. were eommol\ ill all SiLt group of farms al\d {:, wele common 

in two size group of farms. The type of farming system identified varied from 14 in 

~mall size group to 10 in large sIze group. In the small size group. about 37.00 per 

cent of the farmers practised the system crop -dairy- goat- pigeon and duckery 

followed by the system crop-dairy-pigeon and duekery by 22.00 per cent of farmer,_ 

In medIum size group of farms. the system crop - dairy-goat_pigeon was followed 

by 47.00 per cent of the fanners while the ~y&tem crop-dairy-pigeon-duckery was 

followed by 16.00 per cent of the farmers. Out of the 12 types of farming system, 6 

types were followed by only 3.00 per cent of the farmers and 4 type& by only 5.00 

per cent of the farmers. In the large SIZe group of farms followed 27.00 per cent of 

the farmer'> followed the system crop- dairy-goat-pigeon-duckery and 23.00 per 

c:ent of them followed the ,ystem crop-dairy-pigeon-duckery. Out of the 10 types of 

fanning systems identified in the large sizc group, 6 types were practised by only 4 

!per cent of the farmers. The study also revealed that capItal was an important resource 

:constraint and supply of human and bullock labour were in ~urplu;. 
, 

I Sharma et al. (1991) made an attt;mpt to identify the farming systems 

r'uowed in different agro-climatic zones of Himachal Pradesh and examined the 
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~ing system again,! 81 per cenl under cotton or wheat -cotton farming system. 

r'l'llOUgh per hectare operational expenditure did not differ significantly between the 

itwo farming system;, ;ignificant difference; were noted in case of break-up of 

~Cltpendill1re. 

i Thakur e/ al. (1989) compared the cropping patterns, cropping systems, 

'IFOdllClion and income of farmers under the existing farming systems, improved 

farming systems and optimum farming systems in Himachal Pradesh. The results of 

the study revealed that llnder opllmllffi farming systems, production and income of 

the farm increased nearly three times by intensification of farming. 

Bhowmick et ai, (1990) conducted a study on identification and 

optimization of rCSOliTces in major farming systems in Sonitpur district of Assam. 

The study identificd a total of 21 farming systcms for different :.ize of group of 

farms out of which 4 were common in all size group of farms and 6 were common 

iD two :.ize group of farms. The type of farming system identified varied from 14 in 

small sile group to 10 in largc size group. In the small size group. about 37.00 per 

cent of tbe farmers practised the system crop -dairy- goat- pigeon and duckery 

followed by tbe system crop-dairy-pigcon and duekery by 22.00 per cent of farmers. 

In medium size group of farms, tbe system crop - dalry-goat-pigcon was followed 

by 47.00 per cent of the farmers while the system crop-dairy-pigeon-duckery was 

followed by 16.00 per cent of the farmers. Out of the 12 types of farming system, 6 

types were followed by only 3.00 per cent of the f;!rmers and 4 types by only 5.00 

I per cent of the farmers. In the large size group of farms followed 27.00 per cent of , 
Ithe farmcrs followed the system crop- dairy-goat-pigeon-duckery and 23.00 per 

cent of them followed the systcm crop-dmry-pigcon-duekery. Out of the 10 types of 

farming sy:.lems identified in the large sile group, 6 types were practised by only 4 

r cent of the farmers. The study also revealed that capital was an important resource 

nstraint and supply of human and bullock labour were in surplus. 

Sharma e/ at. (1991) made an attempt to identify the farming system:. 

Howed in different agro-climatic zones of Himachal Pradesh and examined the 
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anges in the farming system in the recent past and the strength and direction uf 

trend a(ld their specific characteristics and features calling for adjustment in the 

liey response. The authur conduded that different farming systems had emerged 

the state due to the specific agro-climatic and techno-economic conditions. They 

re (a) remittance based traditional farming in low hills, (b) live stock: based 

ming in mid hills, (c) vegetable based farming in well endowed pockets of mid 

-Us and (d) [rull based farming system in high hills_ The study indicated that 

gelable !'lased and fruit based farming system, emerged to be the most profitable 

for the fanning community_ 

Dooghare el al. (1991) in their study on different farming systems in 

aryana revealed that adoption of recommended technology even with restricted 

ital investment resulted in higher net farm income and better utili.mtion of human 

Sivanarayana and Reddy (1993) made an critical an~lysis of the extent 

t.f adoption of recommcn<.le<.l practices for different enterprises which Included crop 

*iry, sheep and goat rearing among small and marginal farmers in Guntm district 

bf Andhra Pradesh. The results of the study revealed that all the recommended 

practices related to different selected enterprises were not fully and uniformly 

opted by the small and marginal farmers practising diversified farming. 

Pradhan (1995) in hIS stu<.ly on poultry farming in Tripura found that 

ultry farming as a self-employment programme was favourably adopted by the 

ople having sma!! land holding in villages as well as towns in the state. 

Kalita (1995) In his study conducted in Sonitpur district of Assam revealed 

t farmcrs were diversifying crops with all types of loca!!y available livestock 

"vities such a~ daIry, goatery, pOUltry, piggery, duckery an.d pigeonnery which 

oed from farmer to farmer as per farming systems adopted by them. A IOtal of 26 

s of f~rming systcm, were identified in the study area. However, none of tile 

ing systems excepl crop farming was dominanl. The extent of diversification 
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(If crops with livestock in the study area was very low both fronl the level of input 

LIse as well as quality of breeds or varieties and size of livestock unit. The author 

pointed out that existing forlllS of diversification or farming systems failed to cover 

their basic purposes of augmenting income and employment of the farmers due to 

the fact that diversification was not because of interest blll ~imply because of 

tradition. 

Das (1996) in his study on viability and sUi>lainnbility of specIfic 

enterprise based farming sy~lem in Iorhat district of Assam identified 27 types of 

farming systems across different size group of farms, These systems were brought 

under six ~pecific enterprise based farming :.y:.tems, viz, rice based, vegetable based, 

dairy based, pig based, poullry based and fish based. Of the total sampled farmers, 

percentage of farmers following the abovc enterpri:.e based farming system:. were 

40.77, 14.62, 10.77, 16.15, 10.00 and 7.W per cent re&pectivcly. 011\ "f these 27 

types, 4 types of farmlllg <;ystems were followed by more than 10.00 per cent of the 

farmers in marginal farm sile group, 3 types were followed by more then 10.00 per 

cent of the farmers in small size grOI.lP, 4 types were adopted by more them 10.00 

per cent of farmers in medium size group while only I type wa~ followed by large 

size group of farms. 

2,2 Concept of technology in Agriculture 

Any definition of technology encompasses a wide range of phenomena, 

According to Fairchild (l961), tcchnology is the combination of totality of technique.s 

employed by peoplc at a given period for the purpose of adaptation to their bio

physical environments. 

According to Thcodorson and Thcodorson (1969). in the broadest sense, 

technology is the translation of scientific laws into machines, tools, mechanical 

devices, instruments, innovation:., procedures and techniques to accomphsh tangible 

cods, attains specific needs, or manipulate the environment for practical purpose,. 
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Rogers (1983) defined technology as 11 design for instrumental action 

that reduces the uncertainty in tbe cause-effect relation,hip involved in achieving a 

desired outcome. This definition implies that tec);malogy is a means of uncertainty 

reduction for individuals that i~ made possible by the information about cause-effect 

relationship on which the technology is based. A technology usually has two 

components- (I) a hardware llspect. consisting of the tool that embodies the 

technology as material or physical object:. (e.g the equipment, product ctc·l and (ii) 

a software aspect. consisting of (he information base for the tool (e.g. the knowl~dge, 

skiHs, instructions, principles or procedures Or ulber information aspects of the tool 

that allow uS to use it). Even though the software component uf a technology is 

often not so apparent to observation, technology always represents a mixture of 

hardware and software aspeet~ (Rogers, 1983). Most innovations that have been 

studied by diffusion researchers are technological innovations and for this reason 

the term 'technology' is often used as a synonym for 'innovation'. 

Rogers (1983) defined an innovation as an idea, practice or object that is 

perceivcd as new by an individual. Dasgupta (1989) mentioned th<lt <In innovation 

may represent a shght modification of, or a significant departure from, the existing 

ideas or practiccs. The 'idea' constitutes the central element of an innovation which 

often manifests itself in a material or behavioural form. Most agricultural 

innovations such as improved seeds, chemical fertilizers. pesticides, improved farm 

implements etc., manifest a matenal form. Chinnoy (1967) noted that technology 

,iovolves the actual behaviour of mcn as well as both the scientific and practical 

I knowledge and material implements used for instrumcntal purpose. 

Thc majority of the diffusion studies in India have been concerned with 

I the adoption and diffusion of several innovations, and only a few concentrated upon 

fa single type of innovation. Improved or high yielding varieties of :.eed, chemical 

fertilizers, plant protection chemicals and improved implements have been the most 

quen! items of shJdy. The studies on adoption of improved cultural pr<lctices such 

green manuring. line sowing, compoSling, seed trNtment are relatively few in 
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Dumber. A very few studies dealt with the adoption of improved management and 

marketing techniques. Th", studies concentrating on the adoption and diffusion of a 

single practice Or a single lype of practice dealt mainly with improved or high yielding 

varieties of wheal and rice, chemical fertilizers, farm mechani7.ation, use of improved 

ploughs, artificial insemination and improved breeds of cattle (Dasgupta, 1989). 

In the present s\I.ldy, the term 'agricultural technology' refers to three 

selected improved agricultural practices, namely, eil high yielding variety seeds, 

(ii) chemical fertilizers and (iii) Chemical plant protection measures with respect 

to seven scleetcd crops viz" (il sal; (winter) rice, (ii) ahu (autumn) rice (iii) boro 

(summer) rice, (iv) wheat, (v) mustard (vi) potato and (vii) pea. 

2.3 Concept adoption of agricultural technology and indices used for its 

measnrement 

Different researeher~ have conceived the term 'adoption' in different ways. 

Lionberger (J960) defined adoption as the integration of an innovation into a farmer's 

on going operation thruugh repeated and continued use, Rogers and Shoemaker 

(1971) defined adoption as the use of ~ new idea continuously on a full scale. Pareek 

and Chattopadhyay (1966), however, argued that the idea of ful! scale adoption, 

thai is, one hundred per cent adoption is impracticable, especially in the case of 

Indian farmers. They also preferred the concept of 'extended IJSe', which may be 

,both in time and extent, to the concept of continuity. Rogers (1910) defined adoptIOn 

a decision to makc full use of an innov~tion as the best course of action available. 

asgupla (1989) defined adoption as the integration of an innovation into farmers' 

ormal farming activity over an extended period of time. 

Different researchers have developed and used several types of indices 

measure adoption in operational terms allhe individual level. They range from 

latively simple to complex indieei> which take a number of dimensions, pertaining 

adoption. into account. A number of ,ueh indIccs u8ed by various researchers 

e becn discussed in tbe following paragraphi>. 
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Wilkening (1952) used an index of improved farm praclice~ in which the 

. on of extent of adoption was introduced. He also stressed the importance on the 

cept of potentiality of adoption. Rogers (1958) developed a 'simple adoption 

e in which the farmer received a ~c<;)re of one for adoption and Lero for non

plion of a practice. A number of studies have llsed such 8implc measure of 

ptioo based on only ttlC 'use' of a given practiGe or one (I( mare Qf a number (If 

etted practices without taking the 'period' and 'exlent' of use of practice{s) into 

iIIonsideralion (Chaukidar and George, 1972; Patel and Patel. 1973; Akhouri and 

ISingh, 1974; Sharma and Nair, 1974: Joshi, 1977; Malik, 1979: Pathak and 

,Majumdar, 1981; Singh, 1982; Subramanw,m el al. 1982; SIngh, 1983; Tyagi and 
, 
'Sohal, 1984; Ramachandra and Sripai, 1990; Kh~r, 1992 and Khalik, 1997)_ , 

Adoption behaviour of farmers is also measured in terms of 'Ilumbe~ of 

'practices' adopted by them out of a given list of selected practices. This measure 

aot only differentlale between adopters and non-adopters but also between adopter~ 

according to the degree of adoption behaviour. Bose (1966); Das and Sarka~ (1970), 

Supe (197!), Tripathi and Mishra (1971), Reddy and Murthy (1973), Malhotra el 

a/. (1974), Padheria and Patel (1975), Roy et ai, (1984) and Nikhade et a1.(l992) 

llave used such index of adoption. In a number lhese studies. a farmer received an 

adoption score for each practice adopted_ The sum of scores for all the adopted 

)l£actice~ gave the total adoption score of a farmer (Tripathi and Mishra, 1971; Reddy 

and Murthy, 1973)_ 

The indices of adoption mentioned above do not take the applicability of 

: • practice to the farmers' operation into account. This problem is solved by an index 

; based on the 'per cent of applicable practices' adopted by a farmer. Adoption score 

of a farmer in such method is found out by expressing the number of adopted 

practices a., perccJ\lage of the number of applicable practices (Dasguspta, 1966; 

Sengupta, 1963; Singh, 1973), Such measures of adoption, however, can make no 

4istinction between an adopter who has been using 11 prllctice for several years and 

.. other who hal> started to usc the practice only rccelltly. This problem is solved by 
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an jude>:: referred to as 'years of lise of adopted practices' which take [he number of 

years the farmer ha~ been using each of the adopted practice~ into com.ideratloll_ 

Such meaSlires of adoption behaviour has been used by Reddy and Reddy, (1972), 

Aggrawa! and Deb (1974); Shukla(1975); Bhowrnik (1978) and Sinha and 

Verma.(1979}_With the ba~i<; assufilpti\)D that farmers can be arranged in lerms of 

the desire to which each of them is relatively early 10 adopt a new idea than other 

membcr~ of the social system, several researchers have used what Rogers and 

Shoemaker (1971) called the 'innovativenes!; :;caJe'. Adopters, in such studie~, are 

divid",d into a number of categories based on the level of their innovativeQess. Since 

the distribution of adopters over time within a social system foUow~ a bell-shaped 

curve and approaches normality, 1he two parameters of the normal curve, the mean 

and the standard devialjon, are Il~erl 10 divide the curve into ftVe areas, The adopter, 

in each area are referred to re,pectively a" innovator~, early adopters, early majority, 

late majority, and laggards, This five fold classification of adopters, however, is 

arbitrary. Several Indian researellers have used three categorics as innovators, early 

adopters and late adopters. (Bose, 1966; Shetly, 1968; Dasgupta, t968; Deb and 

Sharma, 1969; Basran, 1970; Tripathi and Mi,hra, 1971 and Reddy and Reddy, 1972). 

A few researchers such as Dasgupta (1968), and Kilvin et al. (1971) 

have used the 'Guttman's scale analysis' to construct an adoption scale. The 

connruction of Guttman's scale Qf adopt;""1"1 first inv",,\ves elimination of those 

practices which have been adopted by less than 20 per cent or more than 80 per cent 

of farmers. The remaining practices arc arranged in de:.cending order from the most 

to the least adopted ones. In such measure of adoption, farmers afe given scale 

scores on the basis of the number of practices they adopt which indicate their degree 

of adoption behaviour. 

Dasgupta (1967) have used the 'trace !ine scale' of adoption where each 

farmer wa~ given a point score for each practice adopted and the sum of these scores 

constituted hi . ., raw score, These raw score i~ an apprQKimati.Qn of the adQption 

behaviour of the farmer. The percentage of farmers In each of the raw score categQry 
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adoptlflg each practice are then plotted and a trace line fOf each practice is obtaineQ. 

The trace hoc, of the practices which are consi,tently related w adoption behaviour 

of fanners /lol only increa;,e monotonically with incrca,ing raw scores but also run 

parallel to each other. The pntctices who»e Itace lines do fiN confurm to these 

e::;:pectalions are ehminated and an adoption scale is constructed with the remaining 

pracllees. Farmers arc given adoption ,cores on the basis uf the number of these 

praclices adopted. 

Pareek and Chattopadhyay (1966) developed the 'Adoption Quotient 

'(A.Q.) scale to measure the multi-practice adoption behaviour of farmers. It includes 

several dimensions such as potcrttial, extent, time, consistency and weights. Potential 

refers to the maximum degree to' which the brrner can cxtend hi, adoption. The 

e.dent of adoption is the degree to which a farmer has actually adopted a practice. 

When [he extenl of adoption equals the potential of use, the adoption is recognized 

as full at that tinle, and when the extent is nil, it i:, considered a~ non-adoption. The 

time element refers to how early a practice i:, adopted by a fanner and for how long 

he has been usmg it. Consistency is [he contin~ity of adoption, with a trend toward 

maximization of ""option cffort~ and their maintenance through. years. The practices 

are weIghted according to the difficulty in adoptmg them. The 'Adopticm Quotienl' 

of an indlvidual farmer may range from 0 to 100. This scale al50 have been used by 

several other rescarchers (Choudhury and Maharaja, 1966; Singh ~nd Sing, 1970; 

lha and Shal\.tawat, 1972; Sharma and Nair, 1974; Baruah, 1989: Haque. 1989 and 

Prasad. 1993). 

Several other measures of adoption behaviour have been developed and 

used by the researchers. Many of these studies were found to deal with the adoption 

of a single pra<;tice r"-tller than adoption of a !lumber of pr::>.etices. Singh and Chubey 

(1974) followed a differenl procedure for determining the extent of adoption of 

bigh yielding wheat technology. The propoflion for each o{the selected six practices 

were calcuJ[ited and mUltiplied by corresponding weights. Proportion:, of all the six 

I practices were summed up and divided by the total weights. The resulting value 
, 
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was expressed in terms of percentage indicallng the extent of adoption. Malhotra e/ 

al. (1974), Veerasamy and Bahadur (979), Borpuzari (1987) and Singh (1988) have 

measured [he extent of adoption of improved farm practices by assigning equal 

weighlage to each practice and summed up the obtained weighlage eVer the practices 

to gel the adoption score of an individual farmer. Bordoloi (1978) Sharma (1992) 

and Ray el <II. (1995) measured adoption of selected crops cultivation practices in 

terms of deviation from recommendation. 

The various measures of adoption discussed above ~how a wide range in 

complexity and methodological sophistication. The various dimensions of these 

measures included within the theoretical frames differ and the relative weightage 

assigned aho varie, from one all'Other. In light of the above review, a simple index 

of adoption, as suggested by Sangle (1984) has been used in the present study to 

measure the level of adoption of three selected agricultural technologie:; by farmers. 

l'his measure of adoption take, inlo account three important dimensions, viz. number 

of technology, potentiality for use of technology and extent of actual use of 

technology by the Carmer. This rn.eaS\lIj; wa~ considered ~Ultable as il could give a 

clear picture of the level of adoption of each technology separately as well as in 

combination in terms of potential and directly ~howcd the peTcentagc \lwa under 

the selected technologies. 

1.411e',,"onship of adoption behaviour of farmers with selected agro·economic, 

socio·personal, psycbological and extension_communication variables 

A relatively large number ofresearch .,tudie:; can be located in India and 

abroad which have focused on the factors related to adoption behaviour or 

innovativene,s of farmers. A major goal of most of these studies is to isolated the 

factors which differentiate an adopter from a (Jon-adopter, or between different 

categories of adoptcr~_ Variou, past researchers have found a number of personal, 

situational, soeio-economie, communication and psychological factors to be related 

.ith the farmer's adoption behil.viouT. 
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A review of about 900 empirical puhlications dealing with the diffusion 

I-f innovations by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) revealed that - (il socioeconomic 

ktors such as age, education hleracy, farm size, ~ociaJ status, upward social 

~bHi.y, economic orientatrun etc., (ii) persortality factors such as empathy, 

.gmalism, rationality, intelligence, attitude towards change altd science, 

a:hievemcnt motivation elc_, and (lii) factors related to communicati.on behaviour 

Acb as social participation, intcrcoonectedne~~ with the social sy~\en\, 

IlOSrnopolitcness, mass media exposure, knowledge of innovation etc, Wele Ine 

JrincipaL factors Ol&-.'\(IC\ated eittle, positively or negatively with the innov;alivcness. 

Dasgupta (1989) reviewed 343 empirical studies conducted in India during 

* period between 1960 and 1985. The results of the study showed that of the large 

.. rober of personal, situational and social factors associated with the adoption 

llehaviour and innovativness of farmers, twelve appeared to be most frequently 

II':Sl'larched. These factors were age, literacy and education, size of holding. letlurc 

SlaWS, literacy and education, ,ize of holding, tenure status, incoIlle a[ld (;Co[lomic 

SlaWS, availability of irrigation, commerc ial ization, ca~te status, social particip>ltion, 

.roan arld out side contact and sorio-economic stat\)~. All these variables were found 

III be rdaled with adoption behaviour of farmcn. 

The find1Ugs of some of the available research studies regarding the 

le.iation,;hip of adoption behaviour of farmers with the variables selected in the 

present study arc reviewed hereunder. 

ISize of larnll.luldillg ; Si'l,e of land holding owned or operated by a farmer was 

found to have $ignifleant and positive relationship with adoption behaviour of 

farmers. Variom researchers such as Dasgupta (1963), Basran (1970), Jaiswal et 

.., .. (10/11), Chaukidar and George (1972), Reddy and Reddy (1972), Pate] and 

Pate) (1973), Akhouri and Singh (1974), Sharma and Nair (1974), Sing/! (1973) 

Malhotw et ai, (1974). Shukla (1915), Joshi (1971), Bezbora (1978), Mishra and 

Singh (1981), SlIlgh (1983). Singh (198l!), Gogoi (1989), Das (1991) and Veeraiah 
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ai. (1998) reported ~ignificant and positive relationship between si1.e of land 

ings and adoption behaviour of fanner:;, Nonslgnificant relationship of land 

ding size with adoption was (eported by Grewal alld Sohal (l97l), Ilta and 

tawat ([972), Singh and S\t\gt\. (\916), Hussain t19~2), Palnak and Sasmal 

(92) and SUjatba and Annamalai (1998). 

rm meo;haniza.tion: Although a few researches had artempted to study lhe c>;tent 

adoption oHarm mechanization by (aImers (Singh 3.t1d Sohal, 1976; Singh, 1932; 

. glt, 19$.3). bllt the studies which atlempted to relate farm rnechani;o;allon to the 

pmplion behaviour of farmers is very few in number. In a study conducted by Singh 

~J989) in Haringhata block of Nadia district in West Bengal reported a nOIl

lfignificam relationship between farm mechamzation and adoption behaviour of 

.. arginal farmers_ Howevcr, a positive and significant relationship w"1ts f(lund 

""tween farm mechanization and adoplion behaviour of small and medium farmers_ 

Cropping Intensity: Hussain (1982) in his study conducted in Sibsagar district (If 

Al;sam found (wn-significant rdations]lip between cropping illlensity and extent Qf 

adoption hy farmer);. A. ~tudy conducted by Singb (\9-89-) in Nadia district of West 

Bengal also found non-significant relationship between cropping intensity and 

Jldoption behav!Our of small farmers_ Kumar (1992) in his comparative study on 

txtent of adoption of recommended agricultural technologies by the farmers of 

Mauipur and Assilm found a Il<.)ll-~ignificant relationship betwee<l the nopping 

intensity ilnd elUent of adoption by tile farmers of \:loth the state_ Similar reI ~tjonship 

was ahi~ reported by Ray er aJ. (1995) and Padmaiah et al. (1998). 

Degree of commercialization: Studies conducted hy Dasguspta (t963), Bose 

(1966). Moulik: and Rao (1966). Kilvi<l eI al. (1968), Sangle (19S4) and Sharma 

(19(2) found a positive Ielationship between degree of commercialization and 

adoption behaviour of farmers_ 

Sujatha and Aunamalai (1998.) i<l their ~tudy conducted in Vellore district 

(.If Tamil Nadu fQund non-significant relationship between degree of 
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eommercialization and adoption behaviour of marginal farmers but positive and 

lignificant rciatlOn$hip between degree of commercialization and adoption 

behaviour of ~mall farmers_ 

Extent of Utilization of family labour: Although a few research studies have been 

conducted to examine the availability and utilization of family labour (Bbowmick 

ct .al., 1990 and Das, 1996), only one study could be located for revIew which have 

Itlempled to relate availahility of family labour with adoption behaviour of farmer. 

In a study conducted by Pathak and Sasmal (1992) in West Bengal found 

, negative and non-significant relationship between family workforce and adoption 

behaviour of marginal and small farmers, In case of pooled sample of farmers, 

I however, the study reported a negative but significant relationship between family 

workforce and adoption behaviour of farmers_ 

Availability of Working Capital: The working capital is required by the farmers 

to meet their expenses on day to day crop and livestock production activities in 

both cash and kind_ Although a few research studies have been conducted to examine 

tbe availability and utilisation of working capital in different size group of farm, 

(Bhowmick el ai, 1990; Kalita, 1995 and Oas, 1996), no study could be located for 

i review which have atlempted to relate availability of working capital with adoption 

behaviour of farmers_ In the pre,enl study, to test the hypothesis thai there i~ no 

relationship between the working capital availability and level of adoption of selected 

agricultural technologies by farmers, this variable was taken into consideration. 

Age: Although the relationship between the age of indiVIdual farmers and their 

adoption behaviour has been studIed by a number of researchers, the findings on 

the relationship between these two variables are somewhat inconsistent. While Supe 

(1971), Jha and Shaktawat (1972), Patel and Patel (1973), Rajendra (1973), Salunkhe 

and IhQral (1975), SlIbramaniam el ai, (19g2), Singh (1983), Kalarya (1989), Oas 

1991) ,Pathak and Sasmal (1992), Saikia (1995), Yasmin (1996) and Oeka (1997) 

ported a significant relatIOnship between age and adoption of improved 
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lechnologics by farmers. Singh and Reddy (1965), Bose (J 966), Deb (1968), Basran 

(1970), Tripathi and Mishra (1971 _l, Chaukldar and George (1972), Reddy and Reddy 

(1912), MaLhotra et aL (1974). Bordoloi (1978). HU~.Rain (1982), Singh (l988) ,Da~ 

(1996), Sumathi and AJagesan (1998) and Padmaiah el al. (1998) found non

aignificant relationship between th" two variables. Most of the studies which reporled 

a signiflcant relationship between age and adoption, found a negative relal](.JI\~bip 

between the two variable;. Studies, which found no slati<;tically significant 

relationship between age and adoption, even reported a tendency tow;lrds a negative 

relationship between them. 

Education level: Education level of farmers have been found to play an imponant 

role in their adoption behaviour. Various researchers have reported a statistically 

significant relation,hip of education with adoption of agricultural practices hy 

farmers. Education of farmers was found to be significantly and positively related 

to their adoption behaviour by Deb and Sharma (1969). D\\1> (J9"10), Palel and Smgh 

(19"10), Singh and Singh (19"10), Grewal and Sohal (1971), Chaukidar and George 

(19/2), Jha and Shaktawat (19"12), Rajendra (19"13), Reddy and Murthy (1973), 

Kishor and Rm (1974), Sukhla (1975), Shankar (1979), Hussain (1982), Singh 

(1983), Katarya (1989), Gogoi (1989), Das (199 I) Veeraiah e/ al. (1997) and Sujatha 

and Annamala; (1998). However Singh and Reddy (1965), Akhouri and Singh (1974), 

Bordolo; (1978), Sinha and Verma (1979), Singh (1988), Pathak and Sasmal (1992), 

Das (1996) and Padmaiah et a/. (1998) reported a non-significant relationship 

between education and adoption behaviour of farmers. 

Family type: Singh (1998) reponed a non-significant positIve relationship between 

family type and adoption behaVIour of marginal and medIum farmers. In case of 

smaH farmers, however. the study reported a positive and significant rclation~hip 

between thc two variables. A positive but non-significilnt relation~hip was also 

reporled by Sangle (1984), Ray el al. (1995) and Mathiyalagan (1997). In a study 

conducted in Vellore district of Tamil Nadu, Sujalha and Annamalai (1998) found a 

positive but non-significant relationship between the type of family and adoption 
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behaviour of marginal farmers. In case of small and big farmers, the study reported 

a negative and non-~ig[]ificant relationship between the two variables. 

Family size: Singh (1989) found a positive and sigmficant relationship between 

the size of family and adoption behaviour of marginal farmers. The study, however, 

reported non-significant relationship between the size of famIly and adoption 

behaviOllf of small dnd medium farmers. 

Pathak and 5asma! (1992) found a non-significant but negative 

relationship between the size of family and adoption behaviour of marginal as well 

as small farmers. 

Sangle (1984) reported a po:.itive but non-sigJlificam relationship between 

the size of family and adoption behaviour of farmers. Similar findings were also 

reported hy Ray el at. (1995). 

Social participatioD : Wagh (1974). Hussain (1982), Singh (1983), Sangle (1984), 

Mahanla (1989). Kaur and Singh (199J), Sakharkar el al. (1992) and Sumathi and 

Alagesan (1998) found a positive and significant relationship between social 

participation and adoption behaviour of farmers. 

Supe and Solude (1975), Reddy and Reddy (1988) and Singh (1989) 

reported Don-significant relationship between social participation and adoption 

behaviour of farmer;, 

Sujatha and Annamalai (1998) reported posllive but non-significant 

relationship between the social participation and adoption behaviour of marginal 

and big farmers. In ca.~e of small farmers, the study. however, found a positive and 

significant relationship between the two variables. 

Innovation proneness: Another psychological variable !lffecting adoption hehaviour 

of fanners is their innovation pronene",. Mcmlik and Rao (J 971) and Moulik (1975) 

found that innovation proneness was SIgnificantly and positively related to the 

adoption of agricultural technologies by fanners. Sangle (1984), Haque (1989), Oas 
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C1991) lind Juliana et al. (1991) aho reported a significant and positive relationship 

between innovation proneness and adoption behaviour of farmers. 

Eeonomic motivation; Sharm:l and Nair (1974), Veerasamy and Bahadur (1979), 

Sangle (1984), Kumar (1992), Sumathi and Alagesan (1998) and Padmaiah et al. 

(1998) reported a positive and :.ignlficant relationship between economic motivation 

and adoption behaviour of farmers. 

Singh (1989) in hIS study conducted in Nadia district of West Bengal 

found a non-significant relationship between economic motivation and adoption 

behaviour of marginal farmers. The study. however, found a positive and significant 

relationship between economic motivatIOn and adoption behaviour of small and 

medium farmers. 

Pathak and Sasmal (1992) reported a non-significant relationship between 

economic motivation and adoption behaviour of bOlh marginal and small fanners. 

Similar findings were reporled by Narayanll and Reddy (1994). 

A non-sigmficanl relation~hip between the twO variable" was also reported 

by Mahanta (1989) and Sakharkar et at. (J992). 

Juliana et al. (1992) and Sujatha and Annamalai (1998) found a positive 

and significant relationship between economic motivation and adoption behaviour 

of margInaL small and big farmer;. 

Scientific orientation: The- degree of an individual's orientation to scientific 

techniques and ideas in farming influence hIS adoption behaviour. Only a few 

research studie,. however, have emphasized the relationship of such psychological 

variable as scientific onentation with adoption behaviour of farmers. A stati,tically 

significant and positive relationship between scientific orientation and adoption was 

reported oy Veera;.amy alld Bahadur \1979), Singh (l982). Sangle (1984), Singh 

(1988), Veeraiah el at. (1997) and Sujatha and Annamalai (1998). 
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Risk orientation: Risk orientation was found to have significant positive 

relationship with adoption behaviour of farmers by Sharma and Nair (1974), 

Sakharkar et al. (1992), Kumar (1992) and Veeraiah ef ai, (1997). 

Singh (J 989) found a non-significant relationship between risk orientation 

and adoption behaviour of marginal farmers but significant positive relationship 

between risk orientation and adoption behaviour of small and medium farmers. 

J uli ana el al. (1991) reported a ,ign i fiean! positive relation ship between 

risk orIentation and adoption behaviour of marginal, small and big farmers. 

Pathak and Sasmal (1992) found non-significant positive relationship 

between risk orientation and adoption behaviour of small farmer~ but significant 

relationship between risk orientation and adoption behaviour of marginal farmers_ 

Sujatha and Annamalai (1998) reported a significant positive relationship 

between risk orientation and adoption behaviour of marginal, ~mall and big farmers. 

However, a non-significant relationship between the twO variables wa:. reported by 

Veera~amy and Bahadur (1979), Reddy and Reddy (1988), Mahanta (1989), Narayana 

and Reddy (1994) and Padmaiah etal. (1998). 

Level of aspiration: Farmers with aspiration to improve their social and economic 

status have been found to have a relatively high level of adoption. 

Choudhary and Maharaja (1966), Challopadhyay (1967), Rajagnna and 

Satapathy (1973) and Veeraiah er al. (1997) found a positive and significant 

relationship between level of aspIration and adoption behaviour of farmers. 

Orientation towards competition: Singh (1989) reported a non-significant 

relationship between orientation towards competition and adoplion behaviour of 

marginal farmers_ However, a po:.itive and significant relationship was found between 

orientation towardS competition and adoption behaviour of small and medium 

farmers. 
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Managemellt orientation: Singh (1989) found a positive and ~ignificant 

Rlationship between management orientation artd adoption behaviuur of ;mall and 

lilledium farmers. In ca~e of marginal farmer>, however, a non-significant relationship 

,was found between the two variables. 

Sakharkar el a/_ (1992) in their study conducted in Nagpur district of 

Maharashtra fouod a positively ,ignificant correlation between management 

orientation and adoption behaviour of farmers_ 

Narayana and Reddy (1994) in their study conducted in GUlllur district 

of Andhra Pradesh fOl.lnd a negative and non-sIgnificant relationship between 

management orientation and adoption behaviour of marginal and small farmers. 

Attitude towards improved farm practices: Sangle (1984) reported a positive 

and significant relationship between attitude of farmers towards improved farm 

practices and their adoption behaviour_ 

Singh (1989) found a posllive and ;ignificant relationshIp between atlllUde 

of farmers towards fertilizer use and Icvel of fertilizer use of the marginal, small 

and medium farmers_ 

Haque (1989) reported a positive and significant correlation betwecn 

attitude of farmers and their adoption behaviour_ 

Das (1991) found a positive and significant correlation between attitude 

of small and marginal farmers towards improved farm practices and tneir extent of 

adoption of selected agricultural technologies. 

Knowledge level: Farmers' knowledge level on agricultural technologies have been 

found to play ao important role in their adoption behaviour. Several researchers 

have reported significant po>itive relationship betweeo knowledge level of farmer 

and adoption of agricultural technologie; by them (f:houdhary and Maharaja, 19fifi; 

Rai, 1967; Siogh, 1969; Malhotra et al. 1974; Sanoria and Sharma 1983; Pachori 

and Tripathl, 1983; Selhy er al. 1984; Tyagi and Sohal, 1984; Wilson and Chaturvedi, 
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1985; Singh, 1988; Haque, 1989; Das, 1991; Sharma, 1992; Pathak and Sasmal, 

1992; Yaslnin, 1996; Deka, 1997 and Mathiynlagan, 1991)_ 

~gree ofinformatioD exposure :Sangle (1984) found a positive and significunt 

relationship between degree of information expo.,ure and adoption behaviour of 

farmers in dry farming as well as iITIgated farming systems_ 

Mass media u~e was found to have ~ignificanl positive relationship with 

adoption behaviour of farmer; by Sharma and Nair (1974), Hussain (1982), Kaur and 

Singh (1991), Juliana d ai, (1991), Sakharkar ~t al. (1992) and Sumathi and Alagesan 

(1998). However, a non-significant relationship between mass media use with adoption 

behaviour was reported by Saxena el al. (1990) and Padmaiah e/ ",. (1998). 

Sujatha and Annamalai (1998) found a positive and significant correlatIon 

betwccn information source utilization by marginal, small and big farmers and their 

adoption behaviour. However, a non-significant relationship between the tWO 

variables was reported by Narayana and Reddy (1994). 

2.5 Explanatory variables of adoption behaviour of farmers 

Several past researchers have emphasized the factors, which contribute 

to the variation in adoption behaviour or innovativencss of farmers. A number of 

studies have attempted to explain the variation in the adoption behaviour of farmers 

by relating it to a number of independent variables. Most of these studies have used 

the multiple correlation analysis to determine the relative contribution of each 

independent variables and a!~<3 tbe c<3mbiIled effed of a set of independent variables 

in explaining the variation in the dependent variable, that is, adoption behaviour. 

Singh and Reddy (1965) found that 61.70 per cent of variation in the 

adoption behaviour was explained hy three independent variables viz. economic 

status, farm sile and social participation. 

A study conducted by ChaUapadbyay and Paree'll. (1966) indicated tnat 

56 per cent of the variance in the adoption behaviour of farmers could be explained 
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three independent variables VIZ. value oriemtation, change proneness and level of 

[allart. 

The result of the study conducted by Mouhk (1966) showed that farmers' 

towards innovation proneness, economic motivation and closeness with 

tension agents could explain 80 per cent of variation in the level of adoption of 

The stl.ldy conducted by Singh and Singh (1970) revealed thai 82,75 per 

cent of the variation in adopti",,, behaviour of farmers could be explained by size of 

farm, mass media lise, risk onentation, economic motivation, educational level and 

knowledge level on irnpmved agdcultutal prfu:tices. 

Moulik and Rao (1971) found that innovatioll proneness, extension contact 

and attitude toward:; nitrogenous fertilizers accounted for 81.00 per cent of the 

variation in adoption behaviour. 

A '>tudy conducted by Iaiswal et al. (1971) revealed that farm ;ize, 

extension contact. risk orientation and change pronencss could explain 69.86 per 

cent of variatlOn in the adoption bch<lviour of farmer>. 

Singh et at. (1972) reported that age, education, urban contact, size of 

balding. social partIcipation and non-farm income accounted for 38.88 per cent of 

the prcdictability of the adoption behaviour. 

Sharma and Nair (1974) found that farm Si7.e. attitudes. risk onentation, 

market perception. and aspiration accountcd for 84.14 per ccnt of the variation in 

the adoption behaviour of farmcrs. 

A study made by Shukla (1980) showed that 84.64 per cent of the variance 

in the adoption behaviour was explained by irrigation potential, cropping intensity, 

socio-economic status, economic motivation, knowledge of innovation, mass media 

use and el(tension cOntact. 
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The study conducted by Singh (1982) showed [hat 71.00 per cenl of 

variation in the adoption behaViour of [armer~ could be explained by such 

independent variables a, risk orientation, scientific oriention, economic motivation, 

attitude towards hard work and individualism. 

The study conducted by Gogoi (1989) revealed that age, education level, 

size of h()lding, Income, mass media exposure, extension contaci, economic 

motivation, knowledge and attitude towards plant protection chemicals could explain 

69 per cent of variation in the adoption behaviour of farmers. 

A study conducted by Nikhade el ai. (1992) indicated that 28.65 per cent 

of the variation in the adoption behaviour of farmers was explained by fifteen 

independent variables, viz., education, land holding, annual income, SOCial 

participation, socio-economic status, economic motivation, scientific orientation, 

risk orientation, management orientation, innovatIon proneness, extension contact, 

mass media exposure, extension programme participation, eosmopoliteness and 

market availability. 

A study conducted by Pathak and Sasmal (1992) indicated that nineteen 

independent variables, viz., age, education, occo.pation, family size, family 

workforce, economic status, farm sile, irrigation potentiality, cropping intensity, 

fragmentation index, rna:.s media contact, use of personal cosmopolite sources, risk 

laking willingness, owning responsibility, economic motivation, farmer's goals, 

knowledge level, pIOgre.~siveness and m;magcrial skj]] could explain 65,75 per cent 

of the variation in the adoption behaviour of marginal fatmers and 53.56 per cent of 

the variation in the adoption behaviour of small farmers. In the pooled sample of 

farmers, these variables could explain 52.14 percent of the ,-arialion in the adoptinll 

behaviour of farmers. 

Prasad (1993) in his study conductcd in Kamal district of Haryana found 

that seven independent variable:., viz., age, education, social participation, extension 

contact, time lag, alkali affected area and knowledge leVel could explain 64.05 per 

cent of the variation in the adoption behaviour of farmers. 
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Mathiyalagan (1997) in hb study conducted in Salem district of Tamil 

Nadu found that fourteen independent vari<lbles, viz., age, education, income, 

occupation, land hoJding. farm experience, nature of family, flock sile, material 

possession, mass media exposure, extension contact, credit orientation, knowledge 

level and training need could explain 63.41 per cenl of the variation in the adoption 

behaviour of farmers. 

Padma;ah et al. (1998) in Iheir study conducled in Mahabubnagar distinct 

of Andhra Pradesh found that SIxteen independent variable:" viz., age, cl'pcrience, 

education, exten:.ion contact, mass media eJtposure, farm power, farm sil.e, cropping 

intensity, annual income, development opportunity, employment generation, credit 

orientation, innovativene:;s, ri:;k orientation, economic motivation and perception 

about watershed development could explain 51.10 per cent of the variation in the 

adoption behaviour of farmers in watershed arca and 39.90 per cent of the variation 

in the adoption behaviour of farmers in the nOD-water shed ana. 

The findings of different researc.h sllldie> reviewed abovc indicate that 

while ,ituational and economic factofs mak.e important contribution \0 the variation 

in the adoption behaviour of farmers, socio-personal, psychological and extension

communication variable also have important influence on the adoption behaviour 

ofthe farmer;. The studiei> reviewed above indicate a wide range in the per cent of 

variation III the adoption behaviour explained, from 28.65 per cent to 84.64 per 

Cent. A Significant portion, about 15.00 per ccnt of the variation in the adoption 

beh.wiQuf sllll remain" ulJexpJilined whieh suggests the need for further studies 

including mOre variables. defincd and measured](l morc precise terms, fDf multiple 

correlation analy~is. 

2.6 Determinants of farmers' productivity 

Although a good number of research studies have been conducted on 

identification, optimization, "iability and 'iuswinabiJily of differem farming syslems 

(Singh and Sharma, 19BB; Radha er al., 1989; Jo~hi and Tyagi, 1991; Sharma et al., 
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1991; Bhowmick eI ai., 1992; Ka!ila, 1995 and Da5, 1996) the studies attempting 10 

identify the factors influencing productivity of farming systems are very few in 

number. 

Tn a study conducted by Sagar (1989) in Nadia district of West Bengal an 

attempt was made to Identify the variables, which significantly contribute towards 

farmt!n;' productivity of major field crops. The technique of multiple regression 

analysis was employed to get the predictIve abilities of 29 independent variables on 

the dependent variable. The result of the study revealed that three independent 

variable, viz., land ownership stalu~, supervision of crop production and irrigation 

index contributed positively and significantly towards productivity in marginal farms. 

Tbe 29 independent variables cOll!d explain IW.9O per cent of the variation in the 

productivity of marginal farms. In case of small farmers. six independent variables, 

viz., index of high yielding varieties, knowledge level, supervision of crop 

production, orientation towards development of ~kill in farm workers, utiliution of 

personal cosmopolite sources of information and innovation proneness were found 

to contribute significantly towards productivity. The 29 independent variables were 

found to explain 91.20 per cent of the variation in productivity of small farms. 

Tn ca_~e of medium farmers, five independent variables. viz., level of 

fertilizer use, index of high yielding varieties, vrientlllion towards development of 

skill in farm workers, risk orientation and utilization of personal cosmopolite sources 

of informallon contributed significantly toward:. productivity. The 29 independent 

variable, could explain 93.60 per cent of the variation in productivity of medium 

farm,. 

In the pooled sample of farmers, eight independent variables, namely, 

superVIsion of crop production, irrigation indell, innovation proneness, knowledge 

Icvel, land ownerShip stalUs, level of fertilizer usc, level of aspiration and farm 

mechanization were found to contribute po:.itively and significantly towards 

productivity 
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The findings of the study indicated that for different categories offarmers, 

different independent variables were important in predicting the productivity_ There 

were, however, ~ome common variables also. Supervision of crop production was 

found to contrihute positively and significant towards productivity of marginal, small 

and pooled ~ample of farmers. Land ownership status and irrigation index contribmed 

positively and significantly towards productivity of marginal farmers and pooled 

sample of farmers. Index of high yielding varieties, utilization of cosmopolite sources 

of informiltion and orientation towards development of skiJl in farm workers 

contributed positively and significantly to the prediction of productivity of small 

and medium farmers, Similarly, innovation proneness and knowledge level were 

found to contribute positively and significantly to the prediction of productivity of 

small farmers and pooled sample of farmers. 

2.7 Factors hindering adoption of improved agricultural technology by farmers 

A relatively large number of re'iearch studies have been undertaken in 

India to identify the constraints as perceived by the farmers in adoption of improved 

technology. 

Singh and Jali (1915') found that madequate and untimely supply of inputl'., 

difficultie~ involved in gelling the supplies through cooperatives, uncertainties of 

irrigation and high cost of cultivation were the major factors hindering adoption of 

high yielding seeds by farmers. 

Hus~ain {l 9&2) ,ep<3rted that the unavailability of certified seeds, lack of 

transport facilities, untimely release of loan, lack of irrigation facilities, non

availability of pesticides in the village area were the most serious constraints faced 

by the farmers in adoption of improved agricultural technologies. 

Singh (1988) pllinted out that non-availability of certified seeds, lack of 

irrigation facilities to use fertIlizer, non-availability of plant protection chemicals 

in the village area, lack of credit facility and non-cooperative attitude of extension 

personnel were the major factor hindenng adoption of improved technologies by 

paddy growing farmers of lmphal district of Manipur. 



Oberoi and Moorti (1989) reported that inadequate and untimely supply 

offarm inputs, small and ,~cattered boldings, inadequate irrigation facilities, lack of 

technical know-how and scarcity of capital were tbe major constraints in adoption 

of modern tecbnologies by the farmers. 

Venkataranga and Rao (1989) fourld that lack of supply and service~, 

lack of specific extemion efforts, lack of knowledge regarding fertilizers and plant 

protection chemicals were the major constraints in adoption of new or improved 

technologies by farmers. 

Singh et a/_( 1992) reported that non-availability of HYV seeds, fertilizers 

and plant protection chemica],; at proper time, high cost of fertilizers and plant 

protection chemica!;, lack of knowledge about fertilizers and plant protection 

measures, lack of irrigation facilities, non-availability of spraycrs and dusters and 

higb cost of labour were the major factors responsible for low or no adoption of 

improved technology by farmers. 

Sheikh( J 993) found that low purchaSIng power of farmers, higb cost of 

fertilizers and pesticides, lack of irrigation facilities, shortage of labour, and noTt

co-operative attitudes of bank officials were some of tbe major factors hindering 

adoption of improved technology y farmers, 

Tewatia (1994) reported that rate of adoption of technology was affected 

by a number of environmental, technological and socio-economic constraints. Erratic 

rainfall, inadequate irrigation facilities, lack of finance, non-availability of inputs 

in timc and inadequate knowledge of farm management were some 0 the very 

common and major constraints which did not allow farmers to adopt recommended 

package of practices. 

Nath (1995) found tbat complicat<:d procedure in obtaining loan, non

availabilily of inputs in time, high co~t of inputs, and malpractices in input 

distribution wcre some of the :.erious constraints bindering adoption of improv<:d 

technology by farmers. 
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Da~ (1996) reported that umimely supply of certified seed;, lack of 

Knowledge about fertilizer use and plant protection mea'>Ures, high cost of certified 

inputs like certifled seeds, ferlilizeL~ and pesticides, lack of soil testing facility, 

lack of technical guidance and low purcbasing power of farmers were some of the 

most serious constraints in adoption of improved rice production technology by 

farmers. 

Trivedi and Patel (1996) reported that llladcquate crop protection, 000-

availability inputs, lack of irrigation facilities, lack of finance, lack of information 

about new agricultural technology, lack of technical guidance were perceived by 

the farmers as major constraints associated with adoption of improved agricultural 

technok'gy. 

Sujatha and Annamalai (1998a) found that lack of adequate technical 

guidance, lack of awareness, high cost of inputs like fertilizers, pesticides and 

weedicides, non,availability of inputs in time were the major constraints as perceived 

by majority of the marginal, small and big farmers in better utilization of modern 

input 
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Chapter III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research methods and procedures adopted in the stlldy are laid 

down in this chapter under the following heads: 

3, I Locale of the study 

3.2 Method of sampling 

3.3 Identification and selection of farming systems 

3.4 Selection of variable~ and their measurements 

3.5 Tools and technique~ of data collection 

3.6 Formulation of hypotheses 

3.7 Statistical analysis and interpretation of data 

3.1 Locale of the siudy 

Thc present ,tudy wa:. conducted in Assam. one of the states In 

North"castew region of India, lying between 24° to 28°18' north latitudes and 

89°50' to 9r4' east longitudes, The state has an area of 78,523 sq. km. (78,52300 

hal with a total population above 2241akh (a; per 1991 census). 

Based on rainfall, terrain and soil characteristics, Assam State 

has been broadly delineated into six Agro- Climatic Zones (NARP document no. 

39, 1981). A list of these Agro-Climatic Zones along with the districts covered, 

area and population under each zone is presented in Table 3 1.1. A map of As:.am 

showmg the six Agro-Climatic Zones may be seen in Figure 3.11. 

3.2 Method of Sampling 

3.2.1 Selection of A,gro-c1imatic zone 

Of the six agro-dimatic zones. the Lower Brahmaputra Valley 

Zone was selected purposively for the ~tudy on the basiS of the following criteria: 



T.ble 3.1.1 Agro-climatic zones of Assam with their area and population 

SI. Agro-dimalic Districts covered Total area Percentage Tow Percentage 
No. zones (sq.km.) of the state population of the state 

area (%) (Number) population 
(%) 

L North Bank Dhemaji, North 14,424 18.37 3,953,494 17.64 
Plains Lakhimpur, 

Sonitpur and 
D_g 

2. Upl."" Sibsagar, Iorhat, 16,078 20.48 4,612,040 20.57 
Brahmaputra Tinsukia, Dibrugarh 
Valley and Golaghat 

3. Central Nagaon, 5,561 7.08 2,532,853 11.30 
Brahmaputra Morigaon 
Valley 

4. Lower Karnrup, Nalbari, 20,222 25.75 8,010,921 35.74 
Brahmaputra Barpeta, Kokrajhar, 
Vaney Dhubri, Goalpara 

and Bongaigaon 

S. BarakValley Cachar, Karimgaoj 6,987 8.90 2,491,490 11.12 
and HailakaJ1di 

6. Hills zone Karbi Anglong and 15,251 19.42 813,524 3.63 
North Caehar hills 

Total 78523 100.00 22,414,322 100.00 
.. _-

Source Agricultural Status of Assam, 1992-93. Directorate of Agriculrure, Govt. of 
Assam, Guwahati. 
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Fig.3.2.1 Amount of annual rainfall and number of rainy days 
in Lower Brahmaputra Valley Zone during last ten years 

(1990-1999) 
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'- The Lower Brahmaputra Valley Zone is the largest in lams of its 

geographical area. Th~ lOtal area of the zone is 20222 sq. tm. which 

comprises of 25.75 per cenl of the slate area. 

n. The Lower Brahmaputra Valley Zone is the most populous _e with a 

total popuhltion of 8010921 persons comprising 35.74 per <:eM of the state 

population. 

111. Inve~tigator was familiar with the socia-cultural situation of the zone 

which was helpful dorirlg collection of data required for the study. 

The river Brahmaputra runs across the moe from east to west 

traversing every district in it. The zone has a gradual slope from east to west Wilh 

altitude ranging from 35m to SOm above mean sca leveL The Wlle enjoys a hot and 

humid climate with high rainfall and humidity as high as 8S 10 90 per .:eat. While 

the mean annual maximum temperature (July-Augu:.t) lies between 30°C to 33"C, 

the minimum temperature (December-January) ranges from 6°C to 12°C. The zone 

belongs by and large to a high rainfall belt with annual rainfall ranging from 2785 

mm to as high as 5222.8 mm. The number of rainy <.lays ranges from 96 days to as 

high as 140 days per annum. The amount of rainfall and number of rainy days 

during the la,t 10 years (1990-1999) are shown in Figure 3.2.1. The major soil 

groups found in the zone are new alluvial soils (Entisols), old alluvial soils 

(Inceptisols) and old mountain valley alluvial soils (Alfisols). A map of Assam 

showing the major soil group~ are presented in Figure 3.2.2. The soils of the zone 

are acidic in reaction having pH between 4.5 and 6.5 except the new alluvial soils 

which are less acidic and often neutral in reaction. New alluvial soils are sandy 

loam-loam-silty loam in texture while old alluvial soils are sandy loam-loam-silty 

clay III texture. Old mountain valley alluvial soils are mainly heavy textured soil. 

3.2.2 Seledion of districts 

The Lower Brahmaputra Valley Zone comprises of seven dislricts. 

VIZ. Kamrup. Nalbari, Barpeta, Kokrajhar, Dhuburi, Goalpara and Bongaigaon. 

Keeping in view the paucIty of time, resource, and current socio-political situlliion, 

the two districts. viz., Kamrup and Barpeta were selected randowly for the study 

.Lottery method wa~ used to make random selection of the districts. 
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3.2.3 Selection of agricultural suh-divisions 

Kamrup district had three agricultural suh-divisions viz. Boka, 

Guwabati and Rangia, while Barpeta district had two agricultural subdivisions, 

viz.,Borpeta and Palhsal". From these, two agricultural subdivisions, one each from 

Ihe two selected distrIcts Were randomly selected for the study. Thus, Guwahati 

agricultural suh-division from Kamrup district and Pathsala agricultural sub

divi~ion from Barpeta district wefC included in the sllldy _ A map Assam showing 

the agricultural districts and sub-divisions under study are presented in Figure 

3.2.3. 

3.2.4 Selection of AEO circles 

Selection <Jf the AEO cirdes from the IwG selected &ub-rlivisioos was 

based on the prevalence of the fainfed farming situation. Those circles where less 

tban 30 per cent of the total cultivated area was under assured irrigation were 

considered as rainfed AEO circles, The eircle~ with more than 30 per cent ",f the 

total cultivated area under assured irrigation were not considered for sampling. 

Guwabati agricultural sub-division had 12 AEO circles and Patbsala agricultural 

sUb-division had 8 AEO circles. After threadbare diseussiofl. witb the concerned 

extension personnel. 8 AEO circles in the Guwahati sub-division and 6 AEO circles 

in Pathsala sub-division were identified a, tainfed AEO circles. From these AEO 

circles, four AEO circles, two each from twO sub-divisions, were selected randomly 

for the study by using lottery method. Thus, Geruah and Haw AEO circles from 

Guwabati agricultural sub-diVIsion and Paths ala and Pataebarkuchi AEO circles 

from Pathsala agricultural sub_division were selected for the study. 

3.2.5 Selection of "LEW circles 

Considering the nature of the study, it was decided to select four 

VLEW circles, one each from tbe four AEO circles. Tbe conditions laid on the 

selection of AEO circles were also applied in the selection of the VLEW circles. In 

this way. four VLEW circles, namely lapia VLEW circle from Geruah AEO circle, 

Bagta VLEW circk from Haw AEO circle, Bar-Bairagi VLEW circle from 

Patarcharkuchi AEO circle and Bar-Bang VLEW circle from Pathsala AEO circle 

were selected randomly for the study. 
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3.2.6 Selection of villages 

The iJlvc~tigation had a dialogue with the concerned AEO and view 

for locating the villages where less than 30 per cenl of the tOlal cultivated area were 

under assured irrigation, Based on the information and after further checking. 8 

villages_ two each from four view circles, were selected randomly for the study. 

The nallles of the selected villages are given inlable 3.2.]. 

Table 3.2.1 Name.~ of the villages selected for the study 

District 

I. Kamrup 

2. Barpeta 

Agncultural 
Sub-division 

Guwabati 

Pathsala 

AEO 
circle 

i. Geruah 

ii. Hazo 

i. Patacharkuchi 

Ii. Pathsala 

3.2.7 Selection of responde~ts 

VLEW 
circle 

Japia 

Bagta 

Bar-Bairagi 

Bar-Bang 

Villages 

i. West Japia 
ii. Dihina 

i. Satdala 
ii Akadi 

j_ Bar-Saban 
ii. Bar-Nalikuchi 

i. Bar-Bang 
ii. Ratanpur 

The basic units of the study were the farm families having atlea,! 

0.13 Ila of cultivated land. A.cccmlingly, a list of the fa1:m families conforming thIS 

criterion was prepared for eaeh sampled villages after consulting the concerned 

VLEW and the e;o;eculive members of the Palhar Parichalana Samily (Field 

Managemel;l.t Committee). Con~i.deril\g the w!l.~rai\"l.ts of time, resour<::es and 

number of variables involved in the study, the sample size was determined at 225. 

From the lists of farm families of eight selecled VIllages, a total of 225 farm 

families were selected ralldomly with praportiol;l.al alloeal.ion af sampli!l.g Imit!'. in 

each selected village. Thus, 225 fann families from e-ight villages constituted the 



Table 3.3.1 Types offurming systems across different size group offarms 

Sl. Types of funning system Number of farmers 
No. 

Marginal Small Medium Total 

I. Crop based 98 65 45 W, 
(4356) (28.89) (20.00) (92.45) 

2 Dairy based 3 2 0 5 
0.33) (0.89) U (2.22) 

3 Pig based 4 3 0 7 
(1.78) (1.33) (-) (3.11) 

4 Poultry based 2 0 0 2 
(0.89) (-) (-) (0.89) 

5 Fish based 2 1 0 3 
(0.89) (0.44) (-) (1.33) 

Total 109 71 45 225 
(48.44) (31.56) (20.00) (100.00) 

• Figures within the parentheses indicate percentage 
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sample of respondent; for the study. The sampling plan adopted in the study i, 

presented in Fig. 3.2.4. 

3.3 Identification and selection of farming systems 

For identificatioQ of different typC8 of farming systems prevalent ,u 

the study area, various activilles Or enterprises taken up by each sampled farm 

family were considered. In order to identify the dommant enterprise of each farm 

family, the gross margin obtained from each enterprise was worked out. The 

enterprise that contributed the highest gross margin to a farm family with which 

other enterprise were taken up wa:. considered in the presenl study as specific 

enterprise based farming 5ystem. Thi; resulted in different types of specific 

enterprise based farming systems in each size group of sampled farms in the study 

area. 

Different types of specific enterprise bascd farming systems 

identificd in the ~tudy area are shown in Table 3.3.1. It is evioent from the Table 

that there were five major types of specific enterprise based farming systems in 

three size group of farms, viz., crop based, dairy based, pig ba:.ed, poultry based 

and fish based. 

Keeping in view the objectives of the study, it was decided that those 

specific e!lterpri~e ba:.ed farming system, which were followed by minimum 10 per 

cent of the sampled farm families will be included in the present study. On the 

basis of this condition, only crop bilsed farming system was seikected for the study 

and other lypes were ommited from the preview of the study. When this condition 

was applied, only crop based farming system conformed to the criterion which was 

followed by 92.45 per cent of the sampled farm families. The percentages of farm 

families adopting other enterprise based farming systems were less than 10 per 

cent, the figures being 3.11, 2.22, 1,33 and 0.89 per cent for pig based, dairy based, 

flsh based and poultry based farming systems respectively (Table 3.31). Hence, 

only tho,e farm families which practised crop ba~ed farming system were retained 

for the study. The number of such farm families was 208. Other farm families were 

omited from the perview of the study Thus, out of 225 sampled farm families, 17 
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were left out from the study and subsequent analysis was done for 208 farm 

families. 

3.4 Selection of variables and their measurement 

After review of relevant literature available to the investigator and 

consulting a few extension scientists and economists of Assam Agricultural 

University, Jorhal, Ihe following variables were selected for the 5ludy. The 

conceptual definitIOns and details of the procedures followed for measurement of 

the variables are described in the sub sections to follow_ The list of selected 

variables and their empiricaJ mea~urM is pn5ented in Table 3.4-.1. 

3.4.A Del>endent variables 

3.4.A.l Level of technology adoption 

The present study was concerned with improved farm practices 

recommended by the extension agency for crop, livestock, and fish production in 

the study area. 

In order to obtain a valid measurement of the level of adoption of 

technologies the following procedure was followed. 

After consulting Package of Practices for crop. (Rabi, Khanf and 

Horticultural) and livestock production a checklist of 19 recommended 

technologies were prepared, In the first step, farmers were provided with the 

checklist asking them to identify the technologies adopted by them on their farms. 

Then the percentage of farmers adopting each of those technologies were 

determined, In the next step, those technologies which were adopted by less than 10 

per cent or more than 90 per cent of farmers were eliminated from the list. By 

following this procedure, three recommended agricultural technologies, namely 

HYV seeds" chemical fertilizers and plant protection chemicals were selected for 

inclusion in the scale for me<Jsuring le,vel of adoption. 

The level of adoption of the three selected agri~ultural technologies 

were measured by using a ratio scale developed by Sangle (1984). The concept of 

level of adoption of technology here comprise; three dimenSions (i) number of 

technologies, (ii) potential area available for use of technology on the farm and (iii) 



Table 3.4.1 Variables selected for the study aDd their measurement 

SI. 
No. 

Selected variables 

A. Dependent variables 
I. Level of technology adoption 

2, Le~el "fproooclivil'j 

B. IndepeodeDtvariabtes 
a. Agro-EC(lDOnllC variables: 

I, Si~_e of operational land holding 
2, Farm mechanization 
3, Cl\lpping i~ity 
4. Degree of commercialization 
5. Extent of utilization of family 

labour 
6. Availability of working capital 

Empirical measures 

Scale dcvelo~d by Sangle (1984) 

Stru"mred !.Chrou.k 

Structured ~hedule 
Farm mechanization index developed by Samanta (1977) 
SlmctuIro ,cheduk 

Formula developed by Singh (J966) 
Structured schedule 

Structured schedule 

b. ~ilYP\'fWl\~llIlI.d po>yc\mlllgi\:a\ varia\lk~ : 
7. Age Strucrured schedule 
8. Education level SES scale-Rural developed by Trivedi and Pareek (1964) 

9. Family type 

10. Family size 
I L Social participation 

1.2 Innovation proneness 

I.J. Economic motivation 
1.4. Scientific orientation 
1.5. Risk orientation 
1.6. Level of aspiration 

17. Orientatioo tow-mls coillJlel.itioo 

1.8. Management orientation 

1.9. Attitude towards improved farm 
practices 

20. Knowledge level on agricultural 
technology 

Structured schedule 
Structured schedule 
Social Participation Scale developed by Trivedi and 
Pa!:ttk(\964) 

Innovation proneness scale developed by Moulik (1%5) 

Economic Motivation Scale developed by Supe (1969) 
Scientific Orientation Scale developed by Supe (1969) 
Risk Orientation Scale developed by Supc (\969) 
Aspiratiun rating scale developed by Muthayya (1977) 
Orientatioo iowaNs Ccmptl\lioo &:al.e d~elcped by 
Singh{J981) 
Management Orientation Scale developed by Samanta 
(1977) 
Attitude scale developed by Sanglc (1984) 

Standardized knowledge test developed by Das (1991 ) 

e. EIteBsion-eommunkation variables: 
2 I Degree of information exposure. Procedure suggested by SIIJ1g1e (1984) 
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actual area on which technology has been used. This concept, thus, refers to actual 

use of all the tfhrce selected agricultural technologies which is expressed as 

percentage of the lolal available potentiaL The level of adoption of the three 

selected technologies were measured in relation to seven _,elected crops, namely 

sali (winter rice), ahu rice (autumn rice), bOrD rice (summer rice), wheal, mustard, 

potato and pea, The procedure of data collection and transforming them 

intoadoption scores is described in the following paragraphs. 

The respondent was asked to stale the crops grown during the last 

agricultural year (1997·98) and the area under each crop. These areas were takcn a~ 

the potential for using a selected agricultural technology in relation to crops grown. 

Then the respondent was further asked to state in how much area he had actually 

used a selected agricufltural technology out of the total potential area under each 

crop. The actual area under a selected technology was expressed as percentage of 

the tolal available potential area for all the selected crops. These responses were 

quantified by assigning scores as follows. 

Percentage of actual area under Score 
a selected technoloiY 

Upto 10 per cent I 

Upto 20 per cent 2 

Upto 30 per cent 3 

Upto 40 per cent 4 

Upto 50 per cent 5 

Upto 60 per cent 6 

Upto 70 per cent 7 

Upln 80 per cent 8 

Upto 90 per cent 9 

Upto 100 per cent 10 

For instance, if a farmer has 10 ha area under a particular crop, his 

potential for adopting particular technology is 10 ha. If he utilized thc technology 
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011 only 2 ha then his level of adoption is only 20 per cenl and [bu., he gel~ a score 

of 2. Accordingly, for all the selected crop>. the technology adoption scores were 

calculated. Finally, the technology adoption score obtained by the respondent was 

expressed as percentage of the total potential scores in respect of eacb selected 

agricultural technology. In order to obtain the overall pattern of the adoption of all 

the three selected tc;chnologies, the tecbnology adoption scores of the three selected 

technologies were 5ummed up and the mean adoption score was calculated which 

was expressed <I, percentage of the total potential for adopting these technolofies. 

Based on the mean (x) and standard deviation (;.d,) of the ohtained 

technology adoption ~eo,e~, respondents were classified into three categories as 

follows. 

Category Score ran&e 

Low level of technology adoption Upto j( - I s.d. 

- -
Medium level of technology adoption x-s.d.lox+I:..d. 

High level of technology adoption Above X + I ;.d. 

3.4.A.2 Level of productivity 

Usually, productivity refers to Ihe amount of output per unit of input. 

e)<.pre:.sed in physical or value terms. Thc lime span may refer to a year or to thc 

length of a production cycle. The seasonal productivity of an enterprise in phy;ical 

lerms refers to the gross production (in kg or tons. etc.) per unit of land (ha or 

acre). per unit of labour (man day) or unit of capital in one particular season. Land 

productivity, for instance. could be in terms of kg per ha, per season. In value 

terms, productivity is defined as the gross value of production (in local currency) 

per unit of land, labour or capital. Howevcr, productivities are usually defined in 

value terms (FAO, 1993). 

Tn farm economic studies, sevcral parhal measures of productivity are 

used for examining the performance of productivity at farm leveL Tn partial 

measures of productivity, the output Of net incomc is expressed per unit of single 

input, such as land, labour or capital. Hence, physical ou~ put Of value out put per 
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unit of input and similar other measures may be used for estimating productivity al 

farm level (Saikia, 1996). 

In the present study, the tOlal gross margin over variable costs per 

annum was considered as partial measure of productivity of a farming system~. 
The gross margin over variable cost was defined as the difference between the 

gross value of prodUction of af farm activity and the variable costs incurred in the 

activity. The procedure for e~limating the lotal gross margin over variable costs has 

been described in the following paragraphs. 

The gross value of productIOn for each fann activity in a year were 

computed by multiplying the total quantity of output (main product plus by

product) of the activity by their respective farm harvest prices. To compute the 

gross margin over variable costs for crop activity, the expenses on seeds, costs (If 

manures and fertilizers, plant protection chemicals, cost of hired human lahour and 

bullock labour, cost of hired machinery and imputed interest on working capita.l 

were deducted from the gross value of production per unit of the activity. Imputed 

interest on working capital was calcuiated by dividing the sum of all variable cosiS 

(except inputed interest) by two and multIplying it with the prevalent iuterest rate 

!()n short term capital (@ \2% per annum). Tne logic behind was that the farmers 

ieonld, in theory, have ~et a~ide his money to earn intere:.t instead of buying inputs 

for production. 

In case of milch animal, gross value of production was computed by 

multiplying the quantity of milk produced by prevailing market prices of milk. 

Value of cowdung was also added to gross value. Gross value of poultry and 

ckery was deneved from the sale proceed of eggs and culled birds. In case of 

at> and pigs, the gross value of production was obtained from thc sale value of 

imals. For fi:.h, the sale proceed was added. Gross margin over variable costs for 

livestock activities was calculated by deducting the e"'penses on medicine, costS 

livestock and fish feed, costs of hIred casual labour and imputed interest on 

orking capital from respective gros; value of production. 

In case of products for which information on farm harvest price~ was 

I available, the average o<)tput prices received by the farmers at the farm gate or 
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~ket were taken into consideration. For inpUls, the prices paid by the farmers 

were taken into account. 

For valuation of by-prodicts which were not marketable or nO! 

lIIlarketed, the concept of opportunity cost was used. The opponunity cost refers to 

the cost to replace the by-product by another product of equal use that has market 

value. The value of hired human and bullock labour was determined by using the 

average wage rate prevalent in the study arca. 

Finally the gross margin of all activities expressed in rupee tCIll were 

summed up to get the total gross margin over variable costs for a respondent's 

farm. For correlation analysis, a score of I was assigned per thousand rupees of a 

respondent's total gross margin over variable costs. 

Based on mean (x) and standard deviation (s.d.) of the obtained 

scores, respondents were classifIed into three categories as shown below. 

Category Score range 

Low productivity level Upto x-I s.d. 

Medium productivity level x·ls.d.tox+ls.d. 

High productivity level Above x + I s.d. 

3.4.B Independent variables 

All together 2l. independent variable., wt'le ~elected fOT the study. Of 

these, 6. variables were classified as agro·economic, 14 variables as socio-personal 

and psychological and I variable as extension-communication. These are shown in 

the Table 3.4.1. The conceptual definitions and procedure followed for 

measurement of each of these variables arc described hereunder. 

3.4.B.l Site of operational land holding 

It refers to the land area operated by a farmer for cultivation 

expressed in hectare. Size of operational land holding in the present study includes 

the total of the owned cultivable land plus cultivable land leased in minus 

cultivable land leased out. It can be expressed as follows. 
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Size of operational land holding = (owned cultivable land + cuilivable land leased 

in) - cultivable land leased Qut (in ha) 

The dala on ,\:l:e of operational land holding was collected in terms of 

'bigha' (1 bigha", 0.13 hal which were then converted to hectare. 

The size of op<:rational land holding cxpre""ed in hectare was taken 

as respondent's score for correlational analysis. 

In this study, the land area operated by a respondent for cultivation 

was taken a, a measure of his farm size. Thus. on the basis of their size of 

operational land holding, farmers were categotized into three farm size group; as 

shown below. 

Category Range 

Marginal Below 1,00 ha 

Small 1.01 ha to 2.00 ha 

Medium 2.01 ha to 4.00 ha 

3.4.B.2 I,'arm mecbanization 

Farm mechanization has been defined as the usc of labour savlllg 

(hUman and animal), time saving and efficient working devices for farm operations 

and was measured by Farm MeChanization Index developed by Samanta (1977). 

For calculating farm mechanization index, the number of years each 

farm, machine/implements used by the farmer was multiplied by its weightage and 

was added up for all the farm machines/implements the farmer had used. The total 

score indicated the level of farm mechanization of the particular farmer. 

Based on the mean (xl and standard deviation (s.d.) of the obtained 

scores, respondents were categorized a., follows. 

Category Score range 

Low farm mechnization Upto X " \ s.d. 

- -Medium farm meChanization x-I 5.0.tox+1 s.d. 

High farm mechanization Above x + I s.d. 
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r.B.3 Cropping intensity 

! Cropping intensity refers to the proportion of acreage armualJy put 

ander different crops to the total cropped area, expressed in percentage. The 

tropping intensity was calculated using the following formula: 

Total annual cropped area (ha) 

Cropping intensity'" --------------------------------------- x 100 

Siu of holding (ha) 

The actual croppIng intenticity was taken as respondent's score for 

analysis Based on the mean (xl and standard deviation (s.d.) of the obtained 

cropping intensity scores, respondents were grouped into three categories as 

follows: 

Category Score range 

Low croppping inlensily UplO X - I s.d. 

Medium cropping intensity x-I s.d.tox+ 1 s.d. 

High cropping intensity Above x + I s.d. 

3.4.B.4. Degree of commercialization 

Operationally. the degree of commercialization refers only to the 

fraction of the farm produce sold during the year (Singh, 1966), 

In this study, the degree of commercialization was measured with the 

help of the following formula developed by Singh (1966) : 

Value of farm produce sold annually 
Degree of commercialiwtion ~ -------------------------------------------- x 100 

Gross value of all production on the farm in that year 

The values of the produce were calculated on the basis of preve1ent 

rates of agricultural produ<:e at the time of data collection. The actual degree of 

commercialization was taken a:. respondents score for analysis.Based on mean (x) 

and standard deviation (s.d.)or the obtained degree of commercialization :.cores. 

respondents were categorised into three groups as follows: 
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Category Score raps 

Low degree of commercialization UpIO)( - 1 $4. 

Medium degtee of commercialization x-l;.d.toi ... ls.d. 

High degree of commercialization Above x + I s...d. 

3.4.B.5 Extent of utilization family labour 

11 refers to the proportion of total human labour utiliz.atied for farm 

activities to the total human labour available in a respondent's fam!ly. 

Total labour availability in each farm family was calculated for a year 

in terms of adult manday~ of eight hour; based on the ratio of 1:0.75:0.50 fOI" man, 

woman and child respectively. While estimating the labour availability, rbe DIlDlbcr 

of days of no work due to religiOlls festivals, social needs, leisure, odd days during 

which farm operations were suspended, children school days, ilnes:; aDd other 

purposes as reponed by respondents were deducted from total number of catender 

days in the year_ Thereafter, the extent of utilization of family labour of each farm 

family was calculated by using the following formula: 

Total human labour available in mandays 
Extent of utiliZation otFamiiy labour = ------------------------------------------------------ x 100 

Total human labour utilized in mandays 

On the basis of mean (x) and standard deviation (s.d.) of the obtained 

scores, respondents were grouped into three categories as follows: 

Category score range 

Low utilization Upto x - I s.d. 

Medium utilization x-I s.d.tox+ I s.d. 

High utilization Above x + I S.d. 

3.4.B.6 Working capital availability 

The working capital is meant to meet the expenses on day to day crop 

production and livestock rearing in tenns of both cash and kind_ The total working 

capital availabile in each farm family was estimated for different seasons which 

were added up to get the working capital available for a yaer. Since the direct 
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estimatiltion of capital availabilty was not possible due to Jack of + ds with the 

farmers, so the availability of capital at the farm level was estirnad _ lite variable 

expenses incurred during different seasons, The followmg items. _ oonsidered 

while calculating the working capital. 

I. Value of seeds (both farm produced and purchased) 

II. Cost of manures (both farm produced and purchased) 

Ill. Cost of fertilizers 

IV. Cost of plant protection chemicals and medicinetlivcslOch 

v. Purchase of livestock feeds 

VI. Charges on hired human labour 

vii. Charges on hired bullock labour 

viii. Charges on hired machine 

IX. Imputed interest on working capital (@ 12.00% per anum). 

For correlational analysis a score of I was given per tbousand rupees 

(If workillg qlpital of a re~pondeut. 

On the basis of mean (x) and standard deviation (s.d.) of obtained 

score~, respondents were classified into three categories as follows: 

Category score range 

Low working capital availability Upto X - I s.d. 

Medium working capital availability x-I s.d.tox+ I S.d. 

High working capital availability Above i + I s.d. 

3.4.B.7 Age 

Age refers to the chronological age of a respondent at the time of 

terview rounded off to the nearest year. 

Number of completed years was taken as the respondent's scoree on 

variable. On the baSIS of their age, respondents wcre categorized as follows: 



Category 

Young 

Middle aged 

Old 

3.4.B.8 Education leveJ 
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Range 

(8-3.5 ycat~ 

36-50 years 

5l years artd above 

It refers to rne formal education received by the rapondenls. 

Re:spcllClents wefe categorised on <he basil\' of the Socio-E<:o(lo(Dic Slatus Scale 

(Rural) of Trivedi and f>arcek: (1964). Scotes were assigne.o ill ascending order of 

educIIlion receivc.d a~ !\n~WII below; 

11lireTlIH: 0 

Call re.ad only 1 

Can read and wrhc/PrimafY level 2 

Middle scnoollevel (Upto 7'° class) :3 

, High school level (UplQ 10" c:}a8S) 4 

HigMf secondarylPU level (Upto J2" chm) S 

Graduate/Diploma or above <> 

3.4.B.9 Family type 

II refers to whether there is sIngle or joint family jn the respondent's 

family. A family was c(ll1sidered as single when it con:s.isled of husband, wjie and 

unmarried children. A jOint family conslsled of other blood-relations also. To 

quantity (he family Iype, the scoring SY31em devek'ped by Tlivedi and Pareek 

(l9M) in their Socia,Bconomic Status Scale (Rural) was used wbich is given 

below: 

FamiCi we 
Single 

Joint 

J 

2 
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3.4.B.I0 Family size 

It refers to the numher of members present in the individual 

respondent's family. A family consisting ~pto 5 members was regarded as small 

family and a family with more than 5 members a large ~jze family_ To quantify the 

family size, actual number of members in the family wa5 taken into consideration. 

3.4.B.ll Social participation 

Social participation refers to the voluntary sharing in person to person 

ami gTDlll' to grllup relatium.hip beyond the immediat~ household (Hay, 1951). It 

shows the degree to which the respondents arc involved in formal organizations as 

member, or office-bearers. The scale developed by Trivedi and Pareek (1964) was 

u1.ed f'0f mea~llring the social participation of the respondents and the scores were 

assigned as follows; 

i. No membership 

ii. Member of one organi~ation 

"iii. M"mber of more than one organization 

iv. Office bearers 

3.4.B.12 Innovation proneness 

o 

1 

2 

3 

it was conceptualized a, the degree of individual's interest in and a 

desire to ,eek changes in farming techniques and to introduce such changes into 

their own operatiGn~, when practical ami feasible (MouHk., 1965). This variable w""" 

measured with the help of self-rating scale developed by Moulik (J965) wilh slight 

modification in the scoring procedure. The scale comprised of three groups of 

statements each having three statement~. Statement" 1,2 and 3 were given 3, 1. and 

I score respectively, in each group. The respondent wa., asked to respond 10 only 

one statement out of the three in each group and state which was most like his 

thinking. The total ~core obtained on the scale indicated the respondent's degTee of 

innovation proneneSS. The total score on the ~cale had a theoretical range of 3 to 9. 
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On the basis of mean (xl and ,tandard deviation, (s.d.) of obtained, 

scores rcspondelfils were cJassifieJ into three categories as. follows: 

I 

Category SCOre range 

Low innovation proneness Upto x" 1 s.d. 

- -
Medium innovation proneness x-I s.d.tox+ I s.d. 

High innovation proneness Above X + I s.d. 

3.4.B.13 Economic motivation 

It was defined as the occupational sucee.'s in terms of profit 

maximization and the relative value an individual places on economic ends (Supe, 

1969). The scale consisted of five statements in po;itive dirccli{)ll and one 

statement in negative direction spread over five response categories_ Scoring 

procedure fO! positive ,talements was as follows: 

Response Score 

Strongly agree 7 

Agree 5 

Undecided 4 

Disagree 3 

Strongly disagree 

Rever~ of the aoove '-Coring Wal, u~ed in c~mputation of ~\a\emcnt in 

negative direction. The total sores on the scale had a theoretical range of 6 to 42. 

Each individual respondent was located in the scale by his total score. 

On the basis of mean (X) and standard deviation (~.d.) of the ;;cores 

obtained, respondents were classified into three categories as follows: 

Catcgory SCQre range 

Low ec~nomic IlKltivati~n Upt~ i - 1 s.d. 

Medium economic IlIotivation x-Is.d.tox +ls,d. 

High economic motivation Above x + I ~.d, 
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.... .B.14 Scientific orientation 

Scientific orientation was defined a~ tbe degree to which a farmer is 

oriented towards scientific techniques and thinkmg in hi~ outlook (Supe, 1969). It 

was measured by using the scientific orientation scale developed by Supe (1969). 

The scale consisted of S statements in positive direction and one statement in 

negative direction spread over five response categoric;. Scoring procedure for 

positive statements was as follows: 

Re:,pgnse Score 

Strongly agree 7 

Agree 5 

Undecided 4 

Disagree 3 

Strongly disagree 1 

Reverse of the above scoring procedure was followed in computation 

of the negative statement. Each individual respondent was located in the scale by 

his total score. The total SCOfeS on the scale theoretically ranged from 6 to 42. 

On the basis of mean (x) and standard deviation (s.d.) of the scores 

obtained. respondents were classified into three categories as shown below: 

Category Score range 

Low scientific orientation Upto X - I s.d. 

Medium scientific orientation x-J s.d. tox+ 1 s.d. 

High scientific orientation Above x + I s.d. 

3.4.B.lS Risk orientation 

It refers to the degree to whIch a farmer is oriented towards risk and 

uncenainty and had a courage to face the problem& in farming. It was measured hy 

using the scale de-vdoped by S\lpC (1969). The ";cak 1;.I.m,i,ted of six :;\\nements of 

which five statements were in positive direction an(l one statement in negative 
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direction spread over five response categories. Scoring procedure for positive 

statements was as follows: 

Response Score 

Strongly agree 7 

Agree 5 

Undecided 4 

Disagree 3 

Strongly disagree I 

Reverse of the above scoring procedure was followed in computatlon 

of the negative statement. Each individual, respondent was located in the scale by 

his total score, The lotal score on tbe scale theoretically ranged from 6 to 42. 

Based on the mean (x) and standard deviation (s.d.l of the scores 

obtained, respondents were classified into three categories as shown below: 

Category ~core range 

Low risk orientation UplD x-I s.d. 

MedIUm risk orientation x- 1 s.d. toX+ I s.d. 

High risk orientation Above x + 1 s.d. 

3.4.B.16 Level of aspiration 

An aspiration usually refer, to a person's or a group of person's 

orientation towards a goal (Haller, 1968), Goals can vary in kind and are usually 

described with reference to a particular social status or attributes, High and low 

level of aspiration were used to indicate relative level of goal specifIcation 

(Muthayy", 1971). In this study, the level of aspiration was measured by using the 

aspiration-ratings for the present and the future developed by Muthayya (1971) 

with slight modification, The scale consisted of II items (statements) with 5 point 

response categories, indicating low to high levels of aspirations, which were 

assigned scores of 0, ], 2, 3 and 4. The aspiration-rating of an individual 
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pondent was done by his total score in the scale. The total scores on the scale 

a theoretical range of 0 to 44. 

Based on the mean (X) and standard deviation (s,d.) of the obtained 

ICOres, re~ponde[]ts were classified into three categories as shown below: 

Category Score range 

Low level of aspiration Upto X - I s.d. 

Mt"dium level of ~spjnllJDn x - J s.d. toX +1 s.d. 

High level of aspiration Above :Ii: + 1 S.d. 

3.4.8.17 Orientation towards competition 

Orientation towards competitlon was defined as the degree 10 which a 

farmer is oriented to place himself in a competitive situation in relatiun to other 

farmers for projecting his excellence in farming. It was measured by using the scale 

developed by Singh (19&1). The scale consisted of 6 statements. Of these, four 

statement:. indicated positive orientation and the remaining two statements 

iodicated negative orientation. Each statement was provided with 4 point response 

categories. The 4-points in the continr.lllm were strongly agree, agree, disagree and 

6trongly disagree with weights 4, 3, 2 and I respectively for the positive statements 

and weights I, 2, 3 and 4 respectively for the negative "tatcments. Each individual 

respondent was located in the scale by his total score. The total score on the scale 

bad a theoretica.! range of 6 to 24. 

Based on the mean (X) and standard deviation (s. d.) of the obtained 

5Cores, respondents were classified into three categories as follows. 

Category 

Low orientation towards competition 

Medium orientation towards competition 

High orientation towards competition 

Score range 

Upto X - I s.d. 

X-I s.d.toX+ I s.d. 

Abovc X + I s.d. 
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3.4.B. 18 Management orientation , 
Management orientation ba~ been defined as the degree to ~hich a , 

~rmcr " oriented towardS scientific farm management comprising planning, 

~uction and marketing function:. of his farm. It was measured by using tbe 

IIM-nagement Drientalion ~~a\e developed try Sarnanta (J917). The scale bad throe 

I&Omponents, viz., planning orientation, production orientation and marketing 

Feolat;on with 6 statements under each component. The statements with ser;1I1 

.. umbers (ij, (iii), and (vi) related to planning, (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) related 10 

~duction and (ii), (iii) and (vi) related to marketing indicated positive orientation. 

~hile the remaining statements indicated negative orientation. Bach statement was 

IfI'<lvided with 4 poin! response categories_ The positive statemcnl~ were given 

I-rores for strongly agree-4, agree-3, disagree-2 and strongly disagrce-L Scoring , 
:Was reversed for the negative statements. The theoretical range of scores on the 

~e was from 18 to 72. The management orientation score of an individual 

irespondcnl wa~ the sum of scores for all the slatemems in the scale. 

Based on the Jllcan (~) and standard deviation (5_ d.) of the ohtained 

'scores, respondents were classified into three categories as shown below: 

Category 

Low management orientation 

Medium management orientation 

High management orientation 

.B.19 Attitude towards improved farm practices 

SCOIe [i;!lge 

Upto :<: - I s.d. 

:x: - I s.d. 10:X: + I s.d. 

Above X + I s.d. 

Attitude was defined by Thurstone (1946) as the degree of positive or 

affect associated with somc psychological objects. The attitude of the 

mers towards improved farm practices was measured with the help of attitude 

ale developed by Sangle (1984). The scale consisted of seven statements 

dicating attitude towards improved farm practices. The farmers' responses were 

orded on a 3-point continuum as agree, undecided and disagree_ These responses 
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were assigned weightage of 2, 1 and 0 respectively. The IOlal scores obtained by the 

respondent on the ;cale indicated his degree of positive or negative affect 

associated with the use of improved farm practices. The total scores of the scale 

had a range from 0 to 14. 

Based on the mean (X) and standard deviation (s. d.l of the obtained 

attitude scores, respondents were classified into three attitude categories as follows: 

Category Score range 

Less favourable UplO X-I s.d. 

Moderately favourable :x - 1 s.d. to:X + 1 ;.d. 

Highly favourable Above:X + I s.d. 

3.4.B.2U Knowledge level on agricultural technology 

Agricultural knowledge was defined by Haverkort (1988) "'" the set of 

concepts, meanings and skills developed over time by individuals or groups through 

the processing of information. In the pre:.ent study knowledge was conceptualized 

as tho:.e behaviour and test situations which emphasized the remembering either by 

recognition or by recall of ideas, material or phenomena (Bloom, 1956). The level 

of respondent'S knowledge on agricultural technology was measured by using the 

knowledge test developed by Das (1991). The test consisted of 38 items (questions) 

relating to the major crops grown in the area of the study _ The knowledge level of 

the respondents on agricultural technology was indicated by the total scores 

received by them on the test. The answer for the questions in the knowledge test 

were in dichotomous categories_ In computing the knowledge scores of the 

respondents, correct answer to a question was given 1 score and the incorrect 

answer was given 0 score. The total scores on the test had a theoretical range of 0 

to 38. 

Taking into consideration the mean (X) and standard deviation (s.d.) 

of the knowledge scores obtained by the respondents, they were ciav,ified into 

three categories as follows. 
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Category Score range 

Low level of knowledge UplO X-I s.d. 

Medium level of knowledge X-I s.d.toX+ I s.d. 

Higb level of knowledge Above X + 1 s.d. 

~4.B.21 Degree of information exposure 

It refers to the degree to which a respondent utilized various sources 

for getting information relating to farming. The procedure suggested by Sangle 

(1984) was followed for measuring the degree of information exposure of the 

farmers. 

All together II sources of information were considered in the study 

whiCh were categorized as personal cosmopolite, personal localite and mass media 

source~_ These were relevant for the study area and were finalised after discussion 

with the change agents and pre-testing of the >chedule_ 

To measure the degree of information ellposure, each respondent was 

first asked to :.lale various source:. which he utilized for getting information on 

improved farm practices, Then the respondent was further asked to indicate on a 3-

point continuum a~ to how often he got information about improved farm practices 

from each of the sources indicated by him at the first step, The scoring procedures 

was as follows: 

Catq:ory Score range 

Often 2 

Sometimes 1 

Never o 

The score for an individual respondent was obtained by adding the 

scores over different sources. This total score indicated the respondent's degree of 

information exposure. The range of scores was from 0 to 11. 
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I On the basis of mean (X) and standard deviation (s.d.) of the scores 

i(lbtained by the respondents, (hey were categorized as high, medium and low users 

of information sources as follows: 

Category Score range 

Low information exposure UplO X - I s.d. 

Medium information exposure X-I i>.d.toX+ 1 s.d. 

High information exposure Ahove X + 1 s.d. 

3.4.C Farmers' perceptions of factors hindering adoption of improved 

agricultural technology 

The respondents were asked through an open question 10 mention 

three imponanl factors which, in their opinion, were the major obstacle to adoption 

of improved agricultural technology in their farm:.. They were further asked to rank 

these factors according to their degree of imponance. The factors ranked first, 

second and third were assigned weight (score,~) 3, 2 and I respectively. the total 

rank score for each factor was obtained by multiplying the frequency the factors 

was ranked first, second or third by the farmers with the re.~pective weightagc and 

adding them up. The factors were then arranged on the basis of their total rank 

score and finally ranked. However, only those factors which were mentioned by at 

least 20 per cent of the respondents in each category were considered as major 

factors hindering their adoption of technology and were incorporated in the 

findings. The factors which were mentioned by less than 20 per cent of the 

respondents in each category were left out from the analysis and hence not 

incorporated in the finding;. The total rank score and rank order of each major 

factor was computed separately for the marginal, small and medium farmers. 

3.5 TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF DATA COLLECTION 

3.5.1 Tools of data collection 

The major tool used for collection of primary data in the study was a 

structural schedule as given in Appendix 1. The schedule consisted of three parts, 
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The Part I of the schedule was designed to coilect data on farm enterprises, 

selected agro-economlc, psychological "d extc:asion-

communication characteristics and farmers' level of productivity, Pan D of the 

schedule was structured to measure the level of adoption of technology by the 

respondents, Part III of the schedule was structured to collect information regarding 

farmers' perceptions of factors hindering adoption of improved technology ill their 

farms. 

3.5.2 Pre testing of tbe schedule 

The schedule prepared for the present investigation was pretesled in a 

non sampled area of Barpeta District. For pre-testing a group of 30 farIllCIS were 

interviewed. On the basis of information obtamed through pre-testmg, necessary 

modifications were made in the body of the interview schedule so as to male it 

more convenient. 

3.5.3 Technique of data collection 

The primary data in the present study were collected directly from the 

farmers with the help of the structured schedule, through personal iulerView 

method. Only the functional heads of the household were taken as respondents of 

the study. 

The interview schedule was taken to each of the respondents by the 

investigator. After establishing rapport, questions contained in the schedule were 

explained to each respondent and the responses received were recorded by the 

investigator. Every effort was made to clarify the qnestions by repetition in local 

language to get an objective and correct response. All the interviews were 

conducted at the respondents· place of residence. Thus, the interview situation in 

almost all the cases were similar all the data collected from the sampled farmers 

pertain to the agricultural year 1997-98. 

The secondary data were collected from the records of Suhdivisional 

Agricultural Offices, Palh~ala and Guwahali and Regiunal Agricultural Research 

Station, Gossaigaon. 
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6 Formulation of hypotheses 

Two sets of hypotheses were formulated for testing which are 

mentioned below_ The hypotheses presenled here arC the verbal statements of null 

hypothese:, along with their alternative forms. The verbal statements are presenl~d 

in the form of null hypotheses (H,J illld Ihe statistical ver.~ions are given hoOl in /lull 

I and alternative formeR,). 

Hypothesis 1 : The selected agro-economic, socio-personal and psychological and 

extension-communication variables have no "ignificant relationship with the level 

I of adoption of selected agricultural technology by farmers In different size groups 

)f farms. 

HO rj=O 

where, Ii = Coefficients of correlation between selected independent variables 

and level of adoption of selected agricultural technology by 

farmers_ 

i",1,2, ... n 

n '" Number of selectcd independent variables 

Hypothesis 2 : The selected agro-economic, socio-personal and psychological and 

~xtension-communication variables have no significant relationship with the level 

of productivity of farmers in different size groups of farms. 

HO n=O 

where, rj = Coeffjcic.nts of correlation between seJeckd independent variables 

and level of productivity of farmers. 

i=L2 .... n 

II = Number of selected ;lldepelldcllt variables 
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3.7 Statistical analys.is and interpretation of data 

Various descriptive and infcrenllal stati,tical methods were used to 

analyse the data in the present study. The statistical techniques and tests used are 

listed hereunder. 

I. Percentages 

2. Mean scores 

3. Standard deviation; 

4. Co-efficient of variation 

5. Zero-order correlation of coefficients 

6. Linear multiple regression analy.,is 

8. Path analy~is 

The analytical relevance of some of the important statistical techniques 

are described below. 

3.7.1 Co_efficient of variation (C. V.) 

This index was used to find out the relative variability or dispersion of a 

given ~et of scores. The C. V. of II given distribution was worked out as follows 

(Garrett, 1979). 

S.D. 

Co-efficient of variation (c. V,) 

Where, S.D. = standard deviation 

x = mean of the distribution 



,..,.2 Zero-order corrdation of coefficients 

To find out tile relationship between two given variables, the Pearson 

~duct-MClrneGt coneJation co-efficient (zeTo-order) was worked out by u~ing the 

ilioWing formula (Welkowilz et al., 1982). 

I,J<Y :i:x _ !oy 

" 

Where, '" 
~ Correlation co-efftciemt hetweell ,; and y vanable, 

, ~ Original score~ in variable ]I. , ~ Original scores in variable y 

~ ~ "Summation of' 

" ~ Total number of pairs of observations 

3.7.3 Multiple regression analysis: 

Tbe technique of multiple regression analysis was llsed to determine the 

contributory effects of the selected iude{Jcndent variahles in predicting the variation 

in the dependellt variables. Only those variable which were significantly correlated 

with the dependent variables were selected for multiple regression analysis. The 

AnalysiS was done with the help of electronic computer employing the following 

linear regression equation (Vaus, \98.6). 

. ......... +b,l., 

where, 

Y '" Dependent variable 

a "constant 

x" X2 .••. J(~ "indepel\dcllt variables 

b l • bz .... bn"=" regres.'>ion coefficient for respective independent variables 

n '" Number of independent variables tltted Into regres.'>ion equation 

The predicted power of the multiple regression analysis was evaluated 

with the help of the co-effiCient of multiple determination (R2). 



The independent variables have their own units of measurement which 
, 
I do not permit a comparison of the partial regre~sion values. To facilitate eomparisoll, 

I the partial regression values were converted to standard partial regression values 

I which were free from the units of measurement. This standardisation was done by 

multiplying the partial regression (b) values by the ratio of the standard deviation 

in the independent variable to the standard deviation in the dependeut variable (Pine, 

1977). 

,3.7.4 t·tests 

i. In order to test the significance of observed correlation co-efficients, the 

Fisher's 't' ratio was found out by u~ing the followinmg formula (Guilford 

and Fruchter. 1978). 

Where. 

rXJn-l 

J 1 - r 2 with (n - 2) d.f 

observed correlation co-efficient 

n "Number of observation 

d.f. Degrees of freedom 

ii. The Significance of partial regression co-efficients (b) was tested with the help 

of the 't' values. The following formula (Chandel, 1964) was used. 

Where, 

b, 
'=-'-

S.E.(b;) with (N - K) d.f 

b, Regression co-efflcients fnr respective independent 
variables 

" I, 2, .... K 

K Number of independent variables 
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S.E. (b,) = Standard error of b, 

N = Number of ob~ervation5 

The calculated values of 'I' were compared with table value of 'I' at 

0.05 and 0.01 level of probability. 

3.7.8 Path analysis 

Path analysis is a technique that aims at determining the direct and 

indirect effects among number of variables and thereby helps to give a quantitative 

interpretation to the Interrelationships within a known or an assumed causal systems 

that eXIsts in ~ome specific population. The basic theorem of path analysi:. states 

that the zero order correlation between any two variables is equal to the sum of the 

products of Lhe paths and correlations between all the variables in the system. In 

Ihis technique tile direct and indirect effects are mea~ured by a quantity (~titndardised 

partial regression) called the path coefficient. A path coefficient is an absolute 

number without any physical unit, whatever the actual units of measurement for the 

variables. It indicates the extent to which the variance in a dependent variable is 

determined by the variance of the independent variable. It also has direction (Li, 

1958; Pine, 1977). 

The objcctive of doing path analysis in the present study was to get a 

clear picture of the direct and indirect effects of selected independent variables on 

the dependent variable. Only those independent variables whose partial regression 

values werc significant in the multiple regression analysis were included in the 

path analysis. Variables through which substantial indirect effccts Were channeled 

were also found out. The path analysis was done with the help of electronic computer 

following the procedure suggested by Singh and Choudhary (1985). 
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Chapter IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

l1te findings of the study and relevant discussions thereon are presented in 

this chapter under the following heads: 

4.1 Characteristics of the respondents 

4.2 Enterprise mix in selected fanning systems across different size group offanns 

4.3 Level of adoption of selected agricultural technologies across different size group of 

farms 

4.4 Level of productivity across different size group of farms 

4.5 Relationship of level of adoption with selected independent variables 

4.6 Relationship of level of productivity vvith selected independent variables 

4.7 Contributory eifects of selected independent variables on level of adoption 

4.8 Contributory cifects of selected independent variables on level of productivity 

4.9 Direct and indirect effects of selected independent variables on level of adoption 

4.10 Direct and indirect effects of selected independent variables on level of productivity 

4.11 Fanners' perceptions of the factors hindering adoption of improved agricultural 

technology 

4.1 Characteristics of the respondents 

A toWl of 21 characteristics of the respondents were considered in the 

study. On each variable, respondents were categorized and their frequency and 

percentages were worked out. The mean and standard deviation were calculated and 

relative extent of homogeneity and hcterogeneity among reSpondents with respect to each 

variable were examined with the help of co-efflcient of variation. 
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4.1.1 Size of operational land holding 

Table 4.1.1 reveals that 47.12 per cent of the respondents Were marginal 

farmers wiIh an average land holding size of 1).61 ha_ The percentage of small fanners was 

31.25 per cent with an average land holding size of 1.53 ha. Only 21.63 per cent of the 

respondents were in medium farmer category with an average land holding size oI2.6S ha. 

In the pooled sample, the respondents had an average land holding size of 1.34 ha which is 

slightly lower than the average size of operalional land holding in the state which is 1.37 

ha. The values of coefficient of variation indicated that marginal farmers had relatively 

more variability as compared to the smalJ and medium farmers with respect to their land 

holding size. The highest value of coefficient of variation (56.72) was obtained in the 

pooled sample of fanners indicating considerable heterogeneity amongst the fanner 

respondents with Tespect to \he\T size of ope!ationa\ land holding. The inteT-category 

differences in average size of operational land holding were relatively higher, ""hich were 

0.92 ha between marginal and small farmers, 1.53 ha between small and medium farmers 

and 2.04 ha between marginal and medium farmers. 

4.1.2 Farm mechanizaiion 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.2 reveals that majority (60.20%) of the marginal 

fanners were in low fllCIll mechanization category followed by 39.80 per cent in the 

medium farm mechanization category. No marginal farmers were found in high farm 

mechanization category. 

As regards small farmers, 49.23 per cent of them were in medium fann 

mechanization category followed by 47.69 per cent in low farm mechanization category. 

Only 3.08 per cent of them were in high farm mechanization category. 

Tn case of medium fanners, majority of them (68.89%) were in medium 

fann mechanization category followed by 24.44 per cent in low fann mechanization 

categol). Only 6.67 per cent of them were in high fann mechanization category. 

In the pooled example of farmers, 49.04 per cent of the respondents were in 

medium fann mechanization category followed by 48.56 per cent III low farm 

mechanization category. Only 2.40 per cent of the respondents were In high farm 

mechanization category. The values of coefficients of variation revealed that there was 



Marginal 

Small 

Medium 

Total 

Distribution of respondenb according to their size of operational land 
holding 

Range Number (%) Average Slze of Standard C.V 
holding in ha deviation 

----
Uplo 1.00 ha 98 0.61 0.19 3l.J5 

(47.12) 

1.01-2.00ha 65 1.53 0.24 15.69 
(31.25) 

2.01-4.00 ha 45 2.65 0.34 12.83 
(21.63) 

208 U4 0.76 56.72 
(100.00) 

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Table 4.1.2 Distribution of respondents according to their farm mechanization 

Category Score range Number of funners 

Marginal Small Medium To'" 
(n = 98) (n = 65) (n = 45) (N= 208) 

Low 0-1 59 31 II 101 
(60.20) (47.69) (24.44) (48.56) 

Medium 2-3 39 32 31 102 
(39.80) (49.23) (68.89) (49.04) 

High 4-12 0 1 3 5 
(-J (3.08) (6.67) (2.40) 

Meau5core 1.06 1.73 2.49 1.59 

S.d. un 1.56 2.01 1.54 

C.V. 97.17 90.17 80.72 96.86 

* Figures withill parentheses indicate J"'Y'Centage 
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:high variability among the respondents in all the farm size groups with respect to their 

'farm mechanization. Marginal rarrners were relatively more heterogeneous (97.17) as 

compared to small (9(),17) and medium (80_72) fanners with respect to their farm 

mechanization. 

4.1.3 Cropping intensity 

Table 4. U reveals that majority of the marginal fanners (71.43%) were in 

medium category of cropping intensity_ Only a small portion oflhem (17.35%) was in low 

category of cropping intensity followed by 11.22 per cent in high category of cropping 

intensity. 

In case of small farmers, majority of the respondents (69.24%) were in 

medillffi <:!i!.tegory of cmpping interu;ity_ An equal pen:ootage (15.38%) \If them were in 

low and high category of cropping intensity. 

As regards medium farmers, majority of them (60.00%) were in medium 

category of cropping intensity. The percentage of medium farmers in the high category of 

cropping intensity W8S, however, higher (22.22%) than their percentage (17.78%) in the 

low category of cropping intensity. 

In the pooled sample of farmers, majority of them (68.27%) were In 

mediwn category of cropping intensity followed by 16.83 per cent in low and 14.90 per 

cent in high category Df cmpping intensity. 

"lbe average cmpping intensity Dfmarginal fanners (143.31%) was higher 

than thc avcrage cropping intensity of small (142.37%), mediwn (141.26%) and pooled 

sample (142.61 %) of farmers. Average cropping intensity WM lowest (141.31%) in case of 

medillm Carmers. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that respondents were 

relatively homogeneous with respect to their cropping intensity. 

4.1.4 Degree of Commercialization 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.4 reveals that almost equal proportion of the 

respondents had mediwn degree of commercialization, the figures being 67.35, 67.79, 

67.22 per cent for marginal, small and medium farmers respectively. In case of marginal 



Table 4.1.3 Distribution of respondents atcording to their cropping intensity 

Category """g' Number of farmers 

Marginal Smilll Medium Total 
(n = 98) (n = 65) (n = 45) (N = :;08) 

lAw Uptol15% 17 10 8 35 
(1735) (15.18) (\7.78) (16.\:1) 

Medium 116-170% 70 45 27 142 
(71.43) (69.24) (60.00) (68.27) 

High Above 170% 11 10 10 " (11.22) (15.38) (22.22) (14.90) 

Mean score 143.31 142.37 141.26 142.61 

S.d. 26.41 27.1J1 25.33 26.92 

C.V. 18.43 18.97 17.93 18.88 

• Figures within parenthcses indicate percentage 

Table 4.1.4 Distribution ,r respondents according " tbeir degree ,r 
com~mali:zatIDn 

Category Score range Numheroffarmers 

Marginal Small Medium T",. 
(n =(8) (n = 65) (n=45) (N =20&) 

L,w 0-30.00 18 13 8 39 
(18.37) (20.00) (17.78) (18.75) 

Medium 10.01-60.00 66 44 28 13S 
(67.35) (67.79) (67.22) (66.35) 

High 60.01-100.00 14 8 9 31 
(14.28) (12.31) (20.00) (14.90) 

Mean score 41.18 42.25 51.35 44.80 

S.d. 16.21 15.07 13.26 15.01 

c.v. 39.36 35.57 25.il2 33.50 

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 



fanners, UU7 per cent had [ow degree of conunercialization followed b~ 14.lI,a: ~ 

with high degree of commercialization. 

As regards small farmers, one-fifth (20.00%) of them were ... 16 .... degra:: 

of eommerdalization followed by 12.31 per cent with high degree of com!Ik!i • 5 'on. 

In case of mediwn farmers, however, one·fifth (20.00%) _"IIiIh high 

degree of commercialization followed by 17.78 per cent with low ' gee of 

commercialization. The mean degree of commercialization scores were less ... 50.00 per 

cent for marginal (41.18%) and small (42.25%) fanners but more than 50.00 .... cent for 

mediwn funners (51.35%). This indicales that more than 50.00 per cent oftbc .... annual 

produce of mediwn farmers were sold in the market. The values of coefficient afwriation 

indicated thai marginal (39.36) fanners were relatively more heterogeneous lIS CUIIIpIlI"ed 

to small (35.57) and mediwn fanners (25.82) with respect to their de ee of 

commercialization. However degree of homogeneity was more among tile medil.lm 

farmers. 

4.1.5 Extent of utilization of family labour 

The findings presented in Table 4.1.5 reveal that majority of the 

respondents had medium extent of utilization of family labour in all the «", .... ies of 

farmers. In case of marginal fanners, 70.41 per cent did medium utiliwioo of therr 

available family labour followed by 17.35 per cent with high utilization and 12..14 pIS" cent 

with low utilization of their available family labour. 

As regards small farmers, 67.69 per cent were found with medium IeveJ. of 

utiliation offheir available family labour to/Jowed by 18.46 per cent with high Iltili:mtion 

and 13.85 per cent with low utilization of their available family labour. 

In case of medium fanners 71.11 per cent of them were found with medium 

extent of utilization of their available family labour followed by 17.78 per cent with low 

extent of utiliZJltion and ! 1.11 pe.r cent ",illi high extent of utilizati(IJI of their avaiJable 

family labour. 

In the pooled sample of farmers, 69.71 per cent of the respondents were 

found with medium extent of utilization of their available family labour followed by 16.35 



Table 4.1.5 Distribution of respondents aa:ording to their extent of utilization of 
family labour 

Catcgory Scorcrangc Number of farmers 

Marginal Small Medium Tob] 
(n = 98) (n = 65) (n = 45) (N = 208) 

Low Uplo 48.99 12 9 8 29 
(12.24) (13.85) (17.78) (13.94) 

Medium 49.00-73.33 69 44 32 145 
(70.41) (67.69) (71.11) (69.71) 

High 73.34-100.00 17 12 5 34 
(17.35) (18.46) (1 U I) (16.35) 

Mcan scorc 59.21 61.69 64.18 61.16 

S.d. 14.01 15.14 15.65 12.17 

C.V . 23.66 24.54 24.24 19.90 

• Figu",,~ within parentheses indicate percentage 

Table 4.1.6 Distribution of respondents according to their availability of working 
capital 

Ca1cgor)' fum" Number or farmers 

Marginal Small Medium Tom! 
(n - 98) (n = 65) (n = 45) (N = 208) 

Low Upto Rs. 1880.00 21 6 1 28 
(21.43) (9.23) (2.22) (\3.46) 

Medium Rs.1881.00-3760.00 74 46 26 146 
(75.51) (70.77) (57.78) (70.19) 

High Above Rs. 3760.00 3 13 18 34 
(3.06) (20.00) (40.00) (16.35) 

Mcan 1798.02 3462.65 4117.96 2820.35 

S.d. 551.28 862.63 1439.82 940.59 

C.V. 30.66 25.03 34.96 33.35 
--_._-

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 
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per cent with high utilization and 13.94 per cent with low utilization of their available 

family labour. 

The mean extent of utilization of family labour wa, highest by medium 

farmers (64.18%) category followed by small (61.69%) and marginal (59.21%) fanners 

category. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that all farmers were 

relatively more homogeneous with respect to utilization ofthcir available family labour. 

The findings indicated that a considerable portion of the available tamjJy 

labour remained unutilized in all the categories of fanners. In case of marginal farmers, 

about 40,79 p~r cent of their available family labour remained lUlutilized followed by 

38.31 per cent in small farmers and 35.82 per cent in medium farmers. 

4.1.6 A vaiiability of working capital 

A perusal of the Table 4,1.6 reveals that 75.51 per cent of the marginal 

fanners had a medium level of working capital availability in the range of Rs_ 1881.00 to 

Rs.3760.00 per annum, fo!1owed by 21.43 per cent with low level of working capital 

availability i.e. Rs. 1880.00 per annum. Only 3.06 ~e[ cent of the marginal farm= had 

high level of working capital availability i.e. Rs. 3760.00 per annwn. 

In case of small farmers, 70.77 per ~ent had medium level of working 

capital availability followed by 20.00 per cent with high and 9.23 per cent with low lcvel 

of working capital availability. 

As regards medium farmers, 57.7'3 per c~nt respondents had mediwn level 

of working capital availability. Vlhile 40.00 per cent had high level of working capital 

availability, only 2.22 per cent were found with low level of working capital availability. 

The mean annual working capital availability was highest in medium 

farmers category (Rs. 4117.96) followed by small (Rs,3462.65) and marginal (Rs.1798.02) 

farmers category. In the pooled sample of farmers the mean annual working capital 

availability was Rs_ 2820.35 
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The values of coefficients of variation indicated that medium farmers 

(34.96) were relatively more heterogeneous as compared to marginal (30.66) IUld small 

(25 m) fa.rm,:n; with respect to their avai1ability of wor\;.ing capital. 

4.1.7 Age 

Table 4.1.7 reveals that majority of the fanner respondents in aJl the 

categories belonged to the middle age category the figures being 47.96, 58.46 and 46.67 

per cent for marginal, small and medium farmers respectively. Tn case of marginal and 

small farmers, a sizeable proportion of them were in young age category, i.e. 34.69 and 

33.85 per cent respectively. TTl case of medium fanners, one third (33.33%) of them were 

in old age calegory followed by one-fifth (20.00%) in the young age category. In the 

pooled sample of fanners, majority of them (50.96%) were in middle age category 

followed by 31.25 per cent in young age and 17.79 per cent in old age category. 

Tbe mean age values indicated that on an average the fanner respondents 

belonged to middle age category, The values of coefficients (If variation indicated that I 

fanner respondents were relatively homogeneous with respect \0 their age. 

4.1.8 Education level 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.8 reveals thaI majority (59.18%) of the marginal 

fanner respondents were illiterate meaning thereby they did not have any formal education 

followed by 12.25 per cent with middle school level of education aIld 11.23 per cent with 

primary level of education. Nine respondents (9.18%) were in can read only category 

indicating linle exposure to formal education. Only 4.08 per cent of the marginal fanner 

respondents were found with high school level of education followed by 3.06 per cent \\,ith 

higher secondary level of education. A negligible 1.02 per cent ofthcm had degrlle level of 

education. 

As regards small faImeTh. majority of them (52.3\%) were iliiterate 

followed by 10.77 per cent with middle school leve! of education. The proportions of 

small farmer respondents with primary level and high school level education were equal, 

the figure being 9.23 per cent. An equal pcn:entage of \hem were in can read only 

category. Only 6.15 per cent of them were found with higher secondary level of education 

followed by 3.08 per cent with degree level of education 



Table 4.1.7 Distribution of respondents according tt) their age 

Category Range 

Young 18-35 years 

Middle aged 36_50 years 

Old aged 51-7V years 

Mean score 

S.d. 

c.v . 

Marginal 
{n = 98j 

34 
(34.69) 

47 
(47.96) 

17 
(17.85) 

47.67 

12.85 

26.96 

• Figure~ within parentheses indicate percentll8"e 

Number offanners 

Small 
(n'" 65) 

22 
(33.85) 

38 
(58.46) 

5 
(7.69) 

46.86 

11.15 

23.7'1 

Medium 
(n = 45) 

9 
(20.00) 

21 
(46.67) 

15 
(33.33) 

48.95 

12.82 

26.19 

To,," 
(N= 208) 

65 
(31.25) 

106 
(50.96) 

37 
(17.79) 

47.70 

! 1.&6 

24.&6 



Table 4.1.8 Distribution. of <:wponde,," atturdin',!; to tkeir level of educatil)n 

Ortegory Seore Number of farmers 

Marginal Small Medium Total 
(n"" 9S) (n = 65) (n = 45) eN =20S) 

Illiterate 0 58 34 11 103 
(59.1S) (52.31) (24.44) (49.52) 

CM read only 1 9 6 2 17 
(9.18) (9.23) (4.44) (lU7) 

Can read and 'Nrite 2 II 6 7 24 
or priming level (J 1.23) (9.23) (15.56) (11.54) 

Middle school level 3 12 7 8 27 
(12.25) (l0.77) (I7.7S) (12.98) 

High school level 4 4 G 6 16 
(4.08) (9.23) (13.33) (7.69) 

Higher Secondary! 5 3 4 7 14 
PV level (3.06) (6.15) (15.56) (6.73) 

GraduateIDiplomrt 6 1 2 4 7 
and above (I.OI) (]_OS) (8.89) (3.37) 

Mean score 1.06 t.46 2.73 1.55 

S.d. l.Sl 1.84 2.00 \.85 

C.V. 142.45 \26.03 73.26 1\9.35 

• Figures witbin pmentheses indicate: percentage 
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Tn case of medium farmers, 24.44 per cent of them were illiterate, followed 

by 17.78 per cent with middle school level of education. The proportion of respondents 

with primary level of education and higher secondary level cdu~ation were equal, the 

figure being 15.56 per cent. However, percentages of medium farmers with the high 

school level education and degree level education were higber as compared to marginal 

and smalJ farmers the figures being 1333 per cenl and 8.89 per cent resp<;:<;tively. 

The mean education ~cores were very low in all the categories of farmers, 

the figures being 1.06, 1.46 and 2.73 for marginal, small and medium farmers, indicating a 

very low exposilic ofllie resporuiel'\'5 \0 formal education. 

The values of coetlicients of variation indicated that farmer respondents 

were highly heterogeneous with respect to their education leveL The highest value of 

coefficients of variation (142.45) was found in marginal farmers category followed by 

small (126.03) and medium (73.26) fanners category. 

4.1.91"}'pe offamily 

The distribution of respondents according to their family type can be seen 

in Table 4.1.9. It is evident from the table that majority ofthc farmer respondents in all the 

categories hali singlt: family, the figures being 79.59, SO.OO and 60.00 pel cent for 

marginal. small and medium fanners respectively. The remaining proportions of them 

were found to have joint family, the figures being 20.41, 20.00 and 40.00 per cent for 

marginal, small and medium furmers respectively. 

In the pooled sample also, majority of the farmer respondents (75.48%) 

were found to have single family and rest (24.52%) had joint family. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that medium farmers were 

relatively heterogeneous (34.29) as compared to marginal (33.33) and small (33.33) 

fanners with respeet to their twe of family. 

4.1.10 Si:i:e offamily 

Table 4.1.10 reveals that majority of the respondents in all the categories 

had large size of family, the figures being 64.29, 67.69 and 77.78 per cent for marginal. 

small and medium farmers respectively. The remaining proportions of them had small 



Table 4.1.9 Distribution of respondents according 10 tbeir type of family 

Category Score Number offunners 

Marginal Small Medium Total 
(n ~ 98) (n ~ 65) (n~45) (N -- 208) 

Single 1 78 52 27 i57 
(79.59) (80.00) (60.00) (75.48) 

Joint 2 20 i3 is 5i 
(20.41) (20.00) (40.00) (24-.52) 

McaIlsco~ UG 1.2() L4() l.25 

S.d. G.40 0.40 0.48 0.43 

C.Y. 33.33 33.33 34.29 34.40 

• Figures within parcnthese~ indicate percentage 

Table 4.1.10 Distribution of respondents according to their size offamily 

Category Range NurnbeIoffarmcrs 

Marginal Small Medium Total 
(n ~ 98) (n = 65) (n=45) (N -- 208) 

Small Upto 5 members 35 2i to 66 
(35.71) (32.31) (22.22) (31.73) 

Large More than 5 63 44 35 i42 
members (64.29) (67.69) (77.78) (68-.27) 

Mean score 6.18 6.40 6.46 6.31 

S.d. 2.22 2,42 2.50 2.35 

C.V . 35.92 37.81 38.70 37.24 

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 
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size family, tbe tigures.being 35.71, 32.31 and 22.22 per cent for marginaL small and 

mediwn fanners respectively_ In the pooled sample of fanners, majority (68.27%) of the 

respoodents had large size family and rest (31.73%) had small size family. 

The averages of family size were 6.18, 6.40 and 6.46 for marginal, small 

and medium farmers respectively. 1be overall mean famjly size was 6.31. 

The values of coefficients of variatlOC! indicated thaI. medium farrrleTh WeTe 

relatively more heterogeneous (38.70) as compared to marginal (35.92) and small (37.81) 

farmers with resp.x'l to their family size. 

4.1.11 Sodal participation 

It is clear from the Table 4.1.11 thai majority of the marginal fanner 

respondents (S"U5%) WeTC member of one orgMizalion followed by 11.22 per cent with 

membership in more than one organjzation. A sizeable proportion of them (29.59%), 

however, had no membership in any organization. Only 2,04 per cent ufthem were office 

bearers ofVilJage Development Commitlee. 

As regards small farmers, 43.08 per cent were member of one organization 

ful~wed by 21.54 peT cent with membeIshlp in mme than one mganintion. A sizeable 

proportion of them (29.23%) had no membership in any organization. Only 6.15 per cent 

of them were office bearers of s\1ch organization as Village Development COII1lllittee and 

Pathar Parichalana Samity (Field Management Committee). 

As regards mediwn farmers, 37.78 per cent had membership in more than 

one organi7ation followed by 35.S6 per cent ,'lith membership in we mgllll.ization. A 

sizeable proportion of them (13,33%) were office bearers of sueh orgaflization as Village 

Development Comminee, Palhar I'arichalarw Samity and Village Panehayat. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that small fanners (43.92) 

were relatively more heterogeneous as compared to marginal (38.84) and mediwn (40.23) 

farmers ""1th respect to their social participation. TIw highest value of ooefficient of 

variation (79.05) was obtained in the pooled sample of framers indicating con~iderable 

betemgeneity amongst the farmer ~pontienls with n:spect to thcir social participation. 



able 4.1.11 Distrib.tign of respondents according to their social participation 

tegory 

No membership 

I Members~ip in one 
orgamzatlOD 

Membership in more than 
one organization 

Office bearers 

Mean score 

S.d. 

c_v_ 

Score 

o 

1 

2 

3 

Marginal 
(n = 98) 

29 
(29.59) 

56 
(57.15) 

11 
(11.22) 

2 
(2.04) 

Ll\ 

0.47 

38.84 

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Nwnberoffarmers 

Small 
(n = 65) 

19 
(29.23) 

28 
(43.08) 

14 
(21.54) 

4 
(6.15) 

1.48 

0.65 

43.92 

Mediwn 
(n = 45) 

6 
(13.33) 

16 
(35.56) 

17 
(37.78) 

6 
(13.33) 

1.74 

0.70 

40.23 

Total 
(N ~ 208) 

54 
(25.96) 

100 
(48.08) 

42 
(20.19) 

12 
(5.77) 

1.05 

0.83 

79.05 
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4.1.12 Innovation proneness 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.12 reveals that majority of the marginal farmer 

respondcn/s (55.10%) had low innovation proneness lol!owtx! by 37.76 per cent with 

medium innovation proneness. Only 7.14 per cent of them were found with high 

innovation proneness. 

As regards small farmers, majority of them (53.85%) were with low 

innovation proneness followed by 35.38 per cent with mediwn innovation proneness and 

10.77 per cent with high innovation proneness. 

In case of medium fanners, equal proportion of them (40.00%) were found 

with low and high innovation proneness followed by 20.00 per cent with medium 

innovation proneness. 

In the pooled sample C!ffarmers, majority of the respondents (51 .44%) were 

In the low innovation proneness category followed by 33.17 per cent with medium 

innovation proneness and 15.38 per cent with high innovation proneness. The lowest mean 

innovation proneness score (4.61) was obtained in marginal farmers category and highest 

(6_03) in medium fanners category. All the mean scores. however, indicated medium 

innovation proneness. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that respondents were 

relatively homogeneous with respC<:t to their innovation proneness. However, medium 

farmers were relatively less lronwgeneous (30.18) as compared to smll11 (27.54) and 

marginal (26.25) farmers with respect to their innovation proneness. 

4.1.13 ECOllomic motivation 

Table 4.1.13 reveals that majority of the respondents in all the categories 

had medium economic motivation. In case of marginal farmers, 79.59 per cent were found 

to have medium economic motivation followed by 14.29 per cent with low economic 

motivation. Only 6.12 per cent of them had high economic motivation. 

As regards small fanners, 64.62 per cent of them had medium economic 

motivation f('Howed by 24.61 per Cellt with high and 1037 per cent with low economk 

motivation. 



Table 4.1.12 Distribution of respondents according to their innovation proneness 

Categ,ory Scare r:angc 

Low 

Medium 

High 8-9 

Mean score 

S.d. 

c.v. 

Marginal 
(n = 98) 

54 
(55.10) 

37 
(37.76) 

7 
(7.14) 

4.61 

1.21 

26.25 

Number of farmers 

Small 
(n = 65) 

35 
(53.85) 

23 
(35.38) 

7 
(10.77) 

5.12 

1.41 

27.54 

Medium 
(n = 45) 

J8 
(40.00) 

9 
(20.00) 

J8 
(40.00) 

6.03 

1.82 

30.18 

* Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Total 
(N = 208) 

107 
(51.44) 

69 
(31.\7) 

32 
(15.38) 

5.08 

1.51 

29.72 



Table 4.1.13 Distribution of respondents according to their economic motivation 

Category Score range Number of farmers 

Marginal Small Medium Total 
(n = 98) (n = 65) (n = 45) (N= 208) 

'"w 6·26 14 7 3 24 
(14.29) (10.77) (6.67) (11.54) 

Medium 27·34 78 42 26 146 
(79.59) (64.62) (57.78) (70.19) 

High 35·42 6 16 16 38 
(6.12) (24.61) (35.55) (18.27) 

Mean score 28.17 30.81 32.18 29.86 

S.d. 5.31 4.97 3.82 3.71 

C.V. 18.85 16.13 11.87 12.42 

, Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Table 4.1.14 Distribution of respondents according to their scientific orientation 

Category Score range Number offarrners 

Marginal Small Medium To," 
(n = 98) (n = 65) (n ~45) (N ~ 208) 

Low 6-19 49 26 18 93 
(50.00) (40.00) (40.00) (44.71) 

M~dium 20·37 39 20 8 67 
(39.80) (30.77) (17.78) (32.21) 

High 38-42 10 19 19 48 
(10.20) (29.23) (42.22) (23.08) 

Mean score 27.45 28.01 30.54 28.22 

S.d. 9.06 8.71 9.01 8.96 

C_V. 33.01 31.10 29.50 31.75 

• Figures within parenthe£.es irniicate percentage 
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In case of medium fanners, 57.78 per cent of them were fotJJ\d to haw 

medium level of economic motivation followed by 35.55 per cent with high and 6.67 per 

cent with low economic motivation. 

The highest mean economic motivation score (32.18) was obtained in 

medium farmers category and lowest (28.17) in marginal fanners category. But all the 

mean SCIlr<!S 1:= in the medium categOl')' of eCllTlom\c motivation. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that marginal farmers were 

relatively homogenoo\lS (\8.85) as cD1llJl'1loo to small (l6.D) and medium (11.87) fanners 

with respect to their economic motivation. However, the degree of homogeneity was more 

anlong the medium farmers .. 

4.1.14 Scientific orientation 

Table 4.1.14 reveals that half of the marginal farmer respondents (50.00%) 

had low scientific orientation followed by 39.80 per cent with mediunl scientific 

orientation. Only 1020 per cent of them were found ttl have hlgh scieutific atieutauoll_ 

As regards small farmers, 40.00 per cent of them were with low scientific 

orientation followed by 30_77 per cent with medium and 29.23 pr cent with high scientifll; 

orientation. 

In case of medium fanners, 41.22 per cent of Them had high scientific 

orientation followed by 40.00 per cent with low and 17_78 per cent with medium scientific 

orientation. 

The highest mcan scientific orientation score (30.54) was obtained for 

medium farmers and lowes! (27.45) for marginal farmers. AU the w::an scoreS indicated 

medium level of scientific orientation. 

The values of coeffLCLents of variation indi.c:tted that !1\arl;ina\ fanners had 

more variability (33.01) as compared to small (JUO) and medium (29.50) farmers with 

respect to their scientific orientation. 

4.1.15 Risk orientation 

A peru;;al of the Table 4.1.1S reveals that rm;jori\y of the fanner 

respondents in all the categories had medium risk orientation, the figures being 70.41, 



Table 4.1.15 Distribution of respondeuts according to their risk orient'ltioD 
--. 

Category Score range Numberoffarmers 

Marginal Small Medium Total 
(n~ 911) (n= (5) (n=45) (N=20S) 

Low 6-20 24 15 5 44 
(24A9) (23.08) (ILl I) (21.15) 

Medium 21-28 69 44 28 141 
(70.41) (67.69) (62.22) (67.79) 

High 29-42 5 6 12 38 
(5.10) (9.23) (26.67) (11.06) 

Mean score 23,53 24.92 27.31 14,74 

S.d, 4.52 4.61 3.98 3.83 

C.V. 19.21 111,50 14,57 15.4& 

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Table 4.1..6 Distribution of respondents according to tbeir level of aspiration 

Category Score range Nwnberoffanners 

Marginal S"",l1 Medirun ToM 
(n = 98) (n = 65) (n=45) (N ~ 208) 

Low 0-21 20 10 5 35 
(20.4D) (J5.38) (11.11) (16.&3) 

Medium 22-37 60 37 17 114 
(61.22) (56.93) (37.78) (54.80) 

High 38M 18 18 " 59 
(18.37) (27.69) (51.1 1) (28.37) 

Mean score 28.61 28.92 32.73 29.60 

S.d. 7.31 7.68 7.81 7.98 

CX 25.55 26.56 23.86 26.96 

• figures within parentheses indicate perccntage 
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67.69 md 62.22 per ant f\'lf mrugina\, small and medium farmers respecti.vely. In the 

pooled sample also, 67.79 per cent of the respondents were found with mediwn risk 

orientation. 

In case of marginal fanners 24,49 per cent of them had low risk orientation 

folloWl'(! by only 5.10 per cent with high risk orientation, 

As reglmis small farmers, 2}.OS per cent of them were with low risk 

orientation followed by 9.23 pelT cent with high risk orientation. 

In case of mediwn fanners, however, the percentage of respondents in the 

high risk orientation category (26.67'%) was higher than their percentage in the low risk 

orientation category (11.11 %). 

10 the pooled sample of farmers, 21 15 per cent of the respondents were 

found with low risk orientation followed by 11.06 per ceot with high risk orientation. 

The highest mean risk orientation score (27.31) was obtained for medium 

farmers and lowest (23.53) for mmglnll.\ f~. Alllhe mean scores indicated medium 

level of risk oricntation. Howo:ver. an increase in risk orientation score was observed with 

increase in hmd holding size. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that respondents were 

relatively more homogeno:ous with respect to their risk orientation. Rainfed farming 

systems are complex. and less reLiabk. So reducing risk is an impotlllllt cl)jective fm 

farmers of rainfed areas, particularly the small and marginal farmers. llris risk averse 

nat\lr¢ may be attributed to low and mediwn risk orientation of the respondents. 

4.1.16 Level of aspiI"lltion 

Table 4.1.16 reveals that majority (61.22%) of the marginal farmers had 

medium level of aspiration followed by 20.40 per cenl with low lewl and 18.37 per cent 

with high level of aspiration. 

As regards small farmers, m.yority of them (56.93%) had medium level of 

a~piration followed by 27.69 per ccnt with high and 15.38 per cent with Low level <)f 

aspiration. 
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In case of medium farmers, majority of them (51.11%) had high level of 

aspiration fonowed by 37.78 per cent with medium and 11.11 per cent with low level of 

aspiration. 

In the pooled sample of fanners, majority of the respondents (54.80%) were 

found to have medium level of <lSpiration followed by 211.:n per cent with high and 16.83 

per cent with low level of aspiration. 

The highest meM aspiration score (32.73) was obtained for mediwn 

farmers and lowest (28.61) for marginal farmers. 

The values of coefficient~ of variation indicated homogeneity among the 

respondents with respect to their level of aspiration. 

4.1.17 Orientation towards competition 

Table 4.1.17 reveals thai majority of the fanner respondents in all the 

categories h~ medium orientation towards competition, the figures being 75.52, 63.08 

and 66.67 per cent for marginal, small and medium farmers, respectively. In the pooled 

sample also, m;:gority of the rcspondents (69.71%) were found with medium orientation 

towards competition. 

In e-.;w of maIgirW farmers, the percentage of respondents with low 

orientation towards competition was equal with their percentage in the high orientation 

towards competition category, the figures being 12.24 per cent. 

As regards small fanners, 24.61 per cent of them had high orientation 

towards competition followed by 12.31 per eent with low orientation towards competition. 

In case of medium farmers, 22.22 per cent of them were with high 

orientation towards competition followed by 11.11 per cent with low orientation towards 

competition. In the pooled sample too, the percentage of respondents (18.27%) with high 

orientation towards competition was higher than their percentage (12.02%) in the low 

orientation towards competition category. 

The highest mean score (15.91) with respect to this variable was obtained 

for medium farmers and lowest (14.62) for marginal farmers. 



Table 4.1.17 Distribution of respondents according to their orientation towards 
com.petitwll 

Cat~gory Score rango: 

Low 6-12 

Medium 13-18 

High 19-24 

S.d. 

c.v. 

Marginal 
(n ~ 98) 

J2 
(12,24) 

74 
(75.52) 

12 
(12.24) 

14.62 

3.21 

21.<}6 

Numberoffanner, 

Small 
(n= 65) 

8 
(12.31) 

41 
(63.08) 

16 
(24.61) 

15.87 

3.61 

22.75 

Medium 
(n = 45) 

5 
(11.11) 

30 
(66.67) 

10 
(22.22) 

15.91 

3.GS 

•. Figures vvithin parentheses indicate percentage 

To"" 
eN = 20S) 

25 
(12.02) 

145 
(69.71) 

38 
(18.27) 

15.28 

3.31 

21.605 



Table 4.1.18 Distribution of respondents according tu their mallllgeDient oricntatioa 

Cat~gOf)' Score range 

Low 18-26 

Medium 27-54 

High 55-72 

Mean score 

S.d. 

c.v. 

Marginal 
(n =98) 

25 
(25.51) 

63 
(64.29) 

10 
(10.20) 

36.92 

14.28 

38.68 

Nwnber of farmers 

Small 
(n = 65) 

14 
(21.54) 

38 
(58.46) 

n 
(20.00) 

39.(l1 

13.89 

35.61 

Mediwn 
(n = 45) 

10 
(22.22) 

18 
(40.00) 

11 
(37.78) 

44.95 

16.46 

36.62 

* Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Total 
(N =208) 

49 
(23.56) 

119 
(57.21) 

" (19.23) 

40.26 

13.92 

34.58 



Tablc 4.1.19 Distribution of respondenls according to their 
improved farm practices 

Category Score range 

less favourable 

Moderately favourable 9-12 

Highly favourable \3-\4 

Mean score 

C.v. 

Marginal 
(0 ~ 98) 

37 
(37.76) 

32 
(32.45) 

29 
(29.59) 

10.21 

2.81 

27.52 

• Figures witbin parentbeses indicate percentage 

Number of farmers 

Small 
(n ~ 65) 

22 
(33.85) 

26 
(40.00) 

17 
(26.15) 

10.SI 

2.47 

22.85 

Mediwn 
(n = 45) 

10 
(22.22) 

20 
(44.44) 

15 
(33.34) 

10.77 

2.51 

23.31 

towards 

69 
(3U1) 

78 
(37.50) 

61 
(29.33) 

10.51 

2.48 

23.60 
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The values of coefllcients of variation revealed that rarmer respondents in 

all the fann size groups were relatively homogeneous with respect to their orientation 

towards competition. 

4.1.18 M:magem~nt orientation 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.18 reveals that majority of the marginal fanner 

(64.29%) respondents had medium level of orientation towards management, followed by 

25.51 per cent with low orientation and 10.20 per cent with high orientation towards 

management 

As regards small fwmers, majority of them (58.46%) had medium 

orientation towards management followed by 21.54 per cent with low and 20.00 per cent 

with high management orientation. 

In case of medium fanners, 40.00 per cent of them were found with 

medium level of orientation towards management followed by 37.78 per cent with high 

and 22.22 per cent with low management orientation. 

In the pooled sample also, majority of the respondents had medium level of 

orientation IOwards management followed by 2356 per cent with low alld 19.23 per cent 

with high level of management orientation. 

The highest mean score (44.95) was obtained for medium farmers and the 

lowest (36.92) for marginal fanners. All the mean scores indicated medium level of 

management orientation of the respondents. However, an increase in management 

orientation score was observed with increase in land holding size. 

The values of coefficients of the variation revealed that marginal farmers 

(38.68) were relatively heterogeneous as compared 10 small (35.61) and medium (36.62) 

farmers with respect to their martaVlmen! orientation. 

4.1.19 Attitude towards improved farm practices 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.19 reveals that 37.76 pe:r cent of the marginal 

fanner respondents had less favourable attitude towards improved farm practices, followed 

by 32.45 per cent with moderately favourable and 29.59 per cent with highly favourable 

attitude towards impwved fann practices. 
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As regards small farmers, 40.00 per cent of them had moderately 

favourable attitude towards improved fann practices followed by 33.85 per cen! with less 

favourable and 26.15 per cent with highly favourable attitude towards improved frum 

practice~_ 

In case of medium farmers, 44.44 per cent of them were found to have 

moderately favourable attitude towards improved farm practices. However, one-third of 

them (33.34%) were found to have highly favourable attitude followed by 22.22 per cent 

with less favourable attitude towards improved farm practices. 

·In the pooled sample, 37.50 per cent had moderately favourable attitude 

towards improved fann practices followed by 33,17 per cent with less favourable and 

29.33 per cent with highly favourable attitude towards improved farm practices. 

The highest mean attitude score (10.81) was obtained for small farmer:; and 

lowest (10.21) for marginal fanners. 

The Value5 of coefficients of variation revealed that respondents in aU the 

!ann size groups were relatively homogeneous with respect to their attitude towards 

improved farm practices. 

4.1.20 Knowledge level on improved agricnltural technology 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.20 reveals that majority of the respondents in all 

the farm size groups had medium level of knowledge on improved agricultural technology, 

the figures being 82.66, 67.69 and 66.67 per cent for marginal small and medium farmers, 

respecti'ldy. In the pooled sample of fanners. majority of the respondents (74.51%) were 

found to have medium le'lel of knowledge on impro'led agricultural technology. 

In case of marginal farmers 9.18 per cenl of them were found to bave low 

level of knowledge on improved agricultural tedmology. Only 8.16 per cent ofthcm were 

found with high level of knowledge on improved agricultural technology. 

As regards small farmers, a sizeable proportion of them (24.62%) had high 

le'lel of knowledge on improved agricultural technology followed by 7.69 per cent with 

low level of knowledge on improved agricultural technology. 



Table 4.1.20 Distribution of respondents according to their level of knowledgc on 
agricultural technology 

Category Score r.mge 

Low 0-7 

Medirun 8·19 

High 20-38 

Mean score 

S.d. 

c.v. 

Nrunber of farmer.; 

- -----------
Marginal 
(n ~ 98) 

9 
(9.18) 

81 
(82.66) 

8 
(8.16) 

lUI 

4.68 

41.75 

Small 
(n = 65) 

5 
(7.69) 

44 
(67.69) 

16 
(24.62) 

13.52 

6.92 

51.18 

Medium 
(n = 45) 

) 

(6.67) 

)0 
(66.67) 

12 
(26.66) 

14.64 

7.44 

50.82 

Tow] 
(N ~ 208) 

17 
(8.17) 

155 
(74.52) 

36 
(17.}1) 

12.75 

6.20 

48.63 

* Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 
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In case of medium farmers a sizeable proJXlrtion of thew (26.66%) were 

found to have high. level of knowledge (m impmvet.! agricultu.tiIl techno\ogy followed by 

only 6.67 per cent with low level of knowledge on improved agricultural technology. 

The highest mean k=wledge swre {14.M) was obtained fm medium 

flll1llers and lowest (11.21) for marginal farmers. The overall mean knowledge score was 

12.75. 

lhe values of coefficients of variation indicated that small farmers (51.18) 

were relatively heterogeneous as compared to marginal (41.7S) and medium (50.82) 

farmers ",ith respect to their knowledge level on improved agricultural technology. 

4.1.21 Degree ofinformatioD uposure 

Table 4.1.21A shows the distribution of respondents according to thcir use 

of different sources of information. Amongst the pcrson.al cO!lm(lpolitc ww:= of 

information, input dealer was used often by majority of the respondents in all the 

categories, the figures being 76.54, 80.00 Md 77.73 per cent for marginal, sIIUIIl and 

medium farmers, respectively. In the pooled sample also, majority of the respondents 

(78.37%) used input dealers often for getting information about the use of improved 

fanning practices. 

Amongst the personal localite sources, fellow fanners, neighbours or 

relatives emerged to be the next important source of information for the respondents. A 

sizeable proportion of the respondents in all the categories utilized fellow farmers, 

neighbours or relatives often for getting information about the usc of improved fann 

practices, the figures being 33.67, 30.77 and 33.33 per cent for IIllIf$inal, snwll and 

medium fartn&s respectively. 

Amongst the mass media sources, newspaper was used often by a sizeable 

prop<$lion oftespondcn\s in all the categuries, the figures being \5.31, 15.38 and 22.22 

per cenl for marginal, small and medium fanners respectively. 

It is clear from the table that majority of the farmer respondents utilized 

Village level Extension Worker sometimes as their source of information, the figures 

being 57.14, 61.54 and 77.78 per cent for marginal, small and medium filffi\eIS, 



Table 4.1.21A Di~tribution of respondents according to their _ft6..rerent sou«'cs 
ofiDformatioD 

51, SoLa1:es Gf frequency of use 

Per5<Jnal (()smGpclite 

1 VL~ 

1 AEO 

3 Blod:. Extension 
Personnel 

4 Agnl. Scientist 

5 InpLJI dealers 

PersGnal'Qcalite , Family members 

7 Fellow farmers/ 
Neighbours! 
R~atlies 

Mass media 

8 RadiG 

9 Television 

10 Newspaper 

11 Farm publiatloo 

00" 

4 
(4.08) 

0 
H 
0 
H 
0 
H 
75 

Margil~ 

In = 98) 

",. 
limes 

56 
(57,14) 

4 
(4.08) 

4 
(4.0&) 

0 
I ) 
19 

(76.54) (1939) 

0 14 
I ) (24,49) 

3J 65 
(33.67) (&&J3) 

S 10 
(8_1&) (20.41) 

7 16 
(WI (26.53) 

15 19 
(15.31) (29,59) 

4 14 
(4M) (1429) 

Never 

38 
(lS 78) 

94 
(91,92) 

94 
(95,92) 

93 
(101),00) 

3 
(3.07) 

74 
(75.51) 

0 
I ) 

70 
(11.4l) 

65 
(66.33) 

54 
(55.10) 

00 
[m'l) 

00" 

16 

"'" In = 55) 

50~ 
11m" 

40 

,., 

j 

(24_61) (61,54) (13.85) 

0 6 59 
I·) (9,23) (90.77) 

0 6 59 
I ) (913) (90.77) 

0 1 63 
II (lOS) (%,92) 

51 11 I 
(80.00) (18,%) (I,S4) 

0 15 50 
H (23.07) [76,93) 

m 45 0 
(lO.77) (6923] I ) 

S IS 39 

OOffi 

9 

..... 
[n = 45) 

"-,_ 

35 

o. 

1 
(20,00) (77.78) (222) 

0 " • I ) (24 .... ) (ruIi) 

0 9 36 
H (20.00) (IKIOO) 

0 3 41 
I ) (6.67) 19l13) 

35 9 1 
(77.78) (20.00) (222) 

0 j 36 
H (20.00) (80.00) 

15 " 0 
(33JJ) t~.67) H 

7 13 15 
[12.31) (2),69) (60,00) (1556) (51.11) (33.33) 

6 t7 41 6 15 14 
(9.23) (26,15) (64.62) (Ill)) (11.33) (53.34) 

10 t7 38 10 18 17 
(15.38) 126,15) (SSA5) (22,22) (40.oo) (37.78) 

6 " ~ 4 13 18 
(m) (lfi,92) (H.85)1 (a.8~l (28Jl9) (6212\ 

* Multiple responses were obtamcd 
** Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

"" 
19 

'obi 
[N" 208) 

50" 
~, 

III 

N= 

• (13.94) (fi2,98) (23.111) 

0 11 1~ 

I·) (10,10) (~.q 

0 19 1M 
H (9,13) ('llIJ1j 

0 5 .. 
H (2,40) (97BJ) 

163 " 5 
(78,37) (192J) (~-11) 

0 • 1m 
II (23A(1) (16.9.2) 

68 '" 0 
(32,69) (6731) [.) 

13 61 11< 
(11.06) (2'1.33) (59.62) 

!S • 031 
(9,13) (27.88) (62.SS) 

35 61 109 
(16.83) (30.77) (52.40) 

14 J8 156 
(m) (1827) (75m) 
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respectively_ The proportions of respondents who utilized Village Level Extension Worker 

often as their source of information were relatively low, the figures being 4.08, 24.61 and 

20.00 per cent fQl: ma~gi.nal, small lIlI.<i mooium farmeI\'., respectively_ 

Although a few marginal (4.08%), small (9.23%) and mediwn (24.44%) 

farmers utilized Agricultural Extension Officer sometimes as their source of information, 

no respondent was found to utilize Agricultural Extension Officer often as their source of 

information. Similar was the case with Block Extension Personnel and Agricultural 

Scientists. 

The fmdings reveal that most frequently used ::;ources of information for 

marginal farmers were input dealers, fellow farmers, newspapers and radio. For small 

fanners, the most frequently used sources were input dealers, fellow farmers, Village 

Level Extension Worker, nc"'spaper and radio. For medium farmers, the most frequently 

used sources were input dealers, fellow farmers, newspapers, Village Level Extension 

Worker, radio and television. 

On the b;lsis of frequency of use of different sources of information by 

farmers, their scores on degree of information exposure were calculated and they were 

categorized as low, medium and high users of information sources. The distribution of the 

respondents according to their degree of info(IIlation exposure is presented in Table 

4.1.21B. 

A perusal of the Table 4.1.2lB revea\l; that majority of the te\¥lnden\5 in 

all the categories had medium degree of information exposure, the figures being 81.63, 

73.85 and 80.00 per cent for marginal, small and medium fimners respectively. In the 

pooled sample too, majority of them (78.65%) had medium degree of information 

exposure. 

In case of marginal farmers lJ.26 per cent of them had low degree of 

information exposure followed by only 5.11 per cent with high degree of information 

exposure. As regards small farmers, however, the proportion of respondents with high 

degree of infonnation exposure (18.46%) was higher than their proportion (7.69%) in the 

low degree of information exposure category. Similar was the case for medium farmers 



Table 4.1.21B Distribution of respondcnts according to their degree of information 
c:<posurc 

Cat~gory Scorc rangc 

Low 0-9 

Medium 10-15 

High 16-22 

Mean score 

SA. 

c.v. 

Marginal 
(n = 98) 

13 
(13.26) 

80 
(81.63) 

5 
(5.11) 

11.28 

2-97 

26.33 

Number offiumcrs 

Small 
(n =65) 

5 
(7.69) 

48 
(73.85) 

12 
(\8.46) 

11.61 

3m 

25.93 

Medium 
(n=45) 

2 
(4.44) 

36 
(80.00) 

7 
(15.56) 

12.01 

26.14 

* Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Total 
(N = 208) 

20 
(9.62) 

164 
(78.85) 

24 
(11.53) 

11.54 

2.91 

25.22 
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also, where 15.56 per cent had high degree ofinfonnation exposure and only 4.44 per cent 

had low degree 0 information exposure. 

The mean degree of information exposure so;ore was highest (12.01) for 

mediwn farmers and lowest (11.28) for marginal farmers. 

The values of coefficients of variations revealed that respondents were 

relatively homogeneous with respect to their degree ofinfonnation exposure. 

4.2 Enterprise mix in selected farming system across different si2;e group offanns 

It wa.~ observed that in general the farming system of a f\ltmer cilll:>istoo of 

several enterprises which include crops, livestock, fishery besides hOlncslead activities. 

Although, it is typically a case of mixed fanning yet the fanning qstems differed from 

fumel to farmer wi\h respect to !heir cmnhina\ioo of enterprises. The main crop acli:vities 

identified in the study area were rice (sali, ahu and bora), wheat, mustard, potato, pea and 

summer and winter vegetables_ Some of the crops which were grown in small scale wcrc 

jute, ~ug;u:cane, lentil, maize, blatk warn, green gr1ll1l,:;esamum and mahar. Data collected 

revealed that among the crop activities rice was the principal crop which accounted for 

more than 50 per cent of the total cropped area Safi was the most important of the three 

rice crops grown in the study area occupying about 71 per cent of the total rice area. Ahu 

rice was the next important rice crop occupying about 19 per cent of the total rice area. 

Boro was the third rice crop occupying about less than 10 per cent of the lotal rice area. 

Wheat was fOWld to occupy about 3.10 per C<':nl of the total cropped area. Mustard was 

found to occupy about 5.75 per cent of the total cropped area, followed by potato and pea 

occupying about 5.15 and 1.90 per cent of the total cropped area, respectively. 

In this study, fanning systems were identified based on the enterprises 

included in each farm family. Dominant enterprises were identified based on their 

contribution towards the total gross margin realized by a fann family from different 

enterprises. In thc Carming systems selected for this study, crop enterprise was found to 

contribute most towards the total gross margin obtained from each farming system. It was 

found tlw.t with crop as dominant enterprise, a number of other enterprises were also taken 

up by the sampled farm familie,. This resulted in several variation in the crop based 

farming systems selected for this study. The enterprise mix in dilTerent types of crop based 



Table 4.2.1 Enterprise miI in different types of crop based farming system 9CI'(ISS different size 
group offanns , Enterprise mi~ Numller of farmers Average of total 

~. '. "" .- '" <JI~§ 111M,*, (\'&) 
(~" %] (~=65J. {R=45] (N"Z08) , 1 , ; • 1 

Cro~ • D.liry • "' • Dod + Pigeo~ 15 11 8 35 24315.01 
{78.20] (IZ,Ol ) (6.80] (2,51) (0,48) (,16.32) ,(16,92) (17.77) (16,82) III 

1 Cro~ • [)airy • Go" • Dod + Pigeon 11 5 5 13 22993.41 
(79_29) ( 12.75) (4.73) (2.72) (0.51) (11.22) (W) (1133) (11.05) (III) 

3 Cro~ • .,' • Go" , 
"' • Duck 11 13 13 41 23006.20 

(83.16) (9.35) (186) (2.97) (0,66) (15.31) (2O,0~) (28.89)_(19.71) (II) 
4 Crop • D., • Poultry + ., • PigeOll 3--3'3'9 20956_42 

(78.10) (17,59) (2.01 ) (1.76) (0,54) (l06) (4.61) (6,66) (4.32) ~II 
I Crop • Dairy • Poullry + " • Duck I 1 1 9 21158.66 

(8125) (15.7Q) (t89) (2,25) (0,91) (5.10) (l07) (4.44) (4.32) ~I 
5 Crop , 

"" • Go, + Poultry , Duck 4 3 1 8 2004191 
(80_95) (13.30) (4.18] (1.01 ) (0.56) (4.08) (4.61) 222) (3,84) I'I 

7 Cro~ , Dairy • Fish • ., 3 4 , 8 20922,11 
(79_SI) ( 14,06) (5.12) (1.01 ) (106) (6,15) (6,66) (4,80) ('Ill) 

S C,p • 0., • Go, 7 5 1 11 19607,41 
(78.65] (16.l4) (5_01 ) (7.14) (W) (4.44) (7,2l) 1'1 

9 Crop , 
"" S 1 0 10 17631,6£ 

(82.04) [17,9M (S.16) (3.07) II (4,80) IMI 
10 , Crop + ·(a;ji-. + Fish , 

'" • PigeOll 1 1 0 I 18348,81 
~3.61)- (8.77) (6.10) (0.91 ) (0,61 ) (106) (3.D7) II (2.40) (XrY) 

11 "op • e9 , Dairy + Poultry + "' , Duck 1 1 , 5 20438,66 
(55.77) (31.58) (7.17) (2.21 ) (2.15) (1,12) (lO6) (3_07) (2.21) (2.88) (IX] 

11 [rop • e9 • PI)1l~ry + Fish • Pigeon I 1 , 9 20663.41 
(60.30) (32,60) (3.14) (2.98) (0.98) (5.10) (4.61 ) (2,22) (4.32) (VIII) 

13 [rop +' Pig • Fisll • POu~1'I + '" 1 , 1 6 2117H6 
(58,52) (26.58) (11.39) (231) (1.20) (3.10) (1.53) (4.44) (2_BS) 1'1 

14 "" • Pig • G., • Fish + Poultry 3 , , I 19284,21 
(57,15) (lOA1) (4.S>i (4.85) (2.64) (3.10) (1.53) (2.22) (2.40] (XII) 

11 "" • FM + Poo~ry + 0,," 1 1 , I 18843.91 
(62,63) (29.82) (545) (1.10) (3.10) (l.53] (2.22) (2.40) (Xlii) 

to 0. , Pig , Fisll 1 , 1 4 18057.91 
(54.30) (2935) ( 16.34) (2,04) (153) (2.22) (1.92) 1"1 

17 Crop , Rsh , Dod 1 2 ° 4 16848.71 
(68,14) (26.73) (5,13) (2,04) (107) II (1.92) (X'IlI) 

'8 Crop • fish 1 1 0 4 16449.66 
I I ) I 

fiqures dhl~ j)a'entheses In column 1 intble ,erCeflt,~ coninbution made bj each entervnsetlJA'ards al'!raljetot~ gross maf~n .. f>Jures IIiIlIn parentheses In min 3,4,5 and 6 indICate jl!rcentage ollarrner> ... FlgIIles wltlim paJElltheses in colUllll 7 indicate ranJ;o assigned based (111 a~ge total gross IJlargin 



Iluming systems across different size group of flll'ms along with their contribution towards 

total gross margin are presented in Table 4.2.1. 

A perusal of the Table 4.2.1 reveals that there were 18 different types of 

crop based fanning systems among three size group offarms. The type offarming systems 

identified varied from 18 in marginal and small size groups to 14 in medium size group. 

Out of 18 farming systems identified, 14 were common in all the size group of farms and 

18 were common in two size group offarms (marginal and sman). 

In the marginal size group of farm~, 16.32 per cent of the fanners practised 

the system crop-diary-fish-duck-pigcon followed by the system crop-dairy-goat-fish-duck 

by 15.31 per cent and the system crop-dairy-goat-duck-pigeon by 11.22 per cent of the 

farmers. Out of the 18 farming systems identified, 7 types were practised by only 3 

farmers each (3.10%) and 3 types were followed hy 2 fanners each (2.04%). 

In the small size group offarms, 20.00 per cent of the farmers practised the 

system crop-dairy-goat-fisb-duck followed by the system crop-dairy-fish-duck-pigeon by 

16.92 per cent of the farmers. The system crop-dairy-goat-dl.lck-pigeon was practised by 

9.23 per cent of the farmers. An equal proportion (9.23%) of the farmers were found to 

follow the system crop-deiry-goat. Out ofthc 18 farming systems identified, 6 types were 

practised o}'only two filIDlCfS 0.07%) aru:l4 t}"pe~ 0)' only one farmer (1.53%). 

In the medium size group of farms, 28.89 per cent of the reSjXlndent 

fanners practised the system crop-dairy_goat_fish_duck followed by the system crop-deiry

fish-duck-pigeon by 17.77 per cent of the farmers. The system crop-dairy-goal-duck

pigeon was followed by 13.33 per cent of the farmers. Out of 14 fanning systcms 

identified, 3 types were practised by only two (4.44%) farmers and 7 types by only one 

(2.22%) farmer. 

The pooled data revealed that the highest percentage of the re~-pondent 

farmers (19.71 %) practised the system crop-dairy-goat-fisb-duck foHowed by the system 

crop-dairy-fish-duck-pigeou by \6.82 per cent of the farmen; and the system crop-dairy_ 

goat-duck-pigeon by 11.05 per cent of the farmers. 

The highest a.-erage total gross IlWgin (Rs. 24315.01) was obtained from 

the sysrtem crop-dairy-fish-duck-pi!!:eon followed by Rs. 23006.20 from the system crop-
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dairy-goat-fish-duck and Rs. 22993.40 from the system crop-dairy-goat-duck-pigcon. The 

lowest average total gross margin (Rs 16449.66) was obtained from the system crop-fish. 

The contribution of crop enterprise towards total gross margin varied ITom 

83.61 per cent (in the system crop-goat-fish-duck-pigeon) to 54,30 per cent (in the system 

crop-pig-fish). 

The contribution of dairy enterprise towards total grQSS margin varied from 

17.96 per cent (in the system crop-dairy) to 7.17 per cent (in the system crop-pig-dairy

poultry-fIsh-duck). 

The contribution of fishery enterprise towards totid gross margin varied 

from 35.04 per cent (in the system crop-fish) to 2.15 per cent (in the system crop-pig

dairy_poultry_fish_duck). 

The contribution of goat enterprise towards total gross margin nmged 

between 8.77 per cent (in the system crop-goat-fish-duck-pigcon) and 3.86 per cent (in the 

system erop-dairy-goat-fish-duck), 

The highest contribution towards total gross margin by duck enterprise 

(5.13%) was found in the system crop-fish-duek and lowest (0.56%) in the system crop

dairy-goat-pou!try-duek. 

The contribution of pigeon enterprise towards total gross margin was less 

than 1.00 per cent. The highest contribution towards total gross margin by pigeon 

enterprise (0.98%) was obtained in the system erop-pig-pouliry-fish-pigcon and lowest 

(0.48%) in the system erop-dairy-fish-duck-pigeon. 

The contribution nf poultry enterprise towards tntal gross margin ranged 

between 6.45 per cent (in tbe system erop-fish-poultry-duek) and l.01 per cent (in the 

system erop-dairy-goat-poultry-duck). 

Pig enterprise was found to make a substantial contribution towards total 

gross margin of the fanners. The highest contribution towards total gro~ margin by pig 

enterprise (32.60%) was obtained in the system erop-pig-poultry-fish-pigeon and lowest 

(26.58%) in tHe system crop-pig-tish-pmtltry-duck. 
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4.3 Level of adoption of selected agricultural technology across different size group 

offarms 

The level of adoption in the present study was measured for three selected 

agricultural technologies, viz" high yielding variety seeds, chemical fertilizers and plant 

protection chemicals in respect of seven selected crops, viz" soli rice, ahu rice, horo rice, 

wheat, mustard, potato and pca. Besides classifying the respondents as adopters and nOll

adopters, the measurement tedmique employed in this study gives an estimate of the level 

of adoption of each technology separately and also the overall pattern of extent of 

adoption for all the three technologies. The data regarding distribution of respondents as 

adopters of each technology with their distribution on various categories of level of 

adoption are presented in the following sub-sections. 

4.3.1 Distribution of respondents as adopters of threc selected agricultural 

technologies 

TIle distribution of respondents as adopters of throe selected agricultural 

technologies are shown in Table 4.3.1. 11 can be seen from the table that although the 

percentage of respondents adopting high yielding variety seeds and chemical tertili7.ers 

were relatively high in all the categories of farmers, the proportion of respondents 

adopting plant protection chemicals were relatively low. 

In resp~t of high yielding variety seeds 83.67 per cent of the marginal 

fanners, w.n per cent of the small furmers and 100.00 per cent of the medililll tanners 

were adopters of high yielding varieties with respect to seven selected crops. 

In case of chemical fertilizers, 88.77 per cent of the marginal farmers, 

90.77 per cent of the small farmers and 100.00 per cent of the medium farmers were found 

as adopters of chemical fertilizers. 

In respect of plant protection chemicals, 39.80 per cent of the marginal 

fanners, 63.08 per cent of the small farmers and 61.54 per cent of the medium farmers 

were adopters of plant protection chemicals in seven selected crops. A sizeable proportion 

ofthc respondents were found as non-adopters of plant protection chemicals, figures being 

60.20,36.92 and 38.46 per cent for marginal, small and medium farmers, respectively. 



Table 4.3.1 Distribution of respondents :as adopters of tbree selected agricultural 
teebnologies 

SI. Selected 
No. agricultural 

I 

2 

3 

technology 

HYV seeds 

Chemical 
fertilizers 

Plant protection 
chemicals 

Marginal 
(n = 98) 

82 
(83.67) 

87 
(88.77) 

39 
(39.80) 

Number of adoptcrs 

Small 
(n = (5) 

59 
(90.77) 

59 
(90.77) 

41 
(63.08) 

Medium 
(n = 45) 

45 
(100.00) 

45 
(100.00) 

40 
(61.54) 

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Total 
(N "'"208) 

193 
(92.79) 

191 
(91.83) 

120 
(57.69) 
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The pooled data revealed a sizeable proportion of the respondents (42.31%) 

were non-adopters of plant protection chemicals followed by 8.1 7 per cent as non-adopters 

of chemical fertilizers and 7.21 per cent as non-adopters ofhighyieJding varieties. 

4.3.2 Distribution ofrespondcnts as adopters ofHYV seed~ in selected crops 

Table 4.3.2 reveals that majority of the respondents farmers in all the fann 

size groups adopted high yielding variety seeds in safi rice, the figures being 83.67, 90.77 
,o~·., »J" tlr "1-

and_90.77for marginal, small and medium farmers respectively. In case of ahu rice, 68.89 . , 
per_l:_~l_ of the medium farmers adopted high yielding variety seeds followed by 67.69 per 

cent of the small fanners and 60.20 per cent of the marginal farmers. As regards boro rice, 

majority of the medium farmers (66.67%) adopted high yielding variety seeds. The 

percentages of marginal and small farmers adopting high yielding variety seeds in bom 

rice were relatively low, the figures being 41.54 and 31.63 per cenl for small and marginal 

farmers respectively. 

In case of wheat cultivation, onc-third of the medium fanners (33.33%) 

adopted high yielding variety seeds. However, less than one-fourth of the small (24.62%) 

and marginal (22.45%) farmers were adopters of high yielding variety seeds in wheat 

cultivation. 

Although 60.00 per ccnt of the medium farmers were found to adopt high 

yielding variety seeds in mustard cultivation, the percentages of marginal and small 

farmers adopting high yielding varicty mustard seeds were relatively low. the figures 

being 29.59 and 36.92 per cent for marginal and small fanners rcspectively. 

A high majority ofthc mcdium farmers (88.&9%) were fOWld to use bigh 

yielding variety in potato cultivation fo!1owed by 47.69 per cent small and 39.80 per cent 

marginal farmers adopting high yielding potato variety. 

The percentage of respondents adopting high yielding pea variety were 

very low, the figures being 26.66. 9.23 and 2.04 per cent for medium. small and marginal 

farmers respectively. 

The pooled data revealcd that highest percentagc of respondenl~ were 

adopters of high yielding varicty seeds in sali rice (89.42%) followed by ahu rice 



Table 4.3.2 Distribution of respondents' as adopters of HYV seeds of selected crops 

51 Selected Nrunbcr of adopters M,~ 

No. crops adoption 

'oo~ 
Marginal Small Medirun Total 
(n = 98) (n= 65) (n = 45) (N =208) 

1 Sali rice 82 59 45 186 48.09 
(83.61) (90.77) 1'*"'l (89.42) 

1""':-" 

2 Ahu rice 59 44 31 134 41.85 
(60,20) (67.69) (68.89) (64,42) 

3 Boro rice 3 1 27 30 88 46.36 
(31.63) (41-54) (66.67) (42.31) 

4 Wheat 22 16 1 5 53 33.41 
(22,45) (24.62) (33.33) (25.48) 

5 Mustard 29 24 27 80 38.17 
(29.59) (36.92) (60.00) (38.75) 

6 Potato 39 3 1 40 LlO 36.10 
(39.80) (47,69) (88.89) (52.88) 

7 p" 2 6 12 20 44.20 
(2.04) (9.23) (26,66) (9.62) 

• Figures in the parentheses indicate percentage 



(64.42%), potato (52.88%), boro rice (42.31%), mustard 38.75%), wheat (25.48%) and 

pea (9.62%). 

The highest mean adoption score was obtained in sali rice (48.09%) 

followed by ahu rice (47.85), boro rice (46.36), pea (44.20), mustard (38.1), potato (36.10) 

and wheat (33.41). The mean adoption scores indicated that all the respondents adopted 

high yielding varieties in less than fifty per cent of their arcas having potential for use of 

high yielding varieties with respect to seven selected crops. 

4.3.3 Distribution of respondents as adopters of cbemical fertilizers in selected crop~ 

Table 4.3.3 reveals that all the medium farmers (100.00%) and majority of 

the marginal (87.76%) and small (90.76%) farmers used chemical fertilizers in "ali rice 

cultivation. As rcgatds ahu rice, majority of the farmer respoudents in three farm size 

groups used chemical fertilizers, the figures being 60.20, 70.77 and 68.89 per cent for 

marginal, small and medium farmers, respectively. In case of bora rice, although majority 

of the medium farmers (66.67%) used chemical fertilizers, the pe~entage of small and 

marginal farmers using chemical fertilizers in bora rice were relatively low, the figures 

being 41.54 and 34.69 per ceDI for small and marginal fanners rspectively. 

As regards wheal, one-third of the medium fanners (33.33%) wcre found as 

adopters of chemical fertilizers, followed by 32.31 per cent small and 26.53 per cern 

marginal farmers. In case of mustard, majority of the medium farmers (60.00%) used 

chemical fertilizers followed by 44.61 per cent small and 39.79 per cent marginal farmers. 

A high majority (88.89%) of Ihe medium fucmer:s were found to use 

chemical fertilizers in potato cultivation followed by 67.69 per cent small and 67.35 per 

cent marginal farmers, 

In case of pea cultivation, the proportion of respondents using chemical 

fertilizers was nf"gjigibk, the- figures being 2.04, 4.62 and 4.44 per cent for marginal, small 

and medium farmers respectively. 

The highest mell1l adoption score was ohtained in boro rice (47.36%) 

followed by ahu rice (46.92), sali rice (43.68), wheat (41.67), potato (41.41), mustard 

(40.30) and pea (39.45). The mean adoption scores indicated that all the respondents used 



Table 4.3.3 Distributiolt of respondents a~ adl}pf~!'$ {)f cbC.Qli~1 fertilb:ers iJl seiuttd 
~roP$ 

81. Selecle>d Number ()f adopters Mean 
No. crops ad\)pUQn 

Marginal Small Mecliun\ 
score 

T(ltat 
(n .... 9~) (u- 6$) (n ... 45) (N '" 208) 

Sufi rice 86 59 45 190 43.68 
(87.76) (9().76) (100.00) (9U5) 

2 .4hu ri<;:e 59 46 31 136 46.92 
(60.20) (70.77) (68.&9) (65.38) 

3 Bm'(I rice 34 27 .30 91 47.36 
(34.69) (41.54) (66.67) (43.75) 

4 Wheat 26 21 15 62 41.67 
(26.53) (32.31) (33,)3) (29.S}) 

'5 Mustard 39 29 27 95 40.30 
(39.79) (44.61) (60.00) (45.67) 

6 p()(l\lo 66 44 4{l 150 41.41 
(67J5) (67.69) (88.39) (72.l~) 

7 Pen 2 '3 2 7 39.45 
(2.04) (4.<>2) (4.44) (3 . .37) 

• Figure!l within parentheses indicate percentage 
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chemical fertilizers in Jess than fifty per cent of their areas having potentia! for using 

chemical fenilizers with respect to seven selected crops. 

4.3.4 Distribution of respondents ali adopters of plant protection chemicals in 

selected crops 

A perusal of the Table 4.3.4 reveals that the proponions of respondents 

adopting plant protection chemicals in seven selected crops were relatively low in all the 

size group fanus. 

In respect of marginal farmers, the highest percentage of respondents 

(31.63%) used chemical pesticides in mustard crop, followed by 26.53 per cent in sali rice 

and potato each, 17.35 per cent in bora rice, 12.24 per cent in ahu rice and 6.12 per cent 

in wheaL No marginal farmer respondent used chemical pesticides in the pea crop. 

As regards small farmers highest percentage of them (43.08%) used 

chemical pesticides in soli rice, foHowed by 33.85 per cent in potato, 32.31 pr cenl in 

mustard, 24.62 per cent in ahu rice and 20.00 per cent in bora rice. Less than twenty per 

cent of them were fOWld to use chemkal pesticides in wheat (16.92%). Only one small 

furmer respondent (1.54%) was found to use chemical pesticides in pea crop. 

In respect of medium fanners, majority of them (68.89%) used chemkal 

pesticides in mustard crop tollowed by 48.89 per cent in safi rice, 46.67 per cent in potato 

and 40.00 per cent in aOO rice. An equal proportion of them (3U J%) used chemio;;a! 

pesticides in bora rice and wheat. Only three medium fanners (6.67%) were found to lISt"" 

chemical pesticides in pea crop. 

The pooled data revealed that highest proportion of the respondents 

(39.90%) uscd chemical pesticides in mustard crop followed hy 36.54 per cent in sali rice 

and 33.17 per cent in potato crop. During data collection, it was reponed by a few mustard 

growing farmern that there was high infestation of their mustard crops by aphid (Lipaphis 

erysiml) which may be attributed to the higher percentage of respondents using chemical 

pesticides in mustard crop. It was also reported by a few rice growing farmers that severe 

damage to their rice crop was caused by hispa (Dic/adi.~pa armigera) at eurly and mid 

tillering stage which may be a cause of relatively high percentage of adopters of pesticides 

in rice crops, particularly in sali rice crop. Infestation of potato crop by late blight discase 



Tahle 4.3.4 Di~tribution of respondents as adopters of plant protection chemicals in 
selected crops 

SI Selected Number of adopters M= 
No. crops adoption 

score 
Marginal SIll1l11 Medium Total 
(n = 98) (n = 65) (n = 45) (N =208) 

1 Sali rice 26 28 22 76 24.38 
(26.53) (43.08) (48.89) (36.54) 

2 Ahu rice L2 16 18 46 23.19 
(12.24) (24.62) (40.00) (22.12) 

3 Boro rice 17 13 14 44 18.78 
(17,35) (20.00) (31.11) (21.15) 

4 Wheat 6 11 14 31 12.76 
(6.12) (16.92) (31.11) (14.90) 

5 Mustard 31 21 31 83 21.18 
(31.63) (3231) (68.89) (39.90) 

6 Potato 26 22 21 69 18.81 
(26.53) (33.85) (46.67) (33.17) 

7 Pee 0 1 3 4 16.73 
(-) (J.54) (6.67) (J.92) 
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in the study area might be a cause for relatively higher percentage of adopters of chemical 

pesticides in potato crop. 

The mean adoption score was highest (24.38%) in safi rice followed byahu 

rice (23,]9), m~tard (21.18), potato (18.81), born rice (18.78), pca (16.73) and wheat 

(12.76), The mean adoption scores indicated that all the respondents used chemical 

pesticides in les$ than 25 per cent of their areas baving potential for using chemical 

pesticides ",jth respect to seven selected crops, 

4.3.5 Distribution of respondents according to their level of adoption of HYV seeds 

Besides classifying n.:spondents as adopters of three selected agricultural 

technologies as shown in the p~ding sub-sections, the level of adoption of these 

selected agricultural technology was estimated separately for each technology. The 

distribution of respondents according to their level of adoption of high yielding variety 

seeds is presenteQ in Table 43.5. 

A perusal of the Table 4.3.5 reveals that majority of the respondents in all 

the three farm size groups had medium level of adoption of high yielding variety seeds, 

the figures being 69.39, 70.77 and 66.66 per cent for marginal, small and medium farmers 

respectiveJy. 

In case of marginal fanners 25.51 pet ecnt of them had low level of 

adoption of high yidding variety seeds. Only 5.10 per cent of them were found to have 

high level of adoption of high yielding variety seeds. 

In respecl of small fanners, 18.46per cenl werc in low category of level of 

adoption of high yielding variety seeds followed by 10.77 per cent with. high level of 

adoption of high yielding variety. seeds, 

As regards medium farmers, the proportion of respondents in the high level 

of adoption category (17.78%) was slightly higher than their proportion in the low 

category oflevel of adoption (15.56%). 

The pooled data revealed that majority of the respondents (68.75%) had 

medium level of adoption of high yielding variety see4s foUowed by 21.15 per cent with 

low and 10.10 per cent with high level of adoption. 



Table 4.3.5 Distribution Q( respondtnts according to thtir level of adoption of HYV 
seeds 

Category Adoption score 
=g, 

Low Upto 31.00 

Medium 3].01 - 6LOO 

High 61.01 -100.00 

Mean adoption score 

S.d. 

c.v. 

Marginal 
(n =(8) 

25 
(25.51) 

68 
(69.39) 

5 
(5.l0) 

43.09 

ISJ8 

3S.23 

Number offarmers 

Small 
(n ~ 6S) 

12 
(18.46) 

46 
(70.77) 

7 
(10.77) 

48.62 

14.63 

30.09 

Medium 
(n '" 45) 

7 
(15.56) 

30 
(66.66) 

8 
(17.78) 

49.37 

14.71 

29.80 

~ Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Total 
(N =208) 

44 
(21.1S) 

144 
(68.75) 

20 
(10.10) 

46.18 

14.98 

32.44 
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lbe highest mean adoption score (49.37) obtained for medium farmers and 

:Iowest (43.09) for marginal farmers. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that marginal fanners were 

relatively more heterogeneous (35.23) as compared to small (30.09) and medium (29.80) 

fanners with respect 10 their level of adoption of high yielding variety seeds. 

4.3.6 Distribution of respondents according to tbeir level of adopti'm of chemical 

fertilizers 

Table 4.3.6 reveals that majority of the respondents in all the three farm 

size groups had medium level of adoption of chemical fertilizers, the figures being 67.37, 

72.31 and 71.11 per cent for marginal, small and mediwn tanners respectively. 

A sizeable proportion of the marginal farmers (27.55%) had low level of 

adoption of chemical fcrtllizcrs. Only 5.10 per cent of them were found to have high level 

of adoption of chemical fertilizers. 

As regards small farmers, 20.00 per cent of them were found to have low 

level of adoption followed hy only 7.69 per cent with high level of adoption of chemical 

fertilizers. 

As regards, medium farmers, 15.56 per cent of them were found to have 

low level of adoption of chemical fertilizers followed by 13.33 per cent with high level of 

adoption. 

The pooled data revealed that majority of the farmer respondents were wilh 

medium level of adoplion followed by 22.60 per ccnt low and only 7.69 per cent with high 

level of adoption. 

The highest mean adoption score (49.21) was obtained for medium farmers 

and lowest (42.29) for marginal farmers. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that marginal farmers were 

relatively more heterogeneous (34.71) as compared to small (3\.69) and medium (28.73) 

farmers with respect to their level of adoption of chemical fertilizers. 



Tablc 4.3.6 Distribution of respondent!! according to their level of adoption of 
chemical fertilizers 

Category Adoption score Number offunners 
range 

Low Upto 30.00 

Medium 30.01 _ 60.00 

High 60.01-100.00 

Mean adoption score 

S.d. 

LV. 

M"""" (n = 98) 

27 
(2755) 

66 
(67.35) 

5 
(5.10) 

'12.29 

14.68 

34.71 

Small 
(n = 65) 

IJ 
(20.00) 

47 
(72.31 ) 

5 
(7.69) 

45.95 

14.56 

31.69 

• Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Medium 
(n =45) 

7 
(1556) 

32 
(71.11) 

6 
(13.33) 

49.21 

14.14 

28.73 

Total 
(N =208) 

47 
(21-60) 

145 
(69.71) 

16 
(7.69) 

44.91 

14.77 

32.89 
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1.3.7 Didribution of respondents according to their level of adoption of plant 

protecti')Q chemicals 

Table 4.3.7 reveals that majority of the marginal fanners (63.27%) had low 

level of adoption of cbemical pesticides followed by 30.61 per cent with mediwn and only 

6.12 pcr cent with high Jevel of adoption of chemical pesticides. 

As regards small farmers, 46.15 per cent of them were with [ow level of 

adoption followed by 43.08 per cent with mediwn and 10.77 per cent with high level of 

adoption of chemical pesticides. 

In case of medium farm=, 48.89 per cent of them WITt" found with 

medium level of adoption of chemical pesticides, 

Unlike marginal and small farmers, the proportion of medillln fanners with 

high level of adoption (3Lll%) was higher than their proportion in the low level of 

adoption (20.00%) category. 

The pooled data indicated that highest percentage of the respondents 

(48_56%) had IQW level Qf adopticm Qf chemicals pesticides followed by 38.46 per cent 

with medium and 12.98 per cent with high level of adoption. 

The highest mean level of adoption score (29.44) was obtained for medium 

farmers and the lowest (16_38) for marginal farmers. 

Among the three fann si<:c groups, highest coefficient of variation was 

obtained for marginal (59.58) fanners indicating tha.t marginal farmers were relatively 

more heterogeneous as compared to small (55.72) and medium (55.13) fanners with 

respect to their level of adoption of chemical pesticides. 

4.3.8 Distribution of t"eSpondent!; a~~ordiDg to their (Iverallievel of adoption of three 

sele~ted agricultural techn<llogies 

In order to obtain the overall level of adoption score of a respondent for all 

the three selected agricultural technologies. level of adoption scores of three technologies 

were surruned up and the mean level of adoption score was calculated which was 

expressed as percentage of the total potential for adopting those three technologies. The 

findings obtained thereby are presented in Table 4.3.8. 



Table 4.3.7 Distribution of respondents according to their level of adoption of plant 
protection chemicals 

Category Adoption score 
range 

low UplO 10.00 

Medium 10.01 _ 33.00 

High 33.01· 100.00 

Mean adoption score 

S.d. 

c.v . 

Marginal 
(n = 98) 

62 
(63.27) 

3D 
(30.61) 

6 
(6.12) 

16.38 

9.76 

59.58 

Number offarmers 

Sma\] 
(n = 65) 

30 
(46.15) 

28 
(43.08) 

7 
(10.77) 

19.91 

11.07 

55.72 

Medium 
(n = 45) 

9 
(20.00) 

22 
(48.89) 

14 
(31.11) 

29.44 

16.23 

55.13 

.. Figures within parentheses indicate percentage 

Total 
(N =208) 

101 
(48.56) 

80 
(38.46) 

27 
(12.98) 

20.32 

12.78 

62.89 



fable 4.3.8 Ois(ribulion of fe$"{)ondents ttccording to their overall level or ~doptioQ of 
three selected agritulturQl teciUlologiC3 

Category AdQPlion score 
range 

L<lw Upto 25.00 

Medium 25.oJ· 50.00 

High 50.1)1 -100.00 

Mean adoptiDn score 

S.d. 

c.v. 

Marginal 
(l'I=" 98) 

44 
(44.90) 

34 
(34.69) 

20 
(2.0.41 ) 

33.73 

13.15 

3&.99 

Number of .Iltrmcrs 

Small 
{n'" (5) 

25 
(38.46) 

26 
(40.00) 

14 
{2154} 

38.16 

13.37 

3S'()4 

Medium 
(ll =45) 

16 
{:lS.56} 

18 
(40.(0) 

11 
(24.44) 

42.69 

14.56 

34.12 

ot Figures within parentheses indicate percent.1ge 

Total 
(N ~ 20S) 

85 
(40.87} 

78 
(37.5(1) 

45 
(21.63) 

37.16 

12..31 

33.29 
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A perosal aft1re Table 4.3.8 reveals that highest percentage oflhe marginal 

farmers (44.90%) had low level of adoption of three selected agricultural technologies 

followed by 34.69 per cent with medium and 20.41 per cenl with high level of adoption. 

As n::gards SlJIail farmers. highest percentage of them (40.00"1o) had 

medium level of adoption of three selected agricultural technologies roHawed by 38.46 pcr 

cent with low and 21.54 per cent with high level of adoption. 

A similar trend was observed with medium farmers also. The highest 

percentage of medium fanner respondents (40.00%) were found to have medium level of 

adoption of three selected agricultural technologies followed by 35.56 per cent with low 

and 24.24 per cent with high level of adoption of three selected agricultural tcelmologies. 

The pooled data revealed that highest proportion of the respondents 

(40.87%) were with low level of adoption followed by 37.50 per cent with medium level 

and 21.36 per cent with high level of adoption of three agricultural technologies. 

Thc highest mean adoption score (42.69) was obtained for medium fanners 

and lowest (33.73) for marginal farmers. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that marginal farmers were 

relatively more heterogeneous (38.99) as compared to small (35.04) and medium (34.12) 

farmers with respect \0 their level of adoption of three selected agricultural technologies. 

4.4 Level of productivity across different size group offarms 

In the present study, the level of productivity of each farm was estimated in 

terms of total gross margin over variable costs per annum expressed in rupee term. The 

average total gross margin generated under each farming system identified is presented in 

Table 4.2.1. The distribution of respondents according to their lotal gross margin over 

variable costs is shown in Table 4.4.1. 

A perusal of the table 4.4.1 reveals that majority of the marginal (73.47%) 

and small (70.70%) funners had a medium level of total gross margin in (he of range 

Rs.15969.00 to Rs. 26974.00 per annum. On th~ o(her hand majority of the medium 

fanners (53.33%) were found to have high level of total gross margin of more than 

Rs.26975.00 per annum. 



Table 4.4.1 Distribution I)f respoDdents llCeonU.og t& meir tOOt) gross margin ov~.r 
1':uiabk tO$ts 

Ca.tepp.f)l Range Number Qf ((ffiners 

Marginal Small Medium Total 

(n '" (8) (n'" 65) (n <=- 45) (N =208) 

Low Upto Rs. 15968.00 26 5 () 31 

(26.53) (7.69) {-) (14.90) 

Medium Rs. 15969.00 - 26974.00 n 46 21 1]9 

(73.47) (70.77) (46.67) (66.83) 

High Above Its. 26975.00 (l 14 24 38 
{-) (21.54) (53.33) (1837) 

Mean 12619.%9 27183.40 32494.78 21470.00 

S.d. 1&33.92 4075.65 6103.01 5502.98 

C.V. \4.53 23.72 27.13 25.63 
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A_ s.it.eabk proportion oithe marginal fanners (26.53%) were fOlllld to have 

low total gross margin which was below Rs.l 5968.00 per Mnwn. No marginal farmer was 

round to have total gross margin above Rs. 26975.00. 

As regards small fanners, 21.54 per cent of them were in the high category 

of the total gross margin of more than Rs.26975_OO per annum. A sroaU proportion of them 

(7.69%) were in the low category having a total gross margin below Rs.l5968.00 per 

annum. 

In respect of medium size farms, 46.67 per cent of the fanners respondents 

were in the medium category of total gross margin ranging between Rs,]5969.00 and 

Rs.26974.00_ No respondent in the medium farm size group were found to have total 

annual gross margi)1. below Rs.15968.00, 

The pooled data revealed that majority oftbe farmer respondents (66.83%) 

obtained a total gross margin ranging between Rs.15969.00 and Rs.26974.00 per annum 

followed by i\U7 pet cent with a total glOss margin above Rs.2697SJ)O and 14.9\l per 

cent with a total gross margin bellow Rs.15968.00 per annum. The average total gross 

margin in the pooled sample of farmers was Rs.21470.00 per annum. 

The highest average total gross margin (Rs. 32,494.78) was obtained in the 

medium size group farms and lowest (Rs.l26l9.89) in the Il18l"£inal size group offauus. In 

the case of small size group of farm the average total gross margin was Rs.27183.40 per 

annum. 

The values of coefficients of variation indicated that fimners were 

relatively homogeneous amongst themselves with respect to realization of total gross 

margin from various activities in their farms. However, medium farmers were relatively 

more heterogeneous (27.13) as compared to marginal (14.53) and small (23.72) farmers 

with respect to their realization of total gross margin from various farm activities .. 

The findings indicated that the level of productivity in medium and small 

size groups of frums was considerably higher than the lewl of productivity in the marginal 

size group of farms. Larger size of operational land holding may be a factor for these 

differences in level of productivity among different size group of farms. However, an 

examination of the level ofproductiviCY per unit of land holding indicated that per iIactare 
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total gross margin was highest in marginal fanners followed by small and medium 

fanners. IIigher cropping intensity in marginal and small farm~ as compared to medium 

farms and inclusion of livestock and fishery activities in estimation of total gross margin 

of a farm may be attributed to this decrease in per hedare total gross margin with an 

increase in land holding size. 

4.5 Rela~ioDsbip of level of adoptioD with selected independent varililbk$ 

The relationship of level of adoption of selected agriculturlll te<:hnologies 
'. .,', 

with the independent variables was found out separately for marginal, medium and pooled 
" 

sample of fanners by using zero order correlation coefficients. Significance of their 

relationships was ascertained by calculating '1' values. Two tailed tests were employed to 

verify the hypotheses formulated in this regard. The decision criteria was stipulated at 

0.01 level of probability for type 1 error in two tailed tests. The findings on the 

correlational analysis are presented in Table 4.5.1. 

Table 4.5.1 reveals that in case of marginal fanner:; 13 independent 

variables were significantly correlated with the level of adoption of selected agricultural 

technology. The variables cropping intensity (X]), degree of commerciali:r.ation (4), 

working capital availability (X6), innovation proneness (XI2), economic motivation (X13), 

scientific orientation (XI4), risk orientation (Xl'), management orientation{Xls), attitude 

towards improved farm practices (X19), knowledge level on agricultural technology (X2o) 

and degree of information exposure (XlI) were positively and significantly correlated at 

0.01 level, whereas the variables size of operational land holding (XJl and social 

participation (XII) were positively and significantly correlated with level of if adoption at 

0.05 level. Hence the null hypotheses that there is no relationship between these 

independent variables and level of adoption by marginal farmers were rejected and 

alternative hypotheses were tentatively accepted. 

In respect of smaU farmers, 17 independent variables were found to have 

significant correlation with level of adoption of selected agricultural technologies. The 

variables size of land holding (XI), farm mechanization (Xl), cropping intensity (Xl), 

degree of commercialization (X4), working capital availability (X6)' social participation 

(Xll), illllovation pronenes:; (XI2), economic motivation (Xu), scientific orientation (X14), 



Table 4.5.1 Relationship between level of adoption ,.d $elected independent 
variables 

51 Selected illdependent variables Margi~al farmers Small farmers Medium farmers Pooled 5alTIpie 
No (n = 98) (n = 65) (n:, 45) (N = 208) 

r value t value r value T value rvalue t value rvalue t vallie 

X, Size of operationallalld holding 0432 4,693' A18 3,652" ,~ 2.895" ,516 8.645" 

X, Farm mechanization .109 1.074 0395 3.412" .513 3.918" .422 6,680" 

X, Cropping intensity .~5 4,869" .505 4.643" .60, 4,930" .396 6.189" 

X. Iregree of commerdalization 0420 4,534" ,463 4,145" ,591 4.803" ,521 8.760" 

X. Extent of family laoour .107 1.054 J~ 2.577' .432 3.140" 0301 4,530" 
lllilization 

X, Working capital availability ,512 5,840" ~3 5.132" ,619 5,167" ,645 12.113" 

X, X" ,096 0945 .193 1.561 .1" 1,549 .123 1,778 

" Educatio~allevel .125 1,234 ,295 2,450' .342 2.380' .136 1.970' 

X, Fami~type ,021 0.205 .201 1.628 .215 1.443 "" 1.529 

X" Faml~ SIZe ,056 0549 .124 0,992 ,233 1 571 ,119 1.720 

X" Social partidpation .219 2,199' .320 2,680" ,491 1695" .120 1.734 

X" Innovation proneness .397 4.238" ,412 3.588" .539 4,195" A26 6.757" 

X" Eco~omi[ motivation .573 6,850" .590 5.799" 603 4,956" ,592 10.542" 

X" Sdentilic onelltation 0493 5,552" .419 3.662" 0405 2.904" 0420 6.642" 

X" Risk onenlanon 0471 5.231" ,560 5.364" .219 1,471 .392 60445" 

X" Level of aspirotio~ .146 1,446 ,203 1.645 .209 1.401 ,138 1.999' 

X" Onelltation towards competi~on ,169 1.680 .387 3.331" ,503 3,816" .302 4.546" 

X,s Management onentation .522 5,996" .• , 4.693" .s~ 4.892" 0401 6.282" 

X" Attitude towards improved farm .514 5.871" .426 3.737" .525 4.044" %3 9,776" 
practices 

X" Knowledge level on agnrunuraf .593 7.215" ,532 4.986'* M, 5,475" .661 12,642" 
technology 

", Degree of information e;qJOSure .393 4,187" .493 4.497" ,520 3.991" .56 j 9}26" 

• : Significant at .05 level 'With two tailed probabilities ., : Significant at .01 level wi1h two tailed probabilities 
d.f. : (N·2) for aH cases 



risk orientation (X!l), orientation towards competition (X17), management orientation 

(X13), attitude towards improved farm practices (X,9), knowledgc level on agricultural 

technology (X20) and degree of information exposure (XlI) werc positively and 

significantly correlated with the level of adoption at 0.01 level whereas the variables 

extent offarnily labour utilization (X,) and education level (Xs) were positively significant 

at 0.05 IcveL Hence, the null bypotheses that there is no relationship of these variables 

with level of adoption by small farmcrs were rejected and altemative hypotheses were 

tentatively accepted. 

In respect of medium farmers, 16 independent variables were significantly 

correlated with the level of adoption of selected agricultural technology. The variables 

land holding size (XI), farm mechanization (X2), cropping interu;i\y (X3), degree of 

commercialization (X.), extent of family labour utilization (X,), working capital 

availability (X6J, social participation (Xli), innovation proneness (X,.), economic 

motivation (Xu), scientific orientation (X,4), orientation towards competition (X,7), 

management orientation (X,8), attitude towards improved farm practices (Xrg), knowledge 

lcvel on agricultural technology (X20) and degree of information exposure (X2,) were 

positively and significantly correlated with the level of adoption at O.O! level, whereas the 

variable education level (X!) was positively significant at 0.05 level. Hence, the nul! 

hypotheses that there is no relationship of these variables with level of adoption by 

medium fanners werc rejected and alternative hypotheses were tentatively accepted. 

In respect of pooled sample of fanners, 17 independent variables were 

found to have significant correlation with level of adoption of selected agricultural 

technology. The varia.bles size of land holding (X,), fann mechanization (Xl), cropping 

intensity (X3), degree of commercialization (~), extent of fumily labour utilization (X,), 

working capital a.vailability (X6), innovation proneness (Xu), e<:onomic motivation (Xu), 

scientific orientation (XI4), risk orientation (X,I), orienw.tion towards competition (Xn ), 

management OIienlation (XIS), attitude towards improved farm practices (X,9), knowledge 

level on agricultural technology (Xl0) and degree of information exposure (XlI) wcre 

positively and significantly correlated with the level of adoption al 0.01 level, whereas the 

variablcs education level (X!) and level of aspiration (X,6) were positively and 

significantly correlated at 0.05 level. 
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An eJlammation of the magni(ll~s of conelation coefficients in the pooled 

sample of farmers rcvt:aled thaI out of 17 independent variables having significant 

C(lrreJation wilh level of adoption, only seven variables viz., land holding siv; (XI), degree 

of commercialization (4), worll.iug capital availability (X.s), ecOJlomic motivation (Xu), 

attitude toward~ improved fann practices (XI9), knowledge level (X~O) and degree of 

information exposure (X21) had correlation coefficients with magnitudes ranging between 

0.516 and 0.661. This indicates moderately strong relationship of these varjahle~ with 

level of adoption. The JlliIgnirudes of correlation coefficients of al! other significandy 

correlated varlllvies ranged between 0.136 and 0.426 indicating the very weak to weak 

relationships ofthesc "Variables witl! the kvel of adoptiO!l, 

4.6 Relationship of level ofpruductivily with sele~ted independellt variables 

The relationship of level of productivity with the selected independent 

variables was found out sepamrely fOI marginal, medium and pooled sample of farmers 

by using zero order correlation coefficients_ Signiticanct: of their [elatlam,hips was 

~sccrtained with the help of '1' tests_ Two tailed tests were employed to verify the 

hypotheses funnulace<l in this regard. The fmdings on the correlational analysis are 

presented in Table 4.6. t. 

In respElct of margiua) farmers, 13 independent varillble.<; were fonnd to 

have significant correlation with the level of productivity_ The variables she of land 

holding (XI), cropping intensity (XJ)' degree of commercialization (:>4), working capital 

availability (X6), innovation proneness (Xd, economic motivation (Xu), sdentiflc 

orientation (XI4j, level of aspir.rtion (XI6), oricntation towards competition (X,,), , attitude 

towards improl'txl famJ practicts (X!~), knowledge level on agricultural technology (X2~) 

and degree of information exposure (Xl-d were positively aml significMtly correlated at 

0.01 level, whereas the variables education level (XR) had a positively significant 

correlation at D.05 Jevel. Helice, the null hypotheses that there is no relationship betwe~n 

these variables with level productivity of InarginaJ farmers were rejeclcd and alternative 

hypotheses were tentatively accepted. 

In respect of small farmers, 17 independent variables were significantly 

corrdatcd with the level of productivity. The variables size of land holding (X,j, cropping 



Table 4.6.1 Relationship betw\!eo I~vel of produc-rnity and seleded independent 
variables 

, Selected independent variables Mill1Jirlai farmers Small farmers Medium farmers Pooled sample 
No (n = 98) (n = 65) (n = 45) (~= 2M) 

r value t value r value t value r value t value r value t value 

X, 51ze of operational ~d noldi~ (1.:141 1554" 0.503 4.619" 0.5Z1 4,OOZ" OAZI 6.661" , farm mechanization 0,105 1.034 (1.201 1.629 0.320 2,2W 0.225 3,329" 

X, Cropping IIltrosity 0542 6.319" 0,520 4.831" 0.501 3.795" 0.643 12.049" 

C Oegree of mmmercialization 0.340 3,552" 0.405 3.515" 0,460 3.397" 0.395 6.170" 

X, Extent of family laoour 0.129 1274 OJ52 3.082" 0.410 2.948" 0,368 5,680" 
utilization 

" Workill9 cl!)ital availab~ity 0,521 5,980" 0.508 4,680" (1,567 4513" 0,589 10.450" 

X, ~, 0.126 1,244 0,139 1.114 0.152 UlO8 0.137 1.954 

C Educational level 0.219 2.199' 0.301 2502' OJ81 2.702" 0,136 1.970' 

X, Fam,ly type (I,ll0 ,,~ (1,124 0.991 0.131 (1,866" 0.118 1,705 

X" Familysize 0.128 1.265 0,291 2,414' 0.195 1.303 0.133 1.925 

X" Soaal participation 0,107 1.054 0.299 2,486' 0,432 3.140" 0.301 4.665" 

X" Innovation pronelless 0.492 5.537" 0,4 t8 3,652" 0.405 2.904" 0.302 4546" 

X" flruJDJJJJ[ motiYalian 0.593 7115" 0.532 4.985" 0.640 5A61" 0]20 14.890" 

X,. Scielltific arielltation 0,470 5,217" 0,491 4,473" 0.493 3.715" 0.334 5.085" 

X,. Risk onentation 0.135 1.345 0,210 1.704 0.290 1.987 OJ 15 4.763" 

X" level of aspiration 0.551 6,639" 0.492 4.485" 0,591 4,804" 0,£92 13.757" 

X" Onentatlon towards (ompetition 0.410 4.405" 0,481 4.354'* 0.452 3.225" O.Wl 12.608" 

X" Management orientation 0.171 1.700 0,406 3515" 0.419 3.02£" 0.325 4,932" 

X" Attitude towards improved farm 0.502 5,687" 0.509 4.£93'* 0.510 3.887" 0,505 8.623" 
practl[es 

X,. Knowledge level on .gri(ll~ural 0.564 6.691" 0.580 5.651" 0.603 4.956" 0.562 9.751" 
tedmology 

" Degree of inmnnation exfKtSure 0.391 4,162" 0,490 4,461" 0.419 3.026" 0.361 5.556" 

• : Significant at .OS [<.--vel with two taited probabilities 

" : Signilicant at .01 level with two taited probabilities 
d.f. : (N-2) for all cases 
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intensity (X)), degree of comme.rcializ.ati.on (X..I.), etl.lent <>f family laboUJ utiliz;\tmll (X;J. 

working capital availability (X6), innovation proneness (Xu). economic lllO(ivati<m (X\~), 

scientific orientation (Xf4), levclofaspira/.ion (X,6). orientation towards 'OlJ'l»'etition (XIT), 

managemel\~ orientation (XI3), attitude wwacds improved fann practices ('A,9), knowk:dge 

level on agricultural tochnology (X2G) and degree of information exposure (X:I)) were 

positive.ly and significantly rondatoo >\-ith level of ptOOlJCtivity at 0,01 I~"el> whereas the 

variables education level (Xl), family size (X IO) and wcial participation (XII) were 

positively significant at 0,05 leveL Hence. the null hypotheses tlwt there is no relationsbip 

between these variables and level producrivity of marginal (iICIIlefS \\>erc rejected and 

altemative hypotlle5e5 wC1e tentatively accepted. 

In respect of medium farmers. \ 1 independent variables were f<>und I.e) bave 

$ignificant oorrelation with the level of productivity. The variables size of land holding 

(Xl). c~()ppiog intensity (Xl). degree of collllllercialiutiou (X4), eXten1 of f.'\UlUy lahour 

utilization (X~), working ~pital availability ~), ~d\1~ati<.'n level (x.), SIlcial participation 

(X, I), in!lOvalir>n proneness (X1l), economic motivation (X,~), scientific orientation (XI4), 

leYe! of aspira1ion (Xl.), orientation towards competition (XI1). management orientation 

(XIi). attitude towards improved farm practices (X19). knowledge level (1) agricultural 

technology (X1o.) and degree of infomlati.:m eJ:i"OS\Ire (Xtl) were positi"ely and 

significantly correlated at O.G I level, whereaS' the variables fann fllOChanizaliOl\ (Xl) had a 

significant positive correlation at (J.OS level. Henec. the nut! hypothelo"t"$ \hat there is 110 

relalicnship lJet\Vl:en th~ variables with level proouclivity of medium farmers wert' 

rejected and alternative hypoilieses were tetltaJively ~pted. 

!.n respect of pooled sample of farmers, 18 independem variabtes were 

siynHkant!y correlated with level <lfproauctivit)'. The .. ariables size of land fielding (X\), 

fatm mcchani7.ation (X2). Clopping intensity (X3), degtee of commerc:imnation (4), 

extent of family labollr utilization (AS), working capital availability (X~). social 

participatiun (Xu), innovation proneness (XI2), ecollOOlic motivation (X'3), scientific 

orientation (Xl~)' level of aspiration (X'6). oIientat;iou towards rotnpetition 

(X 17).managemenl orientalion(X,a). awrude towards improved farm practices (XI9), 

knov.'ledge leve! on 8gricult1ltal technology (XUJ) and d~gtee of information exp<lsute 
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(X21 ) were positively significant at Q,or level, whereas the variables education level (Xs! 

had a positive and significant correlation at 0.05 leveL 

A perusal of the data in the pooled sample offarmer revealed that out of 18 

independent variables having significant correlation with level of prodUl:livity, only 7 

variables,. viz., cropping intensity (XJ\ working capital availability (~), economic 

motivation (X13), level of aspiration (XI6), orientation towards competition (X17), attitude 

towards improved farm practices (XI9) and knowledge level (X2Q) had correlation 

coefficients with magnitudes ranging between 0.505 and 0.720. This indicates a 

moderately strong to strong relationship of these variables with level of productivity. The 

magnitude~ of conelation coefficient of all other significantly correlated variables ranged 

between 0.136 and 0.395 indicating a very weak to weak relationship of these variables 

with level of productivity. 

4.7 Contributory effects of selected independent variables on level of adoption 

The technique of multiple regression analysis was employed to determine 

the relative influence of selected independent variables in predicting the variation in level 

of adoption by farmers. The independent variables wbich were significantly correlated 

with the level of adoption were selected for multiple regression analysis. Separate multiple 

regression analyses were done with respect to the marginal, smalt medium and pooled 

sample offanneTS_ 

The independent variables had their own units of measurement which did 

not permit a comparison of the partial regression values. To facilitate comparison, the 

partial regression valnes were converted to standard partial regression values which were 

free from the units of measurement. The independent variables were then ranked on the 

basis of standard partial regression values, to fmd out their relative importance in 

predicting the level of adoption by farmers. The predictive power of multiple regression 

was estimated with the help of coefficient of multiple determination (Rl). The results of 

regression analysis arc presented in Table 4.7.1. 

A perusal of the table 4.7_1 reveals that in case of marginal farmers , the 

highest standard partial "b" value was found in knowledge level (In agricultural 

technology Ob) which was ranked first in order of predictive ability. The standard partial 



able 4.7.1 Relative contribution of selected independent variables towards level of 
adoption 

Se]e,;Ud indepElident MiTl1l'1 farmers Smalilatll'ffi Medium Iimner> Poole(! sample 

lanablel In = 93) (n = 61) (n=41) (~= 108) 

Parti~ ,,.. St.ooard Partial b t laWe StiUldard P,rtiat b tl1ltlle St",dard P,rtl~ b t 11I1ue Slandard 
b 11I1ue " pml b .,. I. parllal b ,., " p"" b value ,. parti~ b 

pm b .,. portial b "', p.rtiaI b ... partial b illue 

I, S~e 01 opera1i.1rlalland 2,837 1.157 aNI 3J41 1.'!91' U.Il6lJIVII 1.071 U,50l! U.ll.l' 1448 1.9Tl' Q.O ff9IV111 
holding , farm mectt.lmlOtlon 0,113 0.978 0.026 0,M3 1.139 ,., 0,474 1.610 0", , (lOppiIlg lritensity 0.'" 2.910' O.o1J6{11') 0.097 2.3f4' 0,196(111) 0.tl1 1.4£0' 0.210[11') UI9 1.1)91 0_0<l1 

• Oegr1<' ot 0,054 1.361 0.067 0,037 1.511 0,041 0,113 1.154' 0.1{lJ(V) 0,075 2,111' 0,091('11) 
(OOlIIlfI'rnlizalJon 

• E~eJt offaml~ laOOur Mil 0"5 0,012 0_027 0.887 0,029 0.021 am 0.011 
utili"liM , Wor\jngapITil 0_4% 1.410' 0,109~1) 1.167 3,911" 01Q7(11) 2.276 3.154" 0.115{11I) 3,367 3.488" 0.251i[1I) 
""ilability 

I, " , fW:.1liorlaf lei'll 0,073 1.611 o.ara 1,15Z' 0511 0,11'1 O,II}O 1.513 0,016 

Xi Frnijcype 

1m fami~ s~e 

Xi, Social partiCipation 0.447 0,879 0,016 0.190 1.816 0_019 0,641 0,976 0,031 

1'1 Inno. pronElielS 0.369 1.092 0.034 OJOI 1.210 0,031 0.544 1.501 a~s 0,507 1.%4' M63(~II) 

Xil f[ooomi[ mlMalion 0,510 1.1gG' 0.'" 0.5i'li j,IW" 01(4(11 O$i'li J157" 1l13lJ(lIj 0,," B41" O.2J4(mj 

I" )(IEIltrfK orierrt.1tion 0.047 1,9)0 0,Ol2 G,OII 0.1< 0007 0.095 0,&89 0,026 0.085 1.820 0.062 

l'5 Ri5kmentati:lil 0.'" 1.6&8 0.014 "" \,615 0,051 O,lOl 0'" 0.012 

X,. ~~ of ilSpllatian 0,031 1.711 a,ow 
J~ OrieliatlD~tOl\l(ds Om3 0558 DOCB 0174 l,ll3 0,058 0.108 0.876 0.019 

rompIIition 

I" Managemelll orientation 0,046 1.1EJ:i 00;0 0,056 L761 0,058 0,143 1,367 0.162 0,043 1.195 0,049 

, ltI1Iide tcrwanl5 0.562 2,631' 0,12{J{111) alII l.ag5 0.039 0.568 2.769" 0_098 (il) 0.543 2.962" 0.1{19(11f) 
improved larm pradl[1\ 

KOOI'ieliJe I~ on 0,640 3.510' 0.218(1) 0,262 1.l8I' 0,12Ii{li) 0.491 3.340" 0.251(1) 0,Ej)1 3.4%" 0.301{1) 
agOOIkurallechnology 

DeJree 01 inle<matian 0.304 1,670 0.080 OJ55 2,103' 0,i)&J('I) 0,421 1.556 0"' 0.429 2.745" 0.101(1') 
elpll5IJre 

RI- 0.798 R' - 0.762 il'''o.744 R' - 0,684 
(llith I J VlIiable5) (WITh 171anablel) (lIi\II16 varialles) (WITh 171anables) 

: Significant at .05 level 
: Significant at .01 level 

igums within parentheses indicate ranks on the basis of standard partial b valuc~ 
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b value indicated that other things remaining constant, unit change in the level of 

knowledge of the marginal farmers will bring about a corresponding change in level of 

adoption of selected agricultural technology to the extent of 0.23 unit. The variables 

working capital availability ()(';j, attitude towards improved farm practices (X I9) and 

cropping intcnsity (X,) were ranked second, third and fourth respectively in order of their 

predictive abilities. 

Tn case of small farmers, the variables economic motivation (Xu), working 

capital availability (X,,) and cropping intensity (Xl) were ranked first, second and third 

respectively in order of their productive abilities. The variables knowledge level on 

agricultural technology (X20), degree of information exposure (X21) and size of land 

holding (XI) were ranked fourth, fifth and sixth in order of their predictive abilities. 

In respect of medium fanners, the variables knowledge level on agricultural 

teclmology (X20), economic motivation (XIl) and working capital availability (X,;) wcre 

ranked first, second and third respectively in order of their productive abilities. The 

variables cropping intensity (X3), degree of commercialization (XI) and altitude towards 

improved farm practices (X I9) were ranked fourth, fifth and sixth in order of their 

predictive abilities. 

In case of pooled sample farmers, 8 independent variables were found to 

contribute significantly to the level of adoption by farmers. The variable knowledge level 

on agricultural technology (X20) ranked first, followed by the variables working capital 

availability (X6), economic motivation (Xu), attitude towdIds improved farm practices 

(X19), degree of information exposure (X21 ), degree of commercialization (XJ), size of 

land holding (XI) and innovation proneness (XI2) in order oflbeir predictive abilities. 

The R2 values indicated thai 21 independent variables selected for the study 

were highly efficient in predicting the level of adoption of agricultural teclmology by 

farmers. In case of marginal farmers 79.80 per cent of the variation in the adoption level 

could be predicted by 13 variables. In case of small farmers, the 17 variables used in the 

multiple regression analysis could predict 76.20 pcr cent of the variation in the level of 

adoption of agricultural technology by small farmers, In case of medium farmers, 74.40 

per ccnt of the variation in the level of adoption could be predicted by 17 variables. In 
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tespect of pooled s.:mzple of fMmel'S, the ! 7 variables colJld predict 68.40 per cellt of the 

variation in the level of adoption by fanners. 

The result of the regression analysis revealed that for different categories of 

fanners, different independent variables were important in predicting their level of 

adoption of agricultural technology. There were, however, some common variables also, 

which arc highlighted below. 

Economic motivation (XjJ) contributed positively and significantly to the 

level of adoption of agricultural technology by marginal, small, medium and pooled 

sample of fanners. Economic motivation is an indication of the degree of vviHingncss for 

investment for adopting improved agricultural technology. To increase the level of 

adoption of improved agricultural technology, farmers arc to be economically motivated to 

maximise their profits from fanning. The profits which might accrue to the fanners by the 

adoption of improved technology has to be highlighted in agricultural extension work. 

Knowledge level on agricultural technology (X10) contributed positively 

and significantly to the level of adoption of agricultural technology by marginal, small, 

mcdiwn and pooled sample of farmers. Several researchers have found knowledge level 

on agricultural technology to be an important factor influencing the level of adoption of 

agricultural technology by fanners. Knowledge is essential to obtain full benefits of a 

technology. To increase the level of adoption of improved technology by fanners, their 

level of knowledge on those technologies has got to be increased. 

Working capital availability ('4) contributed positively and significantly to 

the level of adoption of agricultural technology by marginal, small, medi~ and pooled 

sample of fanners. Working capital is required by the farmers to meet the expanses on day 

to day crop and livestock production activities in terms of both cash and kind. It indicates 

fanners' investment potential and, therefore, is important in the context oftbe use of new 

technology, because the new technology is input intensive and these inputs arc costlier 

than the- traditional inputs. Tills is particularly important for marginal and small fanners. 

The variable cropping intensity (XJ) contributed positively and 

significantly to the level of agriculrural technology by marginal, small and mediwn , .. 
fanners. The variable attitude towards improved rr6m practices (X19) contributed 
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positively aljd significantly to the prediction of level of adoption of agricultural 

technology by marginal, medium and pooled sample of fanners. Favourable attirnde of 

fanners illCrt"ascS the possibility that farmers will use the technology more than those who 

have unfavourable attitude. Hence, to motivate farmers to adopt improved technology, it is 

essential to create favourable attitude of the fanners towards those improved technology. 

The variable size of land holding (X,] and degree of information exposure 

(Xl!) contributed positively and significantly to the prediction of level of adoption of 

agricultural te<:hnology by small farmers and pooled sample of fanners. The variable 

degree of cotnmercialization (X4 ) contributed positively and signifiQUlt/y to dIe prediction 

of level of adoption of agricultural technology by medium farmers and pooled sample of 

farmers_ Commercialization indicates movement from subsistence to commercial farming. 

This can be achieved by use of improved te<:hnology in funning. Degree (J{ 

commercializati(Jn is both cause and effect of technology adoption. However, in this study, 

it was considered as a cause. 

Innovation proneness (Xll), i.e., interest in the desire to seek changes in 

fanning techniques and to introduce such changes when practical and feasible, contributed 

positively and significantly to the prediction of level of adoption of agricultural 

technology in the pooled sample offanners. 

4.8 Contributory elTe<:ts oCselected independent variables 011 level of prodUCtivity 

The fe<:hnique of multiple regression analysis was used to determine the 

relative influence of selected indepeudent variables in predicting the variation in the level 

of productivity of fanners. The independent variables which were significantly correlated 

with the level of productivity were selected for multiple regression analysis. Separate 

multiple regression analyses were done with respect to the marginal, small, medium and 

pooled sarnple offarrners. The independent variables were ranked on the basis of standa.rd 

partial regression values. The predicted power of multiple regression was estimated with 

the help of coefficient of multiple deteonination (R1). Thc results of multiple regression 

analysis are presented in Table 4.8. \. 

In case of marginal fanners the highest standard partial 'b' value was found 

in economic motivation (X 1) which was ranked first in order of predictive ability. The 



Table 4.8.1 Relative contribution of selected indepcndent variables towards level of 
productivity 

j Seletled ir.depeOOent ~iT9ifllI farmel'S Srn,lllarrrm I>Iedlum larmers Pooled sample 
No va~ables (n=9S) (n"61) (n ~ ~5) (N " lOB) 

p"" t i~ue Stmd"d Parti,I b t .. Iue Star.:iard r,rtiaI b t "Iue :itl_ Partial 6 t .. Iue 5tandari 
b,., 

" 
partial b ,0. 

" 
~rti~b 'alue f, ,.,rtiil b ,,~ fu, partial\! 

p"o," ,0. I'lrtial b j~ue partial b i~ue partial b ,,', 
X, SII! ~ OQeratiml3llaru1 0,)37 4.899" G.07&('1) 1.664 5.957" O.()9B('/II) 1.9Ill 599<1" 0,106 (V) tOn 4,631" 0,148('/111) 

OOlding , farm medlal1ilatiC!l 0_036 1.286 0,011 '"' 1.362 0_011 , Cropjing Intensity 0.013 1.196" 0,197{N) ODJ~ J.981" 0,298 (III) 0.014 3.652" 0.101 ('/II) 0,036 3_111" 0,17S{11) 

fu ~gleeof 0.087 1.&913 o,on 0,015 1.1)] 0,016 00" i.J61 0.081 ON9 1,8W' O,I16(lX) 
lOmmeTcialilatiC!l 

I, Extenl o:llamily ~bolll' 0,016 1.191 0.053 0,018 1.161 0.0. 0,051 '''' ON 
utlirlOtlon , iforiilig ca)'i(al '.5 1,021 0,198 OW 1.988" 0223{/1) 1.026 2.£95" 0.242 (Ii) 0.09/ 2,915" O,167M 
a .. ~ability 

h'" 
~ foocatiollOllrnl Om5 0,007 0061 0,031 1.013 0,014 0.Q45 1,136 O.Oll 0.% 1.314 0019 

M FlmeylJF 

X,I farnl~ si~ 0,031 1391 0.019 

XII SxlJ!f'O/lkipaiioo (t075 1.161 (1011 0,114 1.631 0.016 0,118 "" OM 

X" IllIlova\lc<l pronenm 0,136 1.913 0.1 56 O_19a , ~7 0.", MI7 1.763 0,001 D_jQ'i 1JS4 0.0029 

I" EcOMmlC malMiIJiln DJI4 2_671" a3l.l il) 0" 15fi2" (l14~ ill (l5{l1 6_120" 0.114~) 0,513 6,162' 0.341i(1,) 

I" ):ientlk nnelilition O.Q1~ 1,930 0.139 0044 1.865 Om5 00£4 1.761 0,095 om7 1.687 0.078 

I" 1ilI:&ienI<Iloo 0.070 1.5a3 0,049 

X,. Lev~ of aspiratioo 0.053 2510' (1113(111) 0.115 2.761" 0,118('/1) 0,101 3.361" 0_1~ (III) 0,11l 4.326" 0.314(11) 

X" Grknt_ OIilWiIT 0.058 1257 D.l02 0.", 1.35) 0,076 Uf. '_a99 OW, 0179 1Mi2" 0.217[111) 
[OO1I)eI~io~ 

X" ~'Tlil.gemelll onentotiM 0018 Il6G 0,(:61 0.011 1.691 0,058 0_016 1.774 0.065 

X" Mltude tQij,nls 0.110 1,%1 0,168 0.36) 3.754" 0.210(\1) 0,155 3.662" 0.105('/1) o,m W6" 0,151('/11) 
improved larm pradlces 

M Knrmedge Ie>lel an 0,120 /.191" 0.308(11) a 19) /,691" O.3D'i(I) 0.2l~ J,I56" 0,1&;(11) 0,146 2.871" 0,165('/1) 
a9ri(ultur~ tethoology 

" C>!g~e 01 in~rmatlon O.0'i9 0,911 0.006 0,110 f.llti O_OSl 0.005 U92 0."" 0.15$ J.Z%" d,()s2(Xj 
e!jlOlure 

I¥" 0.152 fi2 - 0136 ~1-O703 flI "U59ll 
(wirtl 13 I'ariable5j (YIIIh lhiln.\!es) (with 16 wriables) (~ 18 "rialle,) 

• ,Significant at ,051evel .. : Significant at _01 level 
#Figures "'illlin patenthese~ indicat~ ranks on the ba~is of standard partial b values 
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variables knowledg~ level Qn agricultural technology (X20), level of aspiratiofl (XIG), 

cropping intensity <X])and size of land holding (X1)were ranked second, third, fourth and 

fifth respectively in order of predictive abilities. The J3 selected independent variables 

could predict 75.20 per cent of the variation in tbe level of productivity. 

In case of small farmers, knOWledge level on agricultural technology (X20), 

economic motivation (Xn) and cropping intensity (X,) were ranke4 first, second and third 

respectively in ordet of predictive abilities. The variables working capital aVailability (X,;), 

attitude towards improved farm pra{;tices (X I9), level of aspiration (X lo) and size of land 

holding (X1)were ranked fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh respectively. The 17 independent 

variables could predict 73.60 per ceIlt of the variation in the level of productivity. 

In respect of medium farmers, economic motiv;rtion (Xll), knowledge level 

on agricultural tecbnology (X;w)and level of aspitation (X'6) were ranked first, sect,nd and 

third respectively ill order ofpredict.ive abilities. The variables working capital availability 

(X~), size (Jf!and holding (Xj), attitude towards improved funn practices (XI9) and degree 

of commercialization (,X4)were rankerl fourth, fifth,. sixth and seventh respectively in order 

oft/lelr predictive abilities. The 16 independeSll variables could predict 70.30 per cent of 

the variati(Jlt in the level of productivity. 

In the pooled sample of farmers, 10 independent variables contributed 

significantly to the level of productivity of fanners. lne variables economic motivation 

(Xl1), level of aspiration (X I6) and Drientation towards comp::titiDn (X11) were ranked first, 

second and third respectively in order of their predictive abilities. lbe variable cropping 

inten~ity (X3) ranked fourth followed by the variables working capital availability (X6), 

knowledge level on agricultural technology (X20), attitude towards improved farm 

practices (X I9), size of land holding (X1)and degree of information exposure (X21). The 18 

independent variables could predict 59.80 per cent of the variation in the level of 

productivity. 

It is evident from lhe fmdings presented above that the variables size of 

land holding (XI), cropping in.tensity (X3), ecowmic moiivation (Xu), level of aspiration 

(X16) and knowledge leve! on agricultural !edllw1vgy (X:w) ~ontribuLed positively and 
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significantly to the prediction of productivity of marginal, small, medium and pooled 

sample of farmers. The standard partial 'b' values in the pooled sample of farmers 

indicated that other things remaining constants, unit changes in these live variables wil! 

bring about II corresponding change in the level of productivity of farmers to the extent of 

\.16 unit. 

TIre vllriabJe attitude lawards improved practices (Xlg) contribute positively 

and signifieantly to the prediction of level of productivity of smaU, medium and pooled 

sample of farmers. 

The variable working capital availability (X") were found to contributed 

positively and significantly to the prediction oflevel of productivity in small, medium and 

pooled sample offarmets. 

4.9 Direct and indiTect effects of selected independent variables on level of adoption 

The nine independent variables whose partial regression values were 

signifICant in the multiple regression analysL's were included in the path analysis. The 

objective of doing path analyses was to get a clear picture of the direct and indirect effects 

of the selected independent variables on the level of adoption of selttted agricultural 

tcdmologies by fanners. V.uiabJes through which substantial indirect effects were 

channeled wcre also fClIllld out. Ine path analysis was done with the pooled sample of 

farmers and the results are presented in Table 4.9.1. The variables were arranged from 

high to 10<\1 total direct effect. 

Table 4.9.1 reveals that the variable knowledge level on agricultural 

technology (Xzo) had the highest positive and substantial direct effect (0.267) on the level 

of adoption of agricultural technology by farmers. There were positive and substantial 

direct cffects of economic motivation (0.210), working capital availability (0.206) degree 

of commercialization (0.170), size of land holding (0.169) and attitude towards improved 

fann practices (0.104), in order of importance, on thc level of adoption of agricultural 

technology by fanners. The direct effects of degree of infonnation exposure (Xli), 

cropping intensity (Xl) and innovation proneness were positive but relatively less, the 

figures being 0.090, 0.061 and 0.018 respectively. The total indirect effect in respect of all 

the selected independent variables were positive and substantial. 



Table 4.9.1 Dired and indinlct effects G[sclectcd iBdependent variables vn leve] of 
adoption 

Sekc,ted independent variables Direct T'Otal Variables tht'Ough 
off"" indir~ct which substantial 

dfect indirect effects arc 
channeled 

X~~ Kn'Owledge level 'On agricultural 0.267 0.393 0.101 X] 
technology 0.097 Xl? 

0.083 XlI 

Xu Ec'Onomic motivation 0.2)0 0.38l O.108X l9 

0.098 XG 
a.Og(l X, 

X, Working capital availability 0.206 0.438 0.114X'9 
0.)09X2V 

0.099 XI) 

X, Degree of cormnctcialization 0.170 0.350 0.109 X& 
0,076 Xu 
0.060 X2V 

X, Size of operational land holding 0.169 0.346 0.176 Xu 
0.098 X~~ 
0.086 X) 

XI? Attitude towards improved farm 0.104 0.458 0.1 \9 X2G 
practices 0.105 X21 

0,096 Xl 

X21 Degree 'Of informalion exposure 0.090 0.470 0.130 X,o 
0.098 Xl? 
0.()91 X, 

X, Cropping intensity 0.061 0.334 0.069 X l3 
0.066 X,; 
0.058 X ,2 

X II Innovation proneness O.Q1S 0.407 0.\01 X2G 
0.097 Xli 
0.071 ~ 



-..,. Direct effect 

C"'J Total indirect effect 

_ _ -t Largest indirect effec,j 

Direcl e{fW 

Xl Size of operational land holding 
;(. Cropping intensity 
X. Oegree of commercialization 
~ Working capital ava.ilability 
Xt2 Innovation proneness 
XtS Economic motivation 
XIS A11ilude towards im{>foved farm practIces 
Xl~ KMwledge level on agricultural techl1Ology 
X21 Oegree of information expDsllre 

}'i~ 4,9,1 Path diagr~Ul showiRg direct and indirect effeds of selected "arf.Qble.~ 
Oll It'l'elof tt\'hnotogy aduptioll 
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Degree of information exposure (X21)had the highest (0.470) and cropping 

intensity (Xl) had the lowest (0.334) total indirect effect. 

The data presented in the Table 4.1.9 also revealed tbat the variable 

knowledge level on agricultural technology (X20) was important as substantial indirect 

effect of as many as six variables were channeled through this variable. The next 

important variables were economic motivation (XIJ) and attitude towards improved farm 

practices (X19) as substantial indirect effects of as many as four variables were channeled 

through each oflhese two variables. Next in importance were wotking capital availability 

lX~), size of land holding (XI) and deg.tee of information exposure (X21 ) thI'Qugh which 

substantial indirect effects of three variables were channeled through each of the 

variables. The substantial indirect effects of two variables were channeled through 

cropping intensity (X3). The substantial indirect effects of one variable wer~ channeled 

through each of theri variables degree of commercialization (X4) and innovation 

proneness (X12). 

The total direct effect, total indirect effect and the largest indirect etlect 

channeled through single variable are diagrammatically presented in Figure 4.9.1. 

4.10 Dircd and indirect effects of seleded independent variables ()n level ()f 

produetivity 

The technique of path analysis was used to get a clear picture of direct and 

indirect effects of selected independent variables on level of productivity. The W 

independent variables whose partial regression values were significant in multiple 

regression analysis were included in the path analysis. The path analysis was done with the 

pooled sample of fanners. Variables through which substantia! indirect effects were 

channeled were also found out. The variables were then arranged from high to low total 

direct effect. Thc result of path analysis are presented in Table 4.10.1. 

The Table 4.10.1 reveals that the variable orientation towards competition 

(XIl) had the highest positive and substantial direct effect (0.269) on the level of 

productivity. There were positive and substantial direct effects of level of aspiration 

(0.241), cropping intensity (0.219), economic motivation (0.204), attitudes towards 

improved fann practices (0.179), working capital availability (0.118) and knowledge \evel 



Table 4.10,] Direct and ;ndirect efful3 (If seledtd indeptudcllt variable.'! on level of 
prlldu\!tiVity 

Selected intiepen(k:m variables Direct cff~( Tl)tal Vati:4bks through 
indirect effect whicb ~ul>stan(ial 

indirect eff.eclS are 
channeled 

X,1 Orientation towards 0.269 0.390 (1.257 X, 
competition (U 13 X~ 

0.093 X,6 

x,~ Level of aspiration 0.241 0.45Q 0.114 X6 
0.109 X20 

0.098 Xl 

XJ Cropping inwnsitY 0.219 0.423 0.112 XI 
0.108 Xl3 

1J.106 x.. 
Xr! Economic motivatroo 0.204- 0515 0,131 X3 

o.) 19 X, 
(J.t 10 x., 

XI9 Altitude t<lw81ds improved 0.179 0.335 (l.099 XI$ 
farm practices 0.079 x., 

0.054 X, 

Xi. W OIkirog capital avrulabitity 0.1 18 0.470 0.127 X3 
0.096 x.. 
0.082 Xn 

X~O KnOWledge level on 0,106 0.455 0.126 X,9 

awiclilcur;al technology (1.099 Xt6 
O.086X11 

Xl Si7..c of lano holding 0.086 0.334 0.091 X3 
o.on X:ro 
OJ)42~ 

x.. Degree of commercialization 0.069 0 . .)25 0.061 X(J 
0,049 X3 
0.043 X17 

X:21 Degree of iufonnatiolt 0.049 0.311 0.064 Xl9 
exposure 0.052 X20 

0.039 Xl6 
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Xl Sil.e of operational land holding 
X;l Cropping intensity 
X~ Degree ot commercialiZation 
XI) Working capita! availability 
X13 Economic motivation o Total indirect effect 
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Fig. 4.10,1 Path diagram showing dired and illdircct etfl.'cts of selected 
-"81'iablE!s on level of productivity 
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(O.l06), in order of importance, on the level of pIOductivity. The direct effects of size of 

land holding (XI), degree of commercialization (X,) and infoffilation exposure (XZL) were 

positive but relatively less, the figures being 0.0&6, 0.069 and 0.049 respe<ctivcly. 

The total indirect effects in respect ofal! the selected independent variables 

were positive and substantial, The variable economic motivation (Xu) had the highest 

(0.515) and degree of infonnation exposure (X21 ) had the lowest (0.311) total indirect 

effects. 

Data presented in Table 4.lD.l also revealed !hat !he variaNcs si2e ofland 

holding (Xl) and cropping intensity (X3) were important as subsUmtial indirect effects of 

as many as five variables were channeled through each of these two variables. Next in 

importance were degree of commercialization (~J alld ecollOlIlic motivation (XIl) as 

substantial indirect effects of foUl: variables were channel<::d through each of thcse two 

variables, The substantial indirect effects of Wee variables were channeled through level 

of aspiration (X16) and kmJwledge level (X2U). The substantial imlired effects of two 

vru:iables were channeled through working capital availability (X6), orientation towards 

competition (X17) and attitude towards improved fann ptactices (X19), No substantial 

indirect effect was ebannele<:l through degree ofinformatioa exposure(Xzr ), 

The Iotal direct eUh1, lotal indirect effect IIOd largest indirect effect 

channeled through single variable are presented diagrammatically in Fig_ 4.10.1. 

4.11 Farmers' perceptions of the factors hiDdering adoption of impl1lved agricultural 

technology 

Table 4.11.1 fC\'eals that a total of nine factors were perceived by more 

than 20 per cent of both the marginal and small fanners as constraints in adoption of 

improve<;! agricultural technology by them. In case of medium fanners, a total of teu 

factors were perceived as constraints in adoption of improved agricullural technology boy 

them. 

In respect of marginal and small fanners. 'lack of finance', 'non availability 

of HYV seeds in time', 'high cost of fertilizers and pesticides' were perceived to be the 

three most importanl constraints in adoption (l[ improved tedmoJogy by them. In respect 

of medium farmers, 'non-availability of HYV seeds in time', lack of irrigation facilities' 



Table4.tl.l Fanners' perceptjon~ of the factors hindering adoption of improved 
agricultural technology 

Marginal farmers "" Small fanner, RMk McdillIll farmers "" (n = 98) md. (n = 65) order (n = 45) "d. 
• Lack of fInance (163) I • Lack of fmance (122) I • Non-availability of I 

HYV seeds in time (gl) 

• Non-availability of II • Non-availability of n • Lack of irrigation n 
INV seeds in time IIYV seeds in time facilities (49) 
(1l3) (82) 

• High cost of fertiUzcrs III • High cost of fertilizers lIT • Lack ofkllOwledge III 
and pesticides (I 03) and pesticides (7Q) about plant protection 

measure (38) 

• Lack of easily available IV • Lack of irrigation IV • Lack of soil testing IV 
credit (69) facilities (39) facilities (B) 

• Lack of irrigation V • Lack of easil)' V • High cost of fertilizers V 
facilities (63) available credit (38) and pesticides (28) 

• Lack of technical VI • Lack of toxhnical VI • Lack of fInance (26) VI 
guidance from guidance from 
extension personnel extension personnel 
(52) (34) 

• Lack of knowledge VIT • Lack of knowledge VII • Lack of knowledge VII 
about plant proltx:tion about plant protection about fertilizer 
measures (32) measures (26) management (20) 

• Lack of knowledge VIll • Lack ofknowlcdge VIIT • Lack of easily available VIll 
about fertilizer about fertililer credit (l9) 
management (28) management (24) 

• Noo_&;'ailabilily of IX • NOIl-aVililability of IX • Lack oftedmical IX 
agricultural equipment improved agricultural guidance from 
in timc(25) equipment! in time extension personnel 

(22) (IS) 

• Adulteration in inputs X 
15 

Figures within parentheses indicate total Ifll'lk score of each factor 
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and "lack of knowledge about plant protection measures' were percei\'ed iJS the three most 

imporlaDt constraints in adoption of improved technology by them. 

The findings reveal that lack of finance was ranked as the most important 

factor by both the marginal and small fanners hindering adoption of improved technology 

by them. Adoption of IDD<Iem tedlIloJogy and inputs requires investment. Due to their 

relatively low e<:onomic ~tatus both marginal and small farmers face difficulties in 

purchasing those inputs which arc costlier than traditional inputs. So, it was nat\IJ:a! for 

them to mention 'lack of finance' as th~ m05l importIDIj factor hindering adoption of 

improved technology by them. 

'High cost of fertilizers and pesticides' was another important factor 

perceived as consttainl in adoption of improved technology by all the categories of 

farmcn;. It was ranked third by both the small and marginal farmers and fifth by medium 

farmers. 

'Lack of easily available credit' was perceived as a constraint in adoption 

by all the categories of funners. It """as ranked [otu:th by marginal funners, fiM by smalJ 

farmers and eight by medium fanners. The responses indicated that all the categories of 

farmers were concerned not only with credit hut also with their easy availability. 

'Lack of irrigation facilities' as a constraint in adoption was ranked fifth, 

fourth and second by marginal, small and medium fanners respectively_ It indicates that 

the need for irrigation for adoption of improved technology was felt more by medium 

farmers as compared to marginal and small farmers. 

'Lack of technical guidance from extension personnel' was perceived as a 

constraint in adoption of improved technology by all the categories of farmers. It W<iS 

ranked sixth by both the marginal and small fanners and ninth by medium farmers. 

'Lack of knowledge about planl protection measures' was a major 

constraint fur medium fanners which was ranked iliird by them. It W4S ranked seventh by 

both the marginal and small farmers. 

'Lack of knowledge about fertilizer management' was ranked eighth by 

both the small and marginal fanners and seventh by medium farmers. 
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'Non-availability of improved ab'Ticultural equipment in time' was 

perceived as a constraint by both the marginal and small fanners which was '<lnked ninth 

by them. However, less than 20 per cenl of the medium farmers perceived it as a hindering 

factor in adoption of improved technology by them. 

'Adulteration in inputs' as a constraint III adoption was perceived by 

medium farmers only, which was ranked tenth by them. 

The foregoing fmdings indicate that to ensure higher adoption of various 

improved technDlogies by farmers of rainfed areas, attention has to be paid on adequate 

and timely supply of critical inputs like HYV seeds, fertilizers, pestiddes, farm 

equipments and credit. Regulatory measures are also to be taken to prevent ad!llteration of 

inputs. Efforts are to be made 10 increase tile level of knowledge of the fanners about 

improved cultivation practices of different crops grown by them. More attention should be 

paid to enhence farmer$' knowledge about fertilizer management and plant protection 

measures_ Modem farm inputs are costly. High cost of fertizers and pesticides was 

perceived as a constraint in adoption of input technology by the respondent fmmers. As it 

may not be feasible to reduce the price of these inputs, a practical solution of the problem 

may be to train the farmers On economic and efficient use of those inputs. Emphasis 

should also be given in augmenting the irrigation potential of the rainfed areas and in 

scientific water management by the fanners. To increase the level of adoption of vllriOtiS 

improved technologies by the farmers, the extension workers me required to make more 

contact with the fanners. This shall not only help the fanners to acquire more knowledge 

about different improved fann practices but also help to ereate favourable attitude towards 

those practices, make them innovative and economkally motivated to adopt improved 

technologies. 
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Chapter V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Although India has achieved outstanding agricultural progress in its more 

favourable irtigated areas, there has been little effect of ~11 revolution technologies in 

rainIe<! areas. Despite strcnuou~ efforts made in the recent past to increase agrieultmal 

production in Assam, rainfed farming in the stale is still characterised by very low and 

instable productivity. Increase in agriCUltural production depends largely on the integration 

of improved technologies by the farmers into their farming systems. While technology 

transfer is a highly desirable goal in agriculture, it is often difficult to accomplish it in 

minfed farming systems as many factors influence the adoption of technology by farmers 

in rainfed areas. Keeping these views, the present study was undertaken with the following 

objectives. 

5,1 Objectives of the $tudy 

1. To identify different types of specific enterprise based fanning systems in the 

study area across different size group of farms. 

2. To assess the level of adoption of ~e\ccted agricultural technologie~ and level 

of productivity in selected fanning system across different size group of farms_ 

3. To identify the variables which significantly contribute towards the level of 

adoption of selected agricultural technologies and level of productivity In 

selected fanning system across different size group of farms. 

4. To determine the direct and indirect effects of selccted variables on level of 

adoption of selected agricultural tcchnologies and productivity in selected 

farming system. 

5. To find out fanners' perceptions of the factors hindering adoption of improved 

agriculrural technologies in selected farming systems across different si:r.e 

group offarms. 
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5.2 Research metkodology 

The $tlldy was cooducted in the Lower Brahmaputra Valley Zone of 

Assam. Cu.1 of seven districts Qf the UlIIe, two di!ltricts, \li1., Barpeta IlJ1d Karorup were 

sdectcd randomly. Two agricultural sub-<lJvJsions, Olle each from the two di$tricts were 

selected randomly. FOUT AF.O drcles, two each frvm two agricullunll sub-divisions, were 

$elected rdlldomly. Four VLEW ai/cles one ~h from four ABO drcles, were selected 

randomly. Selection of the ABO circles and VL£W circles were based on the prevalence. 

of the !'aiDfed farming siwation. Eight villag~, two each from foor VLEW circles, were 

selecte,1 TlITldOOl.ly. A sample of 215 farm tamilies WII$ selected frOtll eight. villages with 

prop(1rlilmal allocation of sampling units in each villase. Oa\a were collected by personal 

interview method with the help of structured research schedule. 

The different tYJle5 oC specific enterptise based farming systems prevalent 

in the study area wete identified based on the ac~ivities or enterpnses taken up by sampled 

farm families. O\1t of 225 farm funtilies, 208 (92.45%) were found to practise crop based 

fanning system ~ll1d test 17 (7.55%) practised <lther enterprise b~d farming systems. 

Keeping in view tbe objectives of the study, however,these 111'am1 families were left out 

from the pcrview of the study and ~\1bscqllcot analysis was done for rest 208 fann 

families. 

All t('gctber 2 dependent aDd 21 independent vari.1lbles were included in the 

study. The dependen~ variables were level of Moption of selected agricul\ural technology 

and level of produclivity. The level of adDpljon of three selected agricultural technologie.5 

were measllled by using a ratio uale developed by Sangle (1984). The level of 

productivity of each f~\ family was estimated in terms of tOlal gJ'Oss margin over 

variable costs. Out of 21 independent variables, 6 were agro-ecol)omic, 14 were socia· 

~n.aJ and psyc.oological and 1 was extcnsion-commurucation variable. Tbe 6 agro

economic variables were size of operatioll.ul land holding, farm mechani.zation. cropping 

intensity, degree of commert:ialization, extent of family laoour utilization and working 

capital av!\ilability. The 14 socjo-pel'SQnal and psychological vlltiable~ were age, education 

level, f;m\ily type, family size, 'SOCia! p<lTti.-:iPlllion, innovation proneness, eoonomic 

motivation, scientific orientation, risK Qrientltit'll. level of aspiration, orientation tLlwards 

competition man;lgcment orientation, attitude tOWl\r<!S improved fllml prl\Ctices and 
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knowledge lE:'Vcl 0)) agricultural technology. The ooly extension-comm\Ut\cation variable 

incl\ided in the snidy was degree of information exposure. Farm mcc)l.anization and 

management orientation were mellSureO by using the scales developed j:)y Samanta (1977). 

Degree of cOinmer..::.i;sliZAtioo was measured by llsiog the formula suggested by Singh 

(1966). Education level and social participation were measured by usiPg 1he Socio

economic Status scale developed by Trivedi and l'areek (1%4). innovatio.n proneness W,iS 

measured by the sClJ!e developed by Supe (1969). Level of aspimi<>1) was measured by 

using (he scale developed by MuthaYl'a (1977). Orientatioll towards competition was 

measuted I:>y uSing the scale developed by Singh 09&1). Attitude tQwards impr.wed farm 

practices was measllred by using the scale developed by Sangle (l9S4}. Knowledge level 

01) agricultural technology was measured by lJ~ing a knowledge teSI developed by Pas 

(1991). Degree of iufonnalioll eJtposlll:e was measured by follo-wing procedure suggested 

by Sanglc (1984). The dala for Ole rest of me ind.cgendent variables we~ collCC1ed with 

the help of struc.tured schedule. Data on f(ll'1'Jlers' petceptions of factors hindering 

technology adoption Wele collected by using structured schedule. 

The statistical technique!; and tests used in the study for analysis of data 

were frequency, perc.en1ege, arithmetic mean, starldard deviation, coefficient <:If variation, 

zero oroer cortel.ation coefficient, multiplc regression analysis, path <IIlalysis and 't' test. 

5.3 5111itnt (i\\dings 

S.3.1 Cba~Wistics Qf tbe rtspUIldw.ts 

TIle study revealed that 47.12 per eent of the respondents were marginal 

farmers, followed by 31.25 per cent small fanners EIIld 21.63 per cent medium farmers. 

While majority (60.10%) of the marginal farnms w<:re in low fMm mecnanization 

category, 49.21 -per cent of small and majority (6S.S90/O) of mooium farmers were in 

medium farm mechanization ctltegory. Majority of the I'CSpol'ld~ts were ill medium 

ca1egocy of cropping imensity, the fr.gures being 1\.43, 69.24, 60.00 for mar~inal, snWl 

and mecnum fanners respectively. Maj(lt'ity of Illc re.~po()dcnts hsd medium degree of 

commercialization \he figures being 67.35, 61.79 and 61.22 per cent for mtu'ginal. Slllilll 

and medium fanners respectively. Majority of the rcsJX>ndenlS were found wi\h medimTl 

extent of utilization of family labour, the figures being 70.41, 67.69 and 71.1} per cent fer 
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m'Mgio.al., small and medium farmers respectively. Majority of t)le respondents h/Jd 

O)edium level ofworlting capltsl availability, the flgl.lrtls being 75.51, 70.77 aIJd 57.78 pe.r 

cenl for marginal, small and medium f<ll1l1ers T~~tive!y. Majority of the re~ondents in 

all ,be fa(11)·si:te groups belonged to middle age category. Majority of the marginal 

(59.18%) and small (52.31%) fanners and 24.44 per cent of the medium farmers were 

ilIiteroLe. M:9ority of tbe respondents in nil the fann·si~ groups had single but 1ll18t .size 

family. 'White majority (57. t5%) of the marginal fanners and 43.08 per cent of small 

f'artner-; bad membership in ooe organization, 37.18 per cent of ~dium farmers had 

membership in more Ihan one organization. Majority of the marginal (55.10%) aIJd small 

(53.85%) fanners and 40.00 per cent of the medium fucmers were wiih \()W lllllovation 

pronelle:;s. Majority of the respondents had medium economic motivation, the fig.1J'I!S 

being 79.59, 64.62 and 57.78 per cent fOT marginal, small and medium fwmer 

respectively. 'While half (50.0()'i'1o) of the marginal farmers and 4\).00 per cent of the small 

farmers }\ad low scientific orientation, 42.22 per cent of mediom farmers had higb 

scientific arienVltiQn. Majority of lhe respondents had medium level of risk orienlalion, the 

figures being 70.41, 67.6~ and 62.22 per cent for marginal, small and medium farmers 

r~spectively. While IDlljority (If the marginal (61.22%) and small (56.93%) farcners bad 

medium level of IISpir:ltion, tnajority of the medium fatmers (SLI (%J had 111gb level of 

aspiration. Majority of the respondents had lneQium orientation towllrds competition, me 
figures being 75.52, 63.08 and 67.67 per cent for mar~inal. $mal! alld medium f:umers 

respectiveLy. Majority of the marginal (64.29%~ and small (S8.4Q%) fanners IlOd 40.00 per 

cent of tilt: mediwn farmers htld medium lev;:l of orientation towardl> managemenl. While 

37.76 peT tent of the marginal fanners had less favourable attitude towards improved faun 

prattices. 40.00 per cent of tl\e small iUld 44.44 per cent of the medium farmers had 

moderately favourable a!titutk towards improved frum practices. Majority of the 

ICS}roruien($ had medium l~'1el of knowledge on agricultural technology, lhdigurcs being 

82,66, 67.69 and ~.61 per cent for marginal, small and medium frumcrs respectively. 

Majority of t!te respondents had me<lil.1!l1 degree of infoJmOltion exposure, the figure$ being 

& t,63, 78.85 and SO.(}O per cent for marginal, small and mcdium farmers fcspectively. 
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5.3.2 Enterprise mix in selected farming system 

There were 18 different types of crop based fanning systems practised by 

the respondents in three size group of farms. The pooled data revealed that the highest 

percentage of the respondents (19.71%) practised the system crop-dairy-goat-fish-duck 

followed by the system crop-dairy-fish-duck-pigcon by 16.82 per cent and the system 

crop-dairy-goat-duck-pigeon by 11.05 per celli of the respondents. 

The highest average total gross margin (Rs. 2431SJXl) was obtained from 

the system crop-dairy-fish-duck-pigeon. In all the farming systems, crop enterprise had the 

highest contribution towards the total gross margin ranging between 83.61 and 54.30 per 

cent. 

5.3.3 Level of adoption of selected agricultural technologies 

From the analysis of frequencies of adaptors it was found that although the 

percentage of respondents adopting high yielding variety seeds and chemical fcrtilizers 

were relatively high in all the fal1l1 size groups, the percentage of respondents adopting 

plant protection chemicals were low. 

More than 60.00 per cent of the respondents in all the fann size groups 

adopted high yielding variety seeds in sali and ahu rice and chemical fertilizers in sali 

rice, ahu rice and potato. Highest pereentage of respondents (39.90%) adopted chemical 

pesticides in mustard crop. 

As regards level of adoption, majority of the respondents had medium level 

of adoption of high yielding variety seeds, the figures being 69.39, 70.77 and 66.66 per 

cent for marginal, small and medium fanners respectively. Majority of the respondents 

had medium level of adoption of chemical fertilizers, the figures being 67.35, 72.31 and 

71.11 per cent for marginal, small and medium farmers respectively. 

While majority (63.27%) of marginal fanners and 43.08 per cent of the 

small farmers had low level of adoption of chemical pesticides, 48.89 per cent of the 

medium farmers had medium level of adoption of chemical pesticides. 

The o'Jeml\ adoptl<m scmes t<:'Jealed that while 44.90 per cent of the 

marginal famters had low level of adoption of three selected agricultural technologies, 
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40.00 per cent each of the small and medium farmers had medium level of adoption of 

three selected agricultural tedmologies. 

TIle highest overall melt1l adoption s<;ore (42.69) was obtained [OJ" medium 

fanners and lowest (33_73) for marginal farmers. 

5,3.4 L.wel of productivity across different size group of farms 

The data on total gross margin over variable costs revealed thai while 

majority of the marginal (73.47%) and small (70.77%) farmers had medium level of toW 

gross margin (between Rs.15969.00 and Rs.26974.(0), majority oftbe medium farrners 

(53.33%) had high level of total gross margin (above Rs.26975.00) per annum. However, 

in the pooled ~ample, majority (66.83%) of the respondents had medium level of total 

gross margin per annum. 

5.3.5 Relationship orleve! of adopti(1D with selected independent variablts 

The relationship of level of adoption with 2\ independent variables was 

found out by using zero order correlation coefficients. In ~ase of marginal fanners, 13 

independent variables were positively and significantly comlaled with level of adoption. 

In respect of SIIlall farmers, 17 independent variables had positive and significant 

correlation with level of adoption. 1n case of medium fanners, 16 independent variables 

had positive aud significant correlation \I~lh level of adoption. In the pooled sampJ~ of 

farmers, 17 independent variables had positive and significant correlation with l~vel of 

adoption. Of thcse, knowledge revel 00 agricultural technology (r = 0.661}, working 

capital availability (r = 0.645), economic motivation (r = 0.592), attitude towards 

improved fann practices (r = 0.563), dcgree of infonnation exp(jsure (r = 0.561) and 

degree of commercialization (r = 0.521) had a moderately strong correlation with level of 

adoption. 

5.3.6 ReiatioQsbip of level ofproducrivity with selected independent variables 

Zero-order correlation coefficients were computed \0 find out thc 

relationship of level of productivity with 21 independent variables. Tn case of marginal 

furmers, 13 indepencirnt variables had positive and ~ignificant correlation with the level of 

.productivity. In case of small and medium farmers, 17 independent variables had jXlsitive 
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and significant cOITdation with level of productivity. In the pooled wnple of fanners, 18 

independent variables had positive and significant correlation with level of productivity. 

Of these, economic motivation (r = 0.692), orientation towards competition (r = 0.660), 

cropping intensity (r ~ 0.643), working capital availability (r = 0.589), knowledge level 

(r~ 0.562) and atlitu<:le towards improved fann procticcs (r-0505) had a moderatdy strong 

to strong correlation with level of productivity. 

5.3.7 Contributory effcds of selected independent variable!l on level of adoption 

The technique of multiple regression analysis was employed to gel 

estimates of the predictive abilities of selected independent variables on the dependent 

variable, i.e. level of adoption of agricultural technology. The independent variables which 

were significantly correlated with the level ()[ adoption were selected for multiple 

regression analysis. The independent v<lriables were ranked on the basis of standard partial 

regression values. 

In case of marginal farmers, out of l3 independent variables, knowledge 

level on agricultura1 technology, workicrg capiml lH'ailabiJily and attitude towards 

improved fann practices were ranked first, second and third respectively in order of their 

predictive abilities. 

In case of small farmers out of 17 independent variables, economic 

motivatioll. working capilal availability and cropping intensity were ranked first, second 

and third respectively in order of their predictive abilities. 

In respect of medium f=f'IS, out of 17 independent variables, knowledge 

level on agrieultuml technology, economic motivation and working capital availability 

were ranked first, second and third respectively in order of their predictive abilities. 

In the pooled sample, knowledge level on agricultural tcclmology, working 

capital availability and economic motivation were ranked fitst, second and third 

respectively in order of their predictive abilities. 

4'],8 Contributory effects of selected independent variables on level of productivity 

The technique of mUltiple regression analysis was employed to get 

estimates of the predictive abilities of seleetc<! independent variables on the dependent 
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variables, i.e. level of productivity. The independent variables which were significantly 

correlated with the level of productivity were selected for multiple regression analysis. 

The independent variables were ranked on the basis of standard partial regression values. 

In case of marginal fanners, out of \3 independent variables, e<:onomic 

motivation, knowledge level and level of aspiration were ranked first, second and tbird 

respectively in order of their predictive abilities, 

In case of small farmers, out of 17 independent variables, knowledge level, 

economlC motivation and cropping intensity were ranked first, second and third 

respectively in order of their predictive abilities. 

In respect of medium funners, out of 18 independent variables, economic 

motivation, knowledge level and level of aspiration were ranked first, second and third 

respectively in order of their predictive abilities. 

In the pooled sample, out of 18 independent variables, 10 variables were 

found to contribute significantly towards tbe level of productivity. Out of these, economic 

motivation, level of aspiration and orientation towards competition were ranked first, 

second and third respectively in order ()ftheiy predictive abilities. 

5.3.9 Direct :and indirect effects of selected independent variables on level of 

adoption 

The nine independent variables whose partial regressIon values wcre 

significant in the multiple regression analysis were included in the path analysis. The path 

analysis was done with the pooled sample of farmers. The variables were arranged from 

bigh to low total direct effect. 

The findings revealed that the variable knowledge level on agricultural 

te<:hnology had the highest positive and substantial direct effect (0.267) on the level of 

adoption followed by the variables economic motivation (0.210) and working capital 

availability (0.206). 

The variable knowledge level on agricultural tcchnology emerged to be 

most important as substantial indire<:t effects of as many as six variables were channeled 

through this variable. 
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The variable degree of infonnation exposure had the highest (0.470) total 

indirect effect on the level of adoption. 

5.3.10 Direet and indirect effects of selected independent variables on level of 

productivity 

The ten independent variables whose partial regression values were 

significant in the multiple regression analYSis were included in tJre path analysis. The path 

analysis was done with the pooled sample of farmers. The variables vvere arranged from 

high to low total direct effect. 

The findings revealed that the variable orientation towards competition had 

the highest positive am! substantial direct effect (0269) on the level of productivity 

followed by Ihc variables level of aspiration (0.241) and cropping intensity (0.219). 

The variables size of Jand holding alld cropping intensily emergt:d to be 

important as substantial indire<;:( effects of as many as five variables were channeled 

thmugh each of these two variables. 

The variable t:<:onomic motivation had the highest (0.515) total indirect 

effect on level of productivity. 

5.3,11 Farmers' perceptions of the factors bindering adoption of improved 

»gri~ultUJ"al u,clrnology 

In respect of marginal and small farmers, 'lack of fmance', 'non

aVliiJa"ijily of high yielding variely reeds in time' and 'high cost of fertilizers and 

pesticides' were perceived to be the three most important constraints in adoption of 

improved te~hnology. 

In respect of medium farmers, 'non-availability of high yielding variety 

seeds in time', 'lack ofirrigalion facilities' and 'lack of knowledge about plant protection 

measures' were perceived as the three most important constJ:aints in adoption of improved 

agricultural technology by them. 

5.4 Implications oftlte findings 

1. The findings on level of adoption of agricultural technology 1"Cvealed that around 

80.00 per cent of the re~pondenls had low to medium level OJf adOJption of three 
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selected agricultural teclmologies. The overall mean adoption scores indicated that 

marginal and small farmers used the three agriculrural technologies in less than 

40.?? r ~Et oftheit areas having potential for usc oftltase tedllloiogies. In case of 

~i' farmers it was slightly higher than 40.00 per cent. The ovemll mt:aIl 

adoption score in the pooled sample indicated that the respondents adopted the three 

agricultural technologies in only 37.16 per ccnt of their areas having potential fOT 

adoption ofthesc technologies. 

An effective strategy for transfer of technology should seek to pin point 

these gaps in adoption and try to reduce them as far as practicable by the use of 

appropriate extension methods and aids. 

2. The findings of correlational analysis, regression and path analysis indicated that the 

variables knowledge level on agricultural technology, economic motivation and 

availability of working capital were three most important variables influencing the 

level of adoption of improved technology by farmers. A highly significant and 

positive correlation of these variables with level of adoption indicated that farmers 

with higher level of knowledge on agricultural technology, higher level of economic 

motivation and more working capital availability adopted the improved technology 

to a greater extent. Other important variahles influencing level of adoption were 

degree of commercialization, size of operational land holding, attitude towards 

improved farm practices, degree of information exposure, cropping intensity and 

innovation proneness. 

Where these attributes are at a low level in the farmers, suitable extension 

methods may be adopted to modifY adoption behaviour of farmers in the desirable 

direction. 

3. The findings revealed that the variables economic motivation, orientation towards 

competition, level of aspiration and cropping intensity were four most important 

variables influencing level of productivity of fanners. A highly significant and 

positive correlation of these variables with level of productivity indicated that 

f4l1lJcrs with higher level of economic motivation, high.er orientation rowdTdg 

competition, higher level of aspiration and higher cropping intensity realized higher 
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total gross margm from VariOllS farming activities. Other important variables 

influencing level of productivity of farmers were attitude towards improved [ann 

practices, working capital availability, knowledge level, degree of commercialization 

and degree of information exposure. 

Where these attributes are at a low level in farmers, suitable extension 

methods may beadopted to modify farmers' behaviour for iIlw:ascd prodllCtiviry. 

Productivity may be regru:ded as a function of some inputs or resources -

material as well non-material. It may be helpful for extension workers to view 

productivity as a manifestation of farmers' behaviour in obtaining return by utilizing 

the resources which are at their disposal or they can command. This view has been 

emphasized in the present study. 

4, The findings revealed that although crop enterprise had the largest contribution 

towards the total gross margin of a farming system, the other enterprises, viz., 

fishery, dairy, piggery, poultzy, goatary, duckery and pigeon also had substantial 

contribution towards the total gross margin. It was also indicated that the average 

total gross margin increased with an increase in number of enterprises. 

Developmenf workers should emphasize tlrese points so that farmel'S may 

be helped to enhance their productivity through judicious selection and combination 

of entcrprises in their fanning systems. 

5. While 'lack of finance', 'non-availability of high yielding variety in time' and 'high 

cost of fertili{.CfS and pesticides' were the three most important constraints in 

adoption of improved technology as perceived by the small and marginal farmers, 

'non-availability of high yielding variety secds', 'lack of irrigation facilities' and 

'lack of knowledge about plant protection measures' were three most important 

constraints in adoption of improve<l tcehnology as perceived by the medium farmers. 

For enhancing the level of adoption of resource- poor farmers in mUlled 

areas, it is essential 10 look into thc availability of production inputs, in adequate 

quantity, in timc and at reasonable prices. The need for expansion of credit facility 

in the rural areas was urgently felt. This is particularly important for the backward 

rainfed areas. Moreover, 'lack of easily available credit', 'lack oftcchnical guidance 
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[Tom extension personnel' and 'lack of knowledge about fertilizer management' 

were perceived as major constraints in adoption of improved technolOb'Y by farmers. 

The success of the agriculmrai extension work in ralnfed tarming areas shall depend 

to a large extent on the strength of agricultural extension system and other support 

systems in solving these problems. 

6. The findings revealed that majority of the fanner respondents had low or no fonnal 

education. Education helps in developing mental faculty of the individuals. The 

variability in adoption behaviour of individuals may be, to some extent, due to 

differences in their !<lvel of education. For enhancing the level of technology 

adoption and level of productivity of fanners in rainfcd areas, the need for improving 

their level of education is very essentiaL 

7. The findings revealed that majority of the fanner respondents had low level of 

irmovation proneness. Innovation proneness may be regarded as a deposition of an 

individual to accept the innovations. As a result of emphasis on agricultural 

research, the innovations, especially the high yidding varietie~ of crop~ are released 

periodically at a very faster rate. All the innovations are not alike and therefore quick 

shift from old to new is expected of the farmers. This is possible only when they are 

prone to use them when they are recommended. Thus, for enhancing the level of 

adoption of improve.:! technology, there is need to maker the farmers more 

iIUlovative by the use of appropriate extension methods and aids. 

8. The findings revealed that average cropping intensity of respondents was low, 

especially in the medium size group of farm, which was lower than the average 

cropping intensity of marginal and small farms. For improving the level of adoption 

of agricultural technology and productivity in rainCed farming areas, the need for 

enhancing the cropping intensity is very essential. 

9. 'The findings revealed that a vast majority of farmer respondents had low and 

medium degree of information exposure. Dissemination of information on 

agricultural innovations must precede their adoption by farmers. On the other hand, 

there is a close relationship between the sources of information used by farmers and 

their adoption behaviour. as comrnwricators of information not only inform but also 
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influence farmers' decision regarding the adoption of improved fanning practices. 

Thus, for enhancing the level of adoption of various improved farm practices by the 

farmers, the lleed for increasing their degree of information exposure is very crucial, 

10. 1nc findings revealed that about one-third oflhe respondents ha.d less favourable 

attitude and more than one-third of them had moderately favourable attitude towards 

improved fann practices_ A favourable attitude of farmers towards improved 

technology increases the possibility that farmers wil! adopt the technology more than 

those who have unfavourable attitude_ For widespread acceptance of various 

improved practices, the need for creating a favourable attitude of fanners towards 

those practices is vel)' essentiaL 

II. The findings revealed that farmers' knowledge about agricultural technology wa~ 

an important component determining the level of adoption oftho.c technologies by 

them. Cultivation of high yielding varieties as such may not give high yield, unless 

farmers acquire adequate knowledge about improved cultivation practices of 

different crops grown by them. To enhance the level of adoption of improved 

technology, it is essential to train the farmers thoroughly in improved cultivation 

practices of <;rops grown by them. )'Iwre attention should be paid 10 enhance farm~J"s' 

knowledge about principles and practice of plant protection. 

12. Fatmers' economic motivation was found to be an important component in 

determining the level of adoption of agricultural technology by them. The extension 

activities had to be organised in such a way as to increase their level of economic 

nwtiv8tion so thaI i! may act as self-sustaining fDIce for increasing the level of 

adoption of improved technology in their fatms. 

13. Fanners' orientation towards competition and their level of aspiration were found 

to be two important factors determining their level of productivity from different 

farm activities. The extension activities have to be organised in such a way as to 

incJ"case their level of orientation towards competition and leve! of aspiration. This 

shaH not only help the fanners to adopt various improved technologies but also help 

to enhance their le>el of productivity from different farm aclivilies, 
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5,5 Suggestions (or further re$e9.nB 

1. The level of adoption in the present study was studied for three selected 

agricultural tecimoiogies with respoxt to improved cultivation of seven selected 

crops in crop based funning system. There is further scope for extensive study on 

the adoption of different improved farm practices in different types of farming 

syslem~ preval~JlI in the minfed areas. 

2. In the present study, the 17 independent variables included in the regression 

analysis could predict 68.4-0 per cellI of the variation in the adoption behaviour of 

farmers and 18 independent variables could predict 59.80 per cem of the variation 

in the level of productivity of farmers. Thus, II considerable portion of the variation 

in the level of adoption and productivity remained unexplained_ There is, bence, 

scope for further research in this regard by considering more number of relevant 

variabJes which may explain better the variation in the adoption behaviour and 

productivity of farmers in minfed areas. 

3. The contribution of el:ological variables towards level of adoption and productivity 

were not considered in the present stUdy. Hence, there i~ scope for further research 

by incorporating different ecological variabJes relevant to the situation pr~vailing 

in the rainfed areas. 

4. The research studies of thi$ kind roay be undertaken by employing a participatory 

and inter-disciplinary approach. 

5. Investigations may be made to sort out the reasons of not adopting improved 

technologies equally by the farmers in different types of farming systems in rainfed -. 
6. The present study was C()nducted without taking help of any farming system 

model. Research studies of this kind may be undertaken by taking appropriate 

farming system model into consideration. 

7. In estimating the level of productivity in the present study, only partial mea~ures of 

productivity were taken into account. There is scope for further research to 
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evaluate productivity of different fanning systems by using more appropriate 

functional measures. 

8_ The concept of adoptiol1 used in the present study comprised of three dimensions. 

Leve! of adoption of different improved technologies may be studied with more 

elaboration by taking more dimensions into consideration. 

9. Detailed investigations may be made on the contributions of eacll enterprise or 

combination of enterprises towan::ls the level of productivity in different types of 

fmming systems prevalent in the rainfed areas. 

10. For arriving at wider generalizations of Ihe rmdings of the present study, similar 

research study may be taken up covering <l larger area and wilh a larger sample 

sia. 
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APPENDIX) 

RESBARCH SCllliOUJ...li, ('OR INVESTIGA nON 

I. N;1me 1)( flae fanner: 

2. Address: 

vmaze 
Bloc}; 

VJ...li,W circle 

AEO circle 

Agril. sub-Jjvi~on 

District 

3. Age (Yl?ars) ; 

4. Educati(lIlallevel : 

PART-l 

IlliteIs1e 0 

Can read only 0 
Cal) read and write/primacy level 0 

Middle sch(lolle'Vel 0 

High s(".huo! level 0 

H. S.IP. U.levcl 0 

Graduate/diploma OJ above 0 

S, Type of famil)' ~ SinglelJ~illt 

6. Fllmlly si%e : 
(a) NumlJet (If adult male members 
(b) Number of adult female membe.r.s 
(c) Number of cbildren 
(<1) T olalll\llJ\b~r flf lllembers in the family 

7. Si%e ofoperatil)llllllUld holding (blghas I)" Ileclere$) ; 
(a} Area of cultivable I.8nd owned 
(b) Area of cultivable: land leased in for cultivation : 
(c) Area of cultivable land leased out fur cultivatiOll : 
(d) Size of operational land holding "" (a+b)-c: 



II 

8. Social participation; 

Please indicate whether you are a member or office bearer of any 
organization and if so mention the name of the oyganization and if so mentio}) the name of 
the organization. 

N amN of participation Name of organu..ation 
II. Member of one organization 
h_ Member of more than one organization 
c. Office bearer 
d. No membership 

9. Family labour available and utilized (mandays); 

Activities and 
type of family 

labour 

Kharif season 
(mid lune-mid 

(k" 

Rabi season 
(mid Oct - mid feb.) 

Summer ~eason 
(mid Feb.- mid 

June 

T olal family labour 
(mandays) 

Available Utili"",d Available Utilized Available Utilized Available Utili;red 
A. Crop producti()D activities : 
Adult male: 
Adult female: 
Children : 
B. Livestocki Fisbery activities ; 
Adult male: 
Mult female: 
Children : 

10. Fann mechanization: 
Please mention which of the following agricultural machines/implements 

you are using and for how many years. 

Machinesllmplements Weightage No. of years used Soore 
I. Tractor 3 
2. Po",er tiller 2 
3. Disk harrow 2 
4. Cultivator I 
5. Trailer I 
6. Mould board plough I 
(Bullock drawn) 
7. Seed drill 

" 8. Pump set 3 
9. Wheel hoe I 
10. Paddy weeder I 
U Sprayer 2 
12. Duster I 



m 

11. Variable CostfWorking Capital Expenditure: 

You might use various inpul5 (such ilS seed, fertilizer, manure, pesticides, 
human and bullock labour, feed for livestock and fish farm equipment etc) for production 
of crops livestock and feeds in your farm. Please mention those inputs which you use 
during the last agricultural year and also mention the quantity and cost of each input used. 

Name of 
input 

Name of Quantity used 
crop or (qtlkglliUNo./MD) 

livestock Own Purchased Hired 

12. Information sources used: 

Cost (Rs. per 
qllkgllitINo./MD) 

Total 
expenditure 

(Rs.) 

Yon may be getting information regarding improved farm practices from 
various sources. Please let me know which of the following sources you have utilized for 
getting infonnation about improved farm practices and mention the frequency of use of 
each source. 

Sources 

A. PenoDal Cosmopolite 
I. AgriJ. Extensioll Officer 
2. Village Level Extension Worker 
3. Block Extension Personnel 
4. Agril Scientists 
5. Input Dealers 

B. Personal Locsalite 
1. FriendslRelativeslNeighbourslFellow 
Fanners 
2. Family Members 

c. Mass Media 
1. Radio 
2. Television 
3. News Paper 
4. Farm Publleations 

D. Otbers (Sped 

Frequency Dfuse 
Often Sometimes Never 



IV 

13. Crop Enterprises, Production and Sale (during lad agricultural year) : 

Crop, Cultivated Total production Quantity s()ld Local price 
land area (Qt) (Ot) {R.'SJgt) 

(Bighaiha) Main By, M<oi, By, Moll By' 
I'roduct product ~oduct I'Jroduct product J"rodlJCt 

A. Kharif =p~ 

B_ Rabi coops 

C. Summer crops 

14. Livestock EntelJlrises. Production and Sale (during last agricultural year) : 
Livesto~k Number Total production Quantity sold weal price 

(QtlNo_lIit) (QtiNoJht) (Rs. perQtiNoJlit) 
Adult Y Dnn Main aye Main B)'c Main Bye 

g product product product product product, product , Dairy 
2. Buffalo 
3. Goat 
4. Pig 
5. Imok 
6. Pigeon 
7. Poultry 
8. Others 

(Specify) 

15. Fishery Enterprise, Production and Sale (during the last agricultural year) : 
(aj Total area under fishery (bighaibt'Ctare): 
(b) Total annual production offish (Qt.): 
(el Quantity offish sold (Qt.) : 
(d) weal price (RsJQt.) : 

16.Knowlegdc level on agricultural techooiogie;: 
Plea:;e answer the following questions regarding improved cultivation 

practices ofRiec, Wheat. Pea, Mustard and Potato. 



A. Please name atleast two recommended High Yielding Varieties of each of the 
following crops? 

I, Sal! rice 

2. Ahu rice 

3. Wheat 

4. Rape and mustard 

5. Pea 

6. Potato 

Varieties Remarks 

CorrectJlncorrcct 

Correctllncorrect 

Correctllncorrecl 

CorrectJlncorrect 

Correctllncorrect 

CorrectlIncorrect 

B. What are the diffcrent methods of chemical seed treatment? 

7 (i) Correctllncorrect 
Oi) 

C Pleas~ name any recommended chemicallhat can be used to treat seeds oflbe 
following crops? 

Chemical 

8. Rice Correctllncorrect 

9. wheat Correctllncorrcct 

D. Please tell the method of inoculating the seeds with Rhizobium culture? 

10. CorrectiIncorrect 

E. What are the recommended seed rates per bigha for the following crops? 

Crops Seed rates (kglbighal 

II, Direct seeded Ahu : CorrectlIncorrecl 

12. Transplanted rice: CorrectlIncorrect 

13. Whe-.il Correct/Incorrect 

14. Rape and mustard Correctllncorrect 

v 



VI 

F. What are the recommended doses of the following fertilizcrs for one bigha of rice crop? 

fertilizers i)Qses fkglbigha) 

Semi dwarf variety Tall variety 

15. Urea: 

16. Single super 
phosphate (SSP) 

17, Muriate of potash 
(MOP) 

Correct/Incorrect 

Correct/Incorrect 

Corrcr:tlIncorrect 

G. What are the recommended doses of the following fertilizers for one bigha of wheat 
crop? 

Doses of Fertilizers (kgfbigha) 

Fertilizers Irrigated Unirrigated 

IS- Urea: _---- ------------ Correctllncorrect 

19. SSP: _--------- ------------- Correct/[ncorrect 

20. MOP: ---------- ---_-------- CorrectlIncorrect 

H. Please mention in brief the nature of damage caused by the following diseases 

Name of disease Nature of damage 

21. Blast of rice Co=tlIncorrect 

22. Laie Blight ofPotalo Ccmect!Inconect 

J_ \Vhich of the following diseases cause iliUnage to the wheat crop? 

23. a. Powdery mildew Correctllncorrect 

b. Loose smut 

c. Wilt 



VII 

L nc- Rll the exact category of the following chemicals? 
g . '"' Categories 

Fungicide Insecticide Rodenticide .......... -------- --- ----------- --------- - CorrectJlncorrect 

""- ------------- --------- ------------ CorrectlIncorrect 

:IO."_' ------------ ------------- ---------- Correct/Incorrect 

71_ EbIw< -----_---- ------------ ------------- Correctflncorrect 

21. Zinc phosphide ------------- ------- ----------- CorrectlIncorrect 

2!J. Endosulfan ------------- ------------- --------- CorrecUIncorrecl 

K.. Which chemical would you use to control blast disease in rice crop? 

10. -------------------------- CorrectfIncorrect 

L Which chemical would you use 10 control late blight disease in potato crop? 

'I. ------------------------- Correctllncorrect 

M.. Please mention in brief the nature of damage caused by the following insect-pests in 
_crop? 

Nm!e of Insect Nature of damage 

12. Stem borer Correct/Incorrect 

D_ Hispa Correctllncorrcct 

II. Which chemica! would you use to control the following insect-pests in rice crop? 

- Chemical 

]4_ Stem borer CorrectlIncorrect 

,,- ..... Corrcct!lncorrcct 

0. Which chemical would you use to control aphids in rape and mustard crops? 

16. ---"----------- CorrcctlIncorrcct 

P_ f'Imse mention in brief the nature of damage caused by pod borers in pca crop? 

16. ------------------- Correct/Incorrect 
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p_ Piease mention in brief the nature of damage caused by pod borers in pea crop? 

37. ________________________ CorrectfJncorrect 

Q. Which chemical would you use to control pod borers in pea crop? 

38. ------------------ CorrectlInoorrect 

17.Attitude towards improved Carm practices : 

Please state the degree of your agreement or disagreement to each of the 
following statement 

SL Statement Agreo Undecided disagree 
No. 

L I suppose we have no choice but to use 
improved methods of cultivation 

2. We should be willing to spend mOfe money 
even if using new methods is expensive 

3. Not using the improved methods of agriculture 
would now make our situation worst 

4. The present new methods may not be the best 
way to improve agricultural situation but it is 
the only thing we can do 

5. Increasing the agricultural production is 
absolutely necessary at any cost 

6. We are protecting ourselves and our interests 
by using new methods 

7. The reason we are using the methods is to 
increase the yields 



IX 

18. Innwl\tlao .PlVlIedess: 
Please indic;\le which of the folrowing statements is mosllik.e your dunking 

d hi h ' j r th'!1kin an w C IS east IJ..-e your t l~. 

SI. Statements M(l5llikc Least li.ke 
No. 

'_' 

1. (a} T tty to keep myself \lP-lo-date ..... <ilh . 

infOlmation on new from practices, bill do not 
mean !hat 1 try out alilhe {lew methods Oil n1)' 

farm 

(b} I fc¢lle~tless tilll tty out new f&m practice I 
beiml abo\rt 

(c) They talk of many new farm pr~ctices these 
days, but who knows if they are better than tbe 
old ones 

., ... (a) From time to 'time.} have helll:d (If several 
lIew practkes and 1 have tried most (If them in 
the last few years 

(b) I usually wait t{l ~ee what results my 
neighbours obtain before J tty aut the new falm 
practices 

(c) Somehow I believe that the traditional ways 
of timning are the best 

3. (a) 1 am camious aboU1 trying of new practice.s 

(b) After all our f()refatbers were wise in their 
fanning practices and I do not 50e any reason for 
changing these old methods 

(c) Often!lcw praclke~ arc not succcssti.d, 
however, if they ate PTomising I W()uki surely 
like to adopt !hem 

-



x 

19. Orientation towards compttition: 

"Pteaile st3te the degree of Y<lUf agreement Of disagreement to each of the 
following s(alelwml$. 

SI. Stlrtements Strongly Agree Disagree SlJ'ongly 
No. ~ee di~e 

I The key points of success III 
flltming should nOl be 
di"ulged {i) other fanners 

If A better yield in cOOlpari.on 
{() the neighbl.mrs being more 
prestige 

ill It is of no use to keep 
information ;'IS what other 
fanners llle doing 

IV ClOP competitions should be 
orgatli?..ed for all impot1a1lt 
C:r()p.~ 

V Better iiml'ling pt'(.)I(id~ 
owortunity for reooglJition 
by the extenslon offic:ers 

VI II is not g()od fOT a &mer to 
ir..oomc 100 ambitious jll life 
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20. Management orientation: 
Please state the degree of your agreement or disagreement to each of the 

~ 
~ 

s,;; 0;; SiC< 
Q! , 

thj~k , abem! the crops 
to be cultivated in each type 

~, 

~ 
wI< 

.. -
, , 

~,=p 

.~ is,necessary . 
1 Ille cost involved in 

i· ,",wp 

I'" ~~ expert for crop 

fI: ~ 
iI 

~').~' ,re 
.~ 

dose by soil testing saves 

~ recommended by 

" 

~ ~rn = ,willb" 

" I (vi) , 
irrigatwn 

~' 



, 
~i 

I p ) A'. '" g~,::~ 
I hl'l 

II hl' (iv) ~ne 
the nearest market 

~ ;J;;;-

~' 
~~~~~ which have m;r~ose 

SA 
A denotes to agree 
DA denotes to disagree 

agree 

SD denotes to strongly disagree 

21. Scientific orientation: 

Xli 

Please state the degree of your agreement or disagreement to each of the 
following statements 
SI Statements SA A 
No 

I N,w methods of fanning gIVe bettcr 
results to a fanner than the old methods 

2 Even a fanner with lot of experience 
should use new methods of fanning 

3 Though it takes time for a furrner to Jearn 
new methods in fanning, it is worth the 
cfforll; 

4 A good fanner experiments with 0= 
ideas in farming 

5 Traditional methods of fanning have to be 
changed in order to raise the level of 
Iivingoffarmers 

6 The way of farming of farmers forefathers 
is still the best way to fann today 

A denotes to agree SA denotes to strongly agree 
UD denotes to undecided DA denotes to disagree 
SO denotes to strongly dis.agre~ 

UD DA SD 

~-
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22. Economic motivation: 

Please state the degree of your agreement OT disagreement to each of the 
following statements 

SL Statements 
No 

L A furm~ should work towards larger 
yields and e<:onomic profits 

2 A mosl successful farmer is the ODe who 
makes the most profit 

3 A farmer should try any new farming 
ideas which may eam him more money. 

4 A fanner should grow "'" crops '" increase monetary profits in comparison 

'" groWIng of fooo crops f" home 
constunption. 

• 
5 It is difficult for the farmer's children to 

make good start unless he provides them 
with economic assistance. 

6 A farmer must earn his living but the most 
important thing in life cannot be defined 
in economic terms 

SA denotes to strongly agree 
A denotes to agree 
UD denotes to undecided 
DA denotes to disagree 
SO denotes to strongly disagree 

SA A UD DA SD 
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23.Risk orientati<;m: 

Please state the degree of your agreement or disagreement to each of the 
following statements 

5L Statements 
No 

L A farmer should rather take more of a 
chance in making a big profit than to be 
content with a smaller, b" less risky 
profit. 

2 A tanner who is willing to take greater 
risks than the average farmers, usually 
does heneI financially. 

3 It is good for a farmer to take risks when , 
he knows his chance of success is fairly 
high 

4 Trying an entirely new method in farming 
by a farmer invQlves risks but it is worth 
it. 

5 A farmer should grow large number of 
crops to avoid greater risks involved in 
growing one or two crops 

6 It is better for a farmer not to try "'W 
fanning methods unless most others have 
used them with success. 

SA denotes to strongly agree 
A denotes to agree 
UD denotes to undecided 
DA denotes to disagree 
SO denotes to strongly disagree 

SA A liD DA SD 
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24. Levels of aspiratiOQ; 

Please indicate your response to the following questions. 

1. W'natlevd 'Oll ex our sons to reach in their education? 
No education Primary Middle High school College or 

above 
0 I 2 3 (4 

2 What 1 eve! you expect your 
'" h 

lers to reac , m orr ucatlon . 
No education Primary Middle High school College or 

above 
(0 (I 2 3 4) 

3_Whal is your aspiration in respect to increasing your land in next three yo!3rS? 

No~ Less than 25% 251050% 50 to 75% More than 75% 
o (1 (2) (3 

4. WhM level you expect to increase your crop production in the next three years? 

None Less than 25% 25 to 50% 50 to 75% More than 75% 
(0) 1 (2 (3 (4 

5. What is your expectation in respect to purchase of agricultural implementsl machines in 
the nest three years? 

N~ Wheel hoe or M.B. Plough or Power tiller or Tractor or 
paddy weeder seed drill thresher or pwnpset , " --

(0) I 2 3 4) 

6. What is your aspiration in respect to increase offano animals in the next three ye[Us ? 

None Poul or duck Goat or Cows or buffalo Bullock 
(0) 1) (2) 3) 4) 

7. What is your aspiration in respect to increasing your annual income in the next three 
years? 
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8_What is your aspiration in respect to house alteration or construction in the next three 
years? 

None Minor repairing Construction of ConstrUction of Construction of 
in the existing katcha house onepucca two or more 

house house house 
0 I 2 (3) 4 

9. What is your expectation to have more material possession in the next three years? 

None Chair-table Radio Tape Television Silver or G<lld 
Almirah Cycle ornaments 

0 1 2 (3) (4) __ 
~~ 

11. What level you expect in your general contentment (satisfaction) to reach in the next 
three years? 

None Some what Better Mostly better Certainly better 
bett~ 

~ 

(0) 1 2 3 4) 
~ 

PART II 

1. Adoption or non-adoption of improved techuoiogy 

Following is a list of some improved technologies/practices. Please indicate 
which of the technologies/practices you are using in your farm during the last three years, 

SI. Technology/practice Used Not used 
No. 

--
A. Crop production 

1) Recommended number of ploughing 

2) IIYV/Hybrid seeds 

3) Compost pit/Farm Yard Manure 

4) Chemical fertilizers 

5) Micronutrients 

6) Line $oVling!llll'e tram,p\mtlllg 
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7) Chemical s=I tre.atnlent 

8) Rhizobium culture 
f------

9} lnsecticidcsffungicide$lrodenticides 

10) Chemkal weedicides 
-

11)Oreen Wlnuring 

8. Li,,~oclt produenlUl 

I) Jmpr(wed breeds 

2) Ar1illciaJ ioseclliIllltiOll 

3) Recommended feed mixlUre 

4) RecOOlOlended btllith practices 

C. Fish produtCion 

1) R~ll1tner..ded specks ofti~h 

2) Rewmlnen<iOO feed fQf' fish 

3) Lime application in pond 
-

4) Fertilizer application in pond 

PARTm 

t. Factors hllldering adoption ofimpt'Oved agric.uJrurai technology : 

Please mention important fuclors which, in your opinion, are the main obstadea to 
adoptiOll of improved agricultur:11 lecbllOlogies in your farm. Also. rank. these factors 
according to their degree of importance to you (from most to least important). 

Fac1gTS 
I. 
2. 
3. 
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APPENDIX II 

AmoWlt of alUIUal "~infaU and number of rainy days in Lown Brabwaputra VaUey 
Zone dllring Ian Itl) years (1990-]999) 

Year At'l1.Ount of rainfall (mm) Numher of rainy days 

1990 3253.20 119 

19~1 318l.40 

1992 285530 112 

1993 3955.20 140 

1994 2785.10 J2g 

1995 5222.80 119 

1996 3610.90 120 

1997 2372.80 

1998 320t-CIS U8 

1999 4299.10 110 

SOUl'ce : Regional Agricult\lral RC!;earch Station, Ov:;.o;aigao[l 




